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admit is correct English? Mani people would say that they are just not
as careful with their speech as they should be. But the reason most people
are not more "careful" is that to follow these rules would actually render
their speech. socially unacceptable. Not unacceptablebeeause it is "sloppy".
hat unacceptable because it would be considered "snobbish." In essence,
what this behavior meting is that we do not really aspire to membership in
the kinds of social circles where such rules are really TollowedIf we were
to base our speech on this kind of rules, we know we would soon gain a

megative reputation aniot our friends and acquaintances for "putting on
airs." In spite of this emit ently good reason for not using this variety of
English, most Americans still have the vague feeling that speech is basically
careless and' that we really should follow.therules. A very similar situation
exists for some nonstandard' English speaking yomigsters. They may well
have the feeling. that their speech is not as good as it should be; they may
even be able to Cite the rules they are violating. But the cost in terms of
damaged reputation among their peers is .so high that theumption of
standard EngliSh forms ig not likely to take' place unless they begin asso-
ciating with youngsters who use standard English. The average school-
teacher probably will not find himself in the position to join the "upper
crust" otaociety, but if this Opportunity Were to arise, I have no doubt that
the teacher would fairly quickly and largely unconsciously adopt the speech
appropriate to that social class. Similarly, a nonstandard English speaking
individual, if he feelsthat he has a viable chance to become a member of
a social group which uses standard English, and. if he desires todo so, will
also fairly quickly and largely unconsciously adopt standard English-and.

'probably not before.
In summary then, language or dialect learning is knnique kind of learn-

ing which depends very heavily on a psychological factor of group refer-
once. If this is not present, the best efforts of the English teacher is in
grave danger of being completely nullified. If it is present, nonstandard die-
lecVspeakers can be expected to learn 'standard English, with or without
formal teaching.

By continually correcting the children in her class, the teacher'is capable
oflhaving an effect. She can shcceed in giving the children a profound sense
of lidguistic insecurity and doubt about their language and even their
personal worth. The teacher can easily have a negative effect but has a
slight chance of actually teaching spoken standard English.

life third area of language with which .an English teacher might be
concerned is reading. The goal of teaching every student to read is a
legitimate one. The best suggestion that linguists have been able to make
with regard to reading had to do. with the match between the language of
the learner and the language.of the reading materials. The hypothesis is
that learning to read is easier if the language in the reading materials
matches the language of the leatmer as clOsely as possible. For speakers
of nonstandard English,, his means that the/materials used iq. beginning
reading be constructed in accordance with the rules of nonstandard gram-
mar. This hypothesis is currently being tested for children who speak
black nonstandard English by. the Chicago Board of Education and hide:__

UfentrrfirtlieEducatioii- gitidiTenter in Washington,. D.C. To my
knowledge, wither organization has published the resulti of their, experi-
ments, but the procedure seems reasonable. I will say no more here about
reading, but further discussion of teaching reading to nonstandard' dialect
speakers is to be founds in Wolfram 1970, Stewart 1969 . and Wolfram
and Fasold 1969. .

With regard to writing, it may be important to take a hard look at just
what kinds of writing are likely to be needed by a given group of non-..
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standard. dialect children. Perhaps it would be more realistic to aus on
writing personal and business letters and on' answering questions on vari-
ous forms Ulna On developing the ability to write a literary critique of a
short story, novel or poem. In some of these styles personal letters for
example, it may be unnecessary to insist that ever detail of standard
English grammai be observed. If a personal letter is to be.written to a
peer there would seem to be little point in writing it in 'a "foreign" stand-
ard dialect. However nyinisiness letters, in filling in forms and in other
official kinds of writing, only standard English grammar is accepted as
correct and the abilityto use it is a justifiable goal for an English teacher,
to set for all her students. In the process, it would be useful for the teacher
to be able to distinguish three categoriesittrf1Yrs, /1) There are errors
of organization and logical development of arguments and similar difficul-
tiew This land of problem will be shared by all students regardless of dia- .

lect and linguistics has nothing to say about how such ploblems should be
dealt with. .(2) Then there are 'spelling and grammatical errors based on
interferenCe from a nonstandard dialect. In a study of written Composi-.
tions by black inner students admitted to a major university, over
40% of ,the errors found were dale to dialect interference. "(3) Finally,
there are errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar which are not
traceable to dialect interference.

A variety of apparent orrors the written work of nonstandard Eng-
lish speaking people' are not errors in the strictest' sense at all. They are
-simply the reflection in writing of the 'differences in 'grammar, pronuncia-

. tion and verbal expressi,n between the nonstandard dialect and the stand.
urd one by which the ttriting is being judged. In the area of grammar,
when one of the university freshmen mentioned above wrote "Keith atti-
tude" when standard English would call for- "%cities attitude" he was
merely reflecting the rules of his nonstandard grammar. In ttandard- Eng-
lish,.this.kind .of possessive construction requires 's. According to the rules
of 'the' nonstandard dialect in question', 's may be used, but does not have
to be; When another of these students.spelled "closest" as "closes," he re-
vealed that his pronneciaticon rules allow the elision of the t sound after .a..,
at tine end of a word. Other cases arise when a writer uses an expression .
current. in his speech .coMmunity but pbrhaps:,.unknown .to' the teacher.

1. When one of the univertfity fresltmen wrote "Keith had negative changes,
'about I/e Vries," he was using a,cominon expression among black people.

In this context, it means that Keith went through a change cif opinion
about De Vries. A leacher unfamiliar 'with the expression "to, have
changes" or "to go through changes" might well treat this expression as
an error.

Other spelling, grammar and style errors occu r, which cannot 1/6 traced
to dialect interference and shouhl be considered genuine errors. In the
same set of compositions discussed above, .the missp:dlings °laded" for'
"laid" and "tring" for "trying". were observed. There is no pronunciation
feature. of the nonstandard dialect involved which would account forMewl
spelling's. In grammar, the use of the clause. "in which' you live in" is not
calla,nrjrz tjuLgrnmnuir of any nonstandard dialectAn_example of
what might be called a style problem is the expression "in results of this,"
presumably. for "as a result of this." All' of these usages, along with mis-
takes in capitalization .and punctuation, are appropriately treated :IS errors

.nnrelated to dialect conflict.
This divrsion into dialect and, general errors has' at leaSt two implica-

tions for teaching writing. In a real sense, the dialect related'"errors" are
j not errors at all, they are correct usages based on, a- different. grammar

rule syketm Since this is the case, their correction is perhaps not as urgent
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as the corrections of mistakes Which are not founded on any rule system.
This may mean that several writing exercises would be allowed to go by
with no mention being made of the dialect related errors. In some styles of
writing, personal letters perhai*i; elimination of dialect interference errors
might not ever be appropriate.

In orderliiCarry out such a teaching strategy, of course, it would ba
necessary for the teacher to be able to identify which mistakes are which.
This same ability earries'over ipto the areas of reading and speech as well.
If a teacher were to follow the suggestion of. some scholars (Goodman
1965, Wolfram .1970) that nonstandard English speaking children be
allowed to read aloud in their owndialect; the teacher would have to know
what is correct in the dialect so that she could distinguish dialect readings .

dron\N misreadiags. In the area of. -speech, the teacher needs this ability to
distinguish dialect pronunciations from genuine speech imrlediments.

A case can be madeVor requiring teacifers of youngsters with -non:
standard dialectsto be prain-ed in the grammatical and pronunciation rules
of nonstandard dialects of English. In the past, of course, very little of this
has been done. There are a few sources to which an, interested 'teacher,

'could go to find partial descriptions of. some nonstandard Meech. McDavid
(1967) provides a list of common nonstandard features 'from a number of '
dialects. Fasold and- Wolfrani (1970) give a semitechnicaVescription of
most of the featuns of the kind of nonstandard English used by urban
black people. TheBoaril of Edueation of the City of New York, (1'947) has
prepared a booklet, distributed through the National Council of Teachers 1.

of English, which deals with the nonstandard kinds pf English found in
that city. None of these descriptions, however, Is completely adequate. .

There is much an observaat.leacher can de on his own to diitinguish
dialect features froth more basic difficulties. To do this, he must accept
a basic linguistic rule-of- thumb: everyone speaks his language correctly.
If several youngsters use 'the same "bad graminar" feature consistently,

.it is safe to .aSsume that their dialect rules, call for that very construction.
Sometimis,one child may seem to have speech problems different frit= his
agemates. His difficulties are likely to be due to some other cause than
dialect interference. All speakers of any language 'occasionally ,make
mistakes because of "slips of the tongue" and nonstandard dialect speakers
are 'no exception. But no speakers make the same slips all the. time; if it.
.seem's that a speaker constantly makes the same ."nuitakes"' he is .uo
doubt following.the grammar of another dialect. If a teacher acbepts this
rule-of-thumb and applies jt carefully in observing his students, he will
soon find himself able to make the necessary distinctions.

The answer to the question posed in the title of this article is first, that'
an English teacher probably cannot. do very much about his pupils' spoken
language .habitS and very likely would not want to if he could. What the
teacher shoUld do- about nonstandard 'dialect in the teaching of reading
play well turn out to be "use it." -Finally, in teaching writing skills, a
teacher should learn that there are more crusiel aspects of writing tl'a=
_dialect related arers nu a.that..A9.11X.: 4
use of dialect constructions.
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WHO GAVE US THE RIGHT?

Kenneth S. Goodman s

Though the battle cries are different now and the groupings are different
and the stated reasons for taking sides are certainly different the key issue
in ourAchoolz twiay remains the same Jr,Ljt has been for ceveral decades.

a. ,

Are our schools agencies of conformity designed to make the abilities,'
interests, preferences, values, habits, aspirations and, speech of all pupils

Dr. Kenneth S. Goodman is Professor of Elementary Education at
Wayne' Slate University (Detroit, Mich,,,). He is currently the chairman
of the 'IRA Committee on Psjicholinguisties and Reading and member of
seeral professional committees. He has published in a number of pres-
tigious journals and is co-author of Language and Thinking in. the Ele-
mentary School and Reading: Process and Program.
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Much the same, all safely within the prescribed limits. of social acceptability?
lir are our schools Prepared, to accept diffeienee ai a human right and
cultural pliiralism as the most vital characteristic 'of American society. Are
they willing. to accept the obligation to assist each pupil in becoming him-
self?

No matter What the source, no matter how strong the pressure or hoW
sincere the motive behind jt, the schools must .not respond by succumbing
to demands which would make theni assembly- lilies for turning children
into look-alike (lolls, so many Derbies and Kens, some black and some white
butal pfessed'in the same mold. / ' ,. .

The behaviorists stand ready' with their belia.vie'ral goals to redeltign.
live children into look-alike, lalk-nlika, think-alike plastic people.We must,
drive "the behavior changers out of the temples of learning because NO do;
not have* the right.And no one has the right to give it to us. ,Even the
Parents.

Parents of course have both the legal and moral right to make de-
mands and decisions on behalf of their children. But Lilly are 'ultimately
accountable to these children both legally and morally. The kids are telling
us that loudlyand clearly. ,

It is time as educators we face, for ourselves and our communities, that
we are accountable above all ciao to, the pupils whom we serve. Somehow
in the Push pull arena in whiCh mincer nali decisions are made it's.easy to
forget about the kidswho they are, what_tley are, and where they're
going. . 0

With the kids in mind add with a clear focus on our obligationa to ..
them let's examine' language issues and discuss positions which we can
defend to them now and in the future when they. fully realize what we've
done to r.nd for thein:

'Helping Skilled Users of Language .Become More Effective Users of
Language .\

. Clearly schools have an` obligation le help kids to increase 'their effec-
tivencss in using language. That goal..Can, not be adeomplished in' an at-
mosphere of 'hostile conflict in which we force young people to: choose be-
tifeen identity and conformity. If .black is beautiful then so is the way
Black people speak.

If we treat their language as 'inferior, deficient\or .inadequate we
force the. learners, in the very act of accepting our beneVolentl promise to
give theni better language, to accept this .,characterization of 'themselves

. and their means of communication, thought and learning as' (a-worthy.

Linguistic Deficiency . .

If they were in fact; linguistically deficient we would haverto face such
bitter truth. in' our teaching and in our curriculum making:- Bur the trial(
is. that thelaniv- 1.1*mis-the . libs-ntne -and -Ittfr"
immediate social community. Each child' learnshis languate in much the
same way, for much the same purposes, and in' any group the rlige of
effectiveness in using the language of the group is about the same, as it is
in all other-human groups.

The myth of linguistic deprivation is 'as much a fraud as the myth of
genetic difference in intelligbnce between blacks and whites which has been
perpetirdted recently by' behavior changers.They'ye made the mold in their.
own Mine, measured, all against this mold and found some wanting simply
because they don't fit the, mold. Having reduced some groups by thisdevice
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to sub-humtin status the behavior changers thus at. once reduce their. ac- ."
countability for success in achieving even their own goals with such groups
and at the'same time justify the application of teaching-learning models
derived from the stady of sub -human animal farms like rats, pigeons; and
chimpanzees.
, Every child is born with the capacity to acquire language and he does
so.

- In order to justify treating some children as interior the' behavior
changers must' ignore the fact that this capacity to learn language is
innately and uniquely human and must furthermore deMean.the language
and language learning capacity of these children.

Perhaps the crucial point which must be .countered as :this case for
inferiority is argued. is that some children, black or. brown or red or poor

'white lack language suitable for dealing with the .kindi of tasks schools
pose. In this argument a remarkable leap. in logic is made. Schools are
urged to reject the language of .so called non-standard. speakers as in-
ferior (which,is essentially what schools hat been doing all . along)rand
then the reaction to that rejection on the part.of the learners is cited a's
evidence that in truth they lack atlequate anguage. If a black child
chooses to hang his head when he's asked a question rathe than subject
himself to possible rejection he is labeled non - verbal. If ha does venture
to present his developing understanding to teacher, or tester in his own
language he is labeled as defiCient in vocabularrand grammar because he
is different in:vocabulary 'and grammar. And what's even worse the as-
.aumption is made that he isnit learning.In.point,of fact the child' himself
-will be confused as to whether he is learning or eu learn because when he
attemhts to organize his' experience and chnceAs in his. own language
and present them to teachers and classmates he is o d that halt; speaking
unacceptably. Whether this is. done rudely or roVingly the .net effect is
confusion on. the part of-the learner who can not sort out the rejection of
langtiage. from the ideas he seelis to present. The teacher may not under-
stand him if the teacher has' not taken the- trouble to listen and become

familiar'.with the language of the learners, but -the' teacher may also-pre-
tend not to understand in order to force the child to shift to unfamiliar
higher- status forma. le.this latter case the hypocrisy reaches a peak 'since

'the prime purpoie of language use effective communication, ceases to be a
relevant issue. . .

Undet, pressure to be a ccountable for the learning theyfoster, teachers
need to be accountable to 'themselves to get the cobwebs out of their. views
of language, language diffmience,language learning, and their own roles as
teachers in the.liVes of their/1mila.

Teachers need particularly to sort out the lit guistic,
chological, and pedagogical realities of languag

A key problem, in understanding language di &once and reactinKir1.1

is the confusion of aocial attitudes toward la guage with intrinsic lin-

.

........:istiemit Tcachers...haxaimatm InNr1.-.2T....as....goadox...11
.c.' -..

wrong, on- the barsis of the social Status which /particular langu ge forms
enjoy among the high status peeplej in their co munities. It's not surpris-, ' -.

ing that high 'status people think .their Iangua is the standard on which -..
to judge all others. Most people are ethnoeentri , thinking all others speak \quaintly or poorly., Because of the power in4the hands of high status
groups other groups in society. may even Airtitilly. accept the view of their
language as being of little. merit. Yet clearly. language difference and lan
guage deficiency are not synonymous., Lin istic. study ,reveals that all
dialeCts are fully functioning, lapgutige vg cants each with systematic '
phonology, grammatical structure, and vo ularyd Whether' the language
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community into which a child ih. born is the inner city or the plush
suburb he /learns that .1 'gauge form (dialect) which yin be, most func-
tional for him, in his communicative weds. What he is is systematic

...; and rule governed though the rules and. systeM will vary from other
.1 dialects of the same language.. A child's effectiveness in using language

can only be' judged within the language form he has learned. as he uses
it to cope with the communicative needs he has. ,I

From the point.of view of ..psychology we must understand that every
child acquires language competence before he comes to school and that the
Language he Juts learned has become not only the medium of commtihica-
tion, but also the mediitm, of thought end of learning. Human ability. to
learn. and generate language as individuals . in social interaction. is so Uni-t

,, -. versalhat it can be said that if a person can'think a thought he can find
the means of expressing it 'within the language available to him, by,i stretching or modifying that 'language, or by inventing new language. on
the basis/of .the'oldkin acquiring Ile* concepts and coping with'new experi-
once the lentner ,driili,s On that language form which is 'available to him...
Attempts at imposing less familiar. dialects however high their. status or
4however low the status of his own,. interfeie with learning and cut the...
child of from the very ;medium of learning 'which is his ntajft.yesourie,.
his:landuage : ., . .

I ,
:-

,

11.4%v: Urban. speakers of v status dialects will acquire receptive control -'
over the various dialects t hearspoken in the community ns they:need ,;.,

. to havestchrecePtive coal. 01: Ironically this gives them a linguistic ad- ..f.
vantage'oyer their sub-urban high-status peers who may' never understand
any dialect other than theii :own: Evidence of this .receptive cceltrol over

'a. range of dialects is shown in thil way. youngsters understaltd.-their
. .teachers' dialects but' repeid or Lreiponil to them within their *own dialects.

The child has the receptive .control 'to match phonological and gramMatical$

patterns ih the dialeet foieidn to his own,' even to hanale vocabultirf dif-
ferences, Kit he does not yet have the ability tolreneratethe response in-
the.strande dialect instead switchinglo his own' code. This 'receptive can-

". trol is-not likely to exist to any,large extent among school beginners' yet
.

. it Walmost universol among sixth graders though. .the extent :of control
. may yaryl.Movement toward recep" control'of a Janie of dialects neces-

saiy for 3iiilchistic funeillnind,)in his expanding ivorld'mdy in fact be
considered part of. the 'iriaturitl' expansion . of .the child's, linguistic coin;.

: potence. Acquisition of. thoabilitY to deneiate language, .either in Speaking
orwriting, in these less familihr dialects is by .nt ,means .as.thtiversal.
That 'tipPears 't o'denend Aon complex factors of treed and motivation as the
child moves' do new social, educational and cultural\ situatione .i, ..

if

d

W..*

1

Pedagogically we know that, language change can not'. be forced \ and' that landdadeilexibility is not to any .great degree a function oyntenaity
of instruction. There is almost no evidence in fact tolfidicate lhat-people
can be formally taught to use other dialects in preference to their own.
The most .-Idatiye means, of_influencina lear::..:1 to become more fffoctive
and nrere Amble in, language use .appears pgvide marry

".',11

'opportunities to use language :in relationship' to expanding knoivledge and
experience. For generations pupil's have rejected the efforts of teachers to
apply -n correct language model to their language and forcechande.

Bringing these linguistic, sociolo'gfcal, psychological, pedagogical factors
together teachers can summarily dismiss forceable intervention in the
language of ilearners. It is not. necessark, desirable 'or practical. By work-

. Ind with the' child." rather than at crosb purposes to him, we help him to
expand on what he can do. We berlp him' become more, effectiye without
rekeCtMg what' he 5.s now. At the, same time we -accept the 'richness of
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difference instea d of the sterility of conformity. Our goal then is not to
change behavior but to expand'competence.

ITo achieve this goal we need schools and teachers who accept and
understand language difference, *h arc able to encourage children to
-continue to use.the language they, bring to scheol.in learning; wh6 .provide
stimulating lelevant. learning environments for their pupils, whoexemplify
themselves rich, varied and appropriate language use rather than up4ight
proper language. If we succeed, we will find our pupils opening outward
and ever expanding. on th4 base of their linguisticcompetence. If we do
not we will hear theM openly shouting or quietly 'nattering, "F'get you,
honky, f'get you oreo

BI-DIALECTALISM IS1NOT THE LINGUISTICS..OF WHITE SUPREMACY:I SENSE VERSUS SENSIBILITIES

Melvin J. Hoffman
1

Accusations of covert racism have:been Ogled directly or by im-
plication against linguists who support the teaching of Standard English
as a second dialect. Two representative 'opponents of the teaching of a
second dialect are Kochman 1969) and Sledd (1969). After a brief review
of their position, I intend to. oppose their arguments that the approVal and
encouragement of this conceptf, Functional Bi-Dialectalism is contradictory,
mis-directed, discriminatory, and,imprvtical. .

The toncept that they oppose has been definedo' by several authors who
support bi-dialectalisn3:

Brooks (1964: 30) states:

. . . should teachers not exploit the tremendous psychological
uplift implicit in . . saying . . "I acceptyou and your lan-
guage;.use it when you need it for communication with your
family and friends. But, if you really wento be a successful
participant in other areas of American life, why not learn the
kind of language accepted and used there.

NOnktandard Dialect (1968: 1) finds:
.Teachers should accept the pupils' nonstandard dialect in

appropriate 'situations and build 'oh,. the language patterns
which pupils have been . accustomed to using . . . Standard
English thus becomes addit;ve as another available language
pattern while tlg' ortitt furdhdv4,irsy stiVoe-epeleen-in--situa-
Colt which the individual considers .appropriate.

Dr. Aldan Hoffman is Assistant Professo of English atState Uni-
versity of New York College at Buffalo. He holds a doctorate in linguis-
tics from the State University of New York .at Buffalo. Formerly a
dialect field interviewer and linguistics consultant to the Chicago Board'
of Education, he has .published articles concerned with teaching tan-
guage artslo'minorities and is the author of a bi-dialectal oral language
manual.
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Shit)/ (1969n: 89) gives the origin of the term:I- V

. : The tern' functional bi.dialcctalism was proposed at the
Indiana University Conference on Social Dialects and Lan-
guage Learning as a way of0identifying a person's legitimate
right to continue speaking a "home dialect" (one which might
be called nonstandard) even after he his learned a "school, dialect" (one which might be called standard).

Sledd. and K'ochnian share a common conviction with many of the.
linguists ,who, support bi-dialectalism : that no language or dialect in-
trinsically inferior to ani,other

Sledd . (1308) after a discussion Of the traditional stereotyped au-
, thOritarian English teacher, states that such a teacher:

.

is not popular any longer among educators. Though the
world at large is still inclined to agree with her, the vulgairiz-
ers of linguistics drove her out otthe academic fashiop years
'ago when they replaced her misguided idealisni with open-
.eyed hypocrisy,' To the popular linguists, one kind of lin-
guistics is as good as anotherd and judgments to the contrary
are only folklore; but since the.object of life:in the U.S.A. is
for 'everybody to get ahead of everybody else, and since lin-
guistie prejudice cam keep a man from moving up to 'schlitz, .

thelinguists still teach that people who want to be decisionA.
makers had tietter talk and write like:people who Make deci-
sions. [italics mine]

Koclunan. (87,8) peints out that, there 'is no easily, identifiable stand-
ard dialect among he regional standards, that speaking a different re-v ..g.lonal standard may bring social handicaps, and that :aeceptability,... of

ti speech; rattler than being solely a matter of language 'mastery, depends
on additional variables such as pOrsonality. ajid the social and/or esonoinic
status of the speaker: Attempting to teach stare lard English in the face of
these considerations is.deemed a contradiction.

The main' problem, theie authors note, is prejudice; which. will-uotsend
.w.hen a minority group member masters standard English. Kochman" (88,
and 157) argues xory tellingly: a minority group member is well award
that he is suffering from social not linguistic discrimination; standard 'dia-
lect mastery, ,is .not ,essential to, many trades, where discrimination exists;
income disparity between minority and majority group members Increases
as educational levels rise. Iie concludes:

- The present efforts to teach a prestige form of speech to
nonstandard speakers are educationally wasteful and the of-
fcctive realization is socially improbable, unless the express
desire and cooperation. of those 1Caini it trthcoming.

Sledd, referring to bi-dialectaliaml'as the "cloak o white supremacy" (1808), prefntes
_the...wgellikdkskslitlism with tho followIngL..mors: -ermpuls. (1810), "mandatory!'

and "nn Posed' (13ar "coercive regimen -73114 on -arum rum -IdIrMaror,".
(1314). Further. Sledd (1808) seems neither !militant nor unwilling to suggest selfish mo-

%,

4

lives for yny white linguist supporting bi dialectaliamt ° .

Black English provided the most lucrative new industry foe-white linguists.
who found thohnother lode when they discovered the interesting locutions which
the lam protected employ to the detriment of their chances for upward mobility.
In the knnals of free enterprise, the early sixties will be memorable for the
invention of functional bi- dialectalism '

. It would be interesting to find hOw Sledd would characterize the work 14 McDavid
and McDavid (1051) and McQuown k1054) who, among others, had expressed these concerns
for the language - learning' problems of the disadvantaged before such concerns were either
popular or profitable and who had unlcipaled many, of the present fwublernsand recom-
mendations for solutions.
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Sled(' (1315) states this more strongly:
. ... Nothing the schools can do about blacieEnglish either will 0 -

do much for racihl peace acid spoil.' justice as long astir black
'and white worlds are'. sop:irate and ,l.ostile . . .. regimented

se n lii-dialeetalismis nti.ntibstitute for sweeping social change . . 1,

r 'These' arguments. have been ,used to counter -the' contention 'of .bi-
dialectalisti that standard languageonastery, cases the social. an,1 econqn4
advances 9fniinority group membeis:Both authors find this argument its-
tolerable. Sledd 03091 claims! ,

. Thd basic .assumption of bi-dialeetfilism is that the preju-
2dices-of middle-class whites cannot be- changed but must be

accepted and indeed enforced on lesser )reeds.
-More charitably, Kochman (88) remarks: .1

. It is .to the credit of the linguistic appfoach that it has /I
40'at least recognized that the speaker's native dialect has enl-

Aural values forim and is not to be tampeied with . . . Un-
forturately, the inguistic approach accepts as .social deter- 4

minant the dame obnoxious and racist standards as the pre-
scriptive-assimilationist approach . . .

Both authors contend thatja-dialectalism is impradical. for two rea-
sons: lack Of cooperation from those being taught and lack of _efficiency.
Sledd (1319) and Kochman (88) feel thatithe bi-dialectal approach is

'doomed .since minority group members will become less and. less inclined
toward the assimilstionist approach and that emerging ethnic pride will
increase resistance to second dialect learning. Sledd (1313) and 'Kochman
(87) argue further that. available materials are insufficient; that existing
efforts have resulted in too little gain, and that not enOugli infOrmation is
available.about the structures o,the dialects involved to permit the design
of a feasible approach. ..

v ,
Both agree that -advancement of 'social conditions should .occupy, the

prior attention of people ctirrently engitged in advancing..the concept of o c'
. .

bi- dialeetalism. -;. . .
Si&id (1315) minces no. words: .. : P-

. . . They limy purge themselves of inconsistency, and iro \. . .
what little good is possible for Engirdh teachers as political ..

reformers, if instead of ;teaching standard English-as a second
dialect they teach getting out of.Vietpam, getting out of the

,r., missile race, an stopping-the deadly pollution of /the one .
or world we have, as horribly exemplified, by the earren<van- -. s' ..

dalism in Alaska. . a a I. / ..

4
Kochman (157) suggests that racism may be cruM

P

pling and if social ' L

change occurs; the language problem,will be Aolved as a by- product: .
. .":-Does it really matter hOw people of status speak? You .#

...

say, what if the pocial order isnot changed? Then I ask you,
..

whdt have you accomplisirA in yrdir program: the ability to .. . .
.... : - -..'

avoid some stigmatized fOrrilirr1VtitTO s.:111-gnintized btelinse"--- -*. .

.-the people who ISpeak them are? , . . t I ..

a .

.. ... '
. it. -.. (

.

.. ,A Refutation 2 " t . i
?

N ,., % ..
:. .. Certain considerations seem to be lost s'i'ght all too easily: as men- , ... .

tioned earlier:linguists-and those who have come into contact With lin-
% 0

%
241y thanks to Eloise Courteennd Barbara Schnee for thelr helpful suggestions. 4

.. . ..)
....

. :
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guists are Well-aware- of the relativity of standardness in language:;,.
.., American structuralists have sought,centinually to make this clear. Works;;

included insuch collections as Allen` (1964) and:books suck: us Hall (1960)';.
and others, are largely concerned with this and related matters of attitude .
toward( language. . . - ., .

The leak of success ithat such efforts'har had upon' the profession' of
.the.teaching of English and the layman's nearly .total unawareness of a
non-prescriptive approach to language should indicate Soinething about the
attitudiof most human beings toward correctness 'in language. Indeed,what .

little effect the introduction of linguistic sophisticatjon had upon the
Wcbstcrs Third International Dictiondry provoked vehement criticism from
the Ilingaistically naive but vocal and influential Eastern litettati) whiiV
indicate the power that ignorance sanctified by traditicin .is. still capable ..
of exerting against g position. supported by scientific evidence.

Judgments of the social aeceptability, of parlous forms of language'
are not.solely judgments of the;Whiteiddle-class. Both ethnic and social
judgments are made by people of different ages, races, and status often
with a greet deal of.accuraey in identification: 'Findings of. Shuy 4969b:
1814), Labov (1964: 82-8)*, and Larson'.and, Larson .11966) indicate' that
minority group members make the same; judgments about language as
majority gtoup members .although'' they may; be. More tolerant; townrd
groups similar to.themielves. What is more, minority .group speakers tend
to perceive themseWeens. employing the preferred of alternative forms even
When this is not the actual case, .. .. . ; :.... . The-features thatare diagnostic racially or ,-socially' in ant area may be
few, arbitrarily selected, and narrowly regional in; 'scope. 'Yet .Labov.

'11969: 33-7) points out: . , ,. , .- --. . ' . .7',.
. .. . this overlap [either with Southern white tneech . or with ',

the speech of recentli.inknugratA white speakers. who live in -.

close proximity of :1)1114c ghetto13 does not prevent the fen,
tures from being identified with Negro.,apeech iby most Jig- .

_.., tenors: we are dealing with 'a stereotype' which prcnildes correct. identification in the great .majority of cases,;and therefore .,
. with a firm basis in sd,ciat.rearity. Such stereotypes .ere the. I

social basis' of language perceptions; this is merely fone -of .,
many cases where listeners generalize from the variable data.
to calegorical,perception.in.absolute terms. Someone iho'.uses .
a stigmatizCd. fbrm 20 to 30'percent of the time will be heard..

t as using this form all of the time. .
.

!
Existing i-dialectal mace:Das, dealing with such features, are indeed .i

few as Sledd points. out, and piesent results leave mulch to be desired. Yet,c 1 do such shortcomings' argue that efforts should be Abandoned to improve
materials and to educate teachers to use.them? Smith (1968: 119) writes: c

.

,. .lingilage problems [of minority,group meinbers] m b .Sseen through the eye of sympathetic and linguistically .. -..
phisticated teachers, ai4 they must beed tO,litecacy by Means
of H. --1*-----.6...kJ. Lased utr-t le most effective application et, tne

° . Maxwell (1970: 1159) answers Sledd:- .

...-

findings of 'both modern linguistics and modetn pedagogy. . .

' .4 -

.:, .

. .. . The question of whether the school can or cannot teachT ° a second dialect Is a technical question, beyond his [Sledd'S]
N. competence, sit* he is not an authority on learning. While it

may be that present methodologies cannot teach a second

1.
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Balect [sic], it does not) follow. that mZthods 'ecinnotbe de-
veloped.

I _must concur with Sledd, and Kochthan. in two criticisms however:
more specific information abold the effects of teacher attitude and lin-
guistic interference should be available now as well; as fully developed
programs. It is time for linguists-to progress'beyond harangues and sample
lessons. In Hoffman (1970) and in Davis et al. (1968), two examples of
materfhl addressed' to theke concerns can be found as wQJl as in Feigen-
baum 41970). In addition, three.collections, editedby Aarans et al. (1969),
Alatis (1969), and Baratz and ShuP(1969) include works, many of which
address themselves to jdst such questigns as design andimplementation of
concrete bi-dialectal programs. Hopefdlly, many more will be forthcoming.

The criticism of desirability of bi-dialectalism requires fiirther
comment.,Kocliman. (157) sees:

. . . our society experiencing the throes of social refor1m this
yell, minute. Our cherished prejudices and ptactices are being
assaulted at every tarn, besieged with long' hair and "bad
manners" on the one hind and. Black Power and creative dis-.
ordef on the other. . . .

Sledd (1315) 'finds
. . the measure of our educational absurdity is theinecessity0

,
of saying once again that .:regimented bi-dialectaliam is no
substitute for sweeping social changenecessity behdefined
by the alternative of dropping out and waiting km de-.
struction If the white businessnian continues to have his way.

Somehowiliassed over is recognition that the learningi.of some kil' of
-standard dialect.or language is the normal situationfor most speakers of
any language in the world and that bi-dialectalism is normal and accepted
in many countries. See Ferguson (1964: 114-5): Thtthho e quotations sug-
gest social even. military revolubien. Forgotten by, critics of bi-dialectaIism
is the matter of the standard language of 'China. Mandarin, the national
standard of feudal China, now known as Kuv Yu or notional dialect, has
remained the standard speech both of republican Taiwan and the com-
munist mainlatnt the concept of standardness in *gunge for the Chi -
nese- survived two political revolutionsof the world's:most populous' coun-
try. 'the Chinese experience throws a lightly different tight on the effects
of the changes that Kochman and ,Sledlt suggest. ;

' Those who ignore the considerations that second Oinlect and/or second
language learning is the normal rather than the' exceptional situation for .
itianx people in this world imply, however unintentionally, that minority
group members in the United States are lessable to fulfil such an expecta-

Cr tion. The position opposing bi-dialectali4m is, in tliiiSense, more subtly
paternalistic than the bi- dialectalism which is being attacked. . '

While the society moves towartl-mutual tolerance foculutral pluralism,
is _mina 1-..-khoppen to the thousands.stt atgdents_ Whotmult. face he

harsh realities of the here and now? Muss we abandon' their interests until
the mIllenium? I raise the critics' own question: whose interests or sensi-
bilities are do be taken'into account? What does the student of the. lan-
guage-permissive teacher have to look forward ib while diScrinrination

-continues? Speech differences 'may only be an excuse to.justify -rejection
already made on a prejOdiced basis, but should we deny those who choose

- to remove this obstacle for themselves the opportunity to do so because
such a choice may be offensive to our sensibilities? .
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7Maxwell (1159) puts itil these words:

There seems to lierlw reason in the world why, the teacher
of English cannot ./'. . educate people out of their prejudices
and at the sane time give them some skills whicillthey can use
to advance whatever cause they set for themselves. That is
.why"Avt teach chiiclien the skill of reading and writincs, so they
can_get ahead. If taachini them standard dialect to use at their
discretion can get them ahead, why not help?

What about the student who wishes to conform or assimilate? Shouldn't
everyone in a 'free society have the choice to c8nforin as well as not to
conform? Should we limit the implementation of educational 'policy to those
advanced by self-styled militants' and liberals whose actual constituency in
both the majority and minority community. may be far more limited' than
their hetoric would suggest? .

.

r

axwell (1159) writes: ...
Sledd argues from evidence available to hi hat t ie black

youngster may not want to speak the standard dialect. That's
fine; and it should be his privilege not to do so. On the other

*hand, it should also be his. privilege to put on the "man's'!
oallinguage whenever. it suits' his purpose. se should be allowed
to make that decision as he shapes his dedisions in life. But if
he has not learned a second dialect, he is without the means
to make that decision. Unfortunately decisions wn many edu-
gational decisions must be made by parents for their children.
Sledd has listened to militants, but he gives no evidence, (or
ignores, the evidence) that parents of black children consist-
ently want control of standard English as one of their chil-
drenrs-resotirces. And woe be to the school that tries for less.

Similarly in Hoffman (forthcoming), I submit: .

Only a person who is "functionally bi-dialectal enjoys the
freedom-to choose to reject or accept either dialect,, or to
use, both as the occasion demands. Proponents of . (argu-
ments against bi-dialectalism] . . seem no more willing to

thari the. prescriptive schoolteacher about
plain. . .

whom . all com-
plain...

provide the learner with the capability to make his own choices.

BOth L v and Stewart in an unexpectedly heated discdssion following
a paper Y Allen (1969: .198 and 201-2) partially support an observation
which invite the reader to considei and to be on the alert for: most
opponents of bi-dialectalism have not only a, passable but often excellent
command of some regional standard as well as control of standard Written
English. I Onder whether the opponents of bi-dialectalism permit their

. own children to attend schools taught by teachers who do not believe in
teaching standard English. Further, why don't the opponents of bi-
dialectalism permit their own children to attend schools taught by teachers
who do not lielieve in, teaching standard English. Further, why .don't the
opponents of bi-dialectalism write their articles in the colloq ;iial language
of their dialect area if personality and, content not formare to be the
important considerations of the futua;e?

Occasionally in conversations and in articles, the suggestan is made
that bi-dialectal teaching should be avoided, because it may harm the
learner. Maxwell (1159) replies to. Sleds on this point:
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Slcdd claims psychological damage to students who Would
be taught a second dialect. He does not offer proof psycho-
logical damage, and if he had some he would be hard put to
demonstrate that such.damage would have arisen exchtfively
from the fact of learning a second dialect. The many peoitle of
apparently sound mind who Call switch 'dialects cast doubt
on hib assertions.'

Linguists who stipport the bi- dialbetal approach are calledarrogant in
prescribing What others should do. Because of circumstances of origin,
education, travel, etc., many of us who sti`itport bi-dialectaltsm now are re-
gional and /or social bi- and. even poly- dialeetals. Regardifig arrogance and
credibility, the reader is left to draw his own conclusions.
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"LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME BUT DOW,T WASTE 'THE TIME":
DIALECT IN TODAY'S SCHOOLt

Jean Malmstrom

Hey, maybe I won't be a grammatical gnglish teacher, maybe
not a published BOOK writer, maybe not a bright black
shadow glowing deaddull not even knowing I'm not free, dan't
move like I want to pinned to the pavement. You think I will
,ever sit down, brow furrowed, and figure out, try to figure
out want to figure out the sentence structure of everything I
write? Lady, I just don't

a. care
b. have the time. .

Too muchiteNdo so little time. Love me or leave me bntdon't
waste the%infe.

Dr. Jean Malmstrom is Professor of English at Western Michigan Uni-
versity (Kalamazoo). 'She is the current first Vice-President (and.,
President-elect) of the Michigan Council of Teachers of English and a.
'former member of the NCTE Commission on the English Language: Dr.
Malmstrom, whose major professional concern is "teaching tcaehers to
teach linguistically" is the author of Lringuage in Society ant Introduc-
tion to Modern English Grammar and the co-author of. DialectsU.S.A.
and Teaching English Linguistically.
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So, to his English teacher, wrote Warren Wardell, a. successful black
English major in secondary education at Western Michigan University. He
knows that language is the key to both conflict and communication, as
sociolinguists are making clearer every day. Language creates and con-
solidates social groups, separating . in- groups from out-groups.. Conflict
festers and 'communication falters unless each group can say to the others,
with pride and honesty., "Teach me your language and I'll teach you mine."

Until. the English teacher can utter those words, with friendly, honest,
intellectual curiosity, to his students who are nonstaalard speakers, his
teabhing of standard English to these speakers will yield anger and des-,
pair, not joy and hope. hiside and outside classrooms, solutibris to social
problems recakirerespect or dialect differences. Classroom success begins.
with teachers respect for their'etudents' dialects, both regional and .social.
Without granting this respect to students, we teachers cannot ask student's'
respect for our dialects. Without mutual respect, we, merely "waste the
time." .,

In 1963, the National...Council of Teachers of English published Dialects
U. S.A.1 It was n little booklet to help. students learn how geography
affects 'the way we talk, in the United States. Since the 1980's, "linguistic
geographers" had been collecting data on American speech for the. Lin-
guistic ,Atlas of the United States. Their findings supported what we all
know from radio and television: a person's speech reflects his geographic
background. The . differences result from early settlement' history, popula-
tion migrations, physical geography, the presence or absence of cities, and
the social structure of the region. The several ways each person speaks ate
technically called his "dialects;" and every language is a collection of all

.. the dialects of all its speakers:
As4DialcotaU. S.A. emphasized, 'the word dialect has no negative or

evil connotations in the technical vocabulary of the modern student of
language.; Dialects differ interestingly in vOcabulail, pronunciation and
grammar. As students and teachersinvestigated regional firsthand,

. they discovered that the man -in- the - street is amused by vocabulary differ-
ences, puzzled by pronunciation differences, and offended by grammatical
differences. For example, he chuckles when he discovers that his deepdish
apple pie is' somebody -else's apple slump or apple grunt. But he is per-
pleked 'when he rinds that people from other parts of the country "mis-
pronounce" words; since in. his opinion, his own pronunCiation is the only
;correct" one. His puzzlement chang9s to righteous indignation when gram-
matical differences.confront him.' He abrolutely"knows" that he don't and
ttin't are grammatically-"wrong," and he.febls subconsciously that they are
also morally "bad.".. .

The.study of regional dialects in theschools capitalizes on all these emo-
:tions, which actually explain the built-in fascination Of the field. People'
.may be amused, puzzled, or Angered. by dialect differences, but they are

_never bored by theni..The _intellectual spin:off. of dialect study is that
teachers and students acquire u liew :viewpoint .about both literature and
language..They learn to, obierve how writers use dialect in literature for
muany artistic purposes,nd, as Alfred Dauzat said years ago ill '"La goo-
gruphie linguistique," they learn

that words, like *men, are ,bound to the earth. Their conflicts.,
do not take place in the clouds of philosophy but in one coun-
try or another, as men's conflicts do.

l Jean Malmstrom and Annabel Ashley.
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Recently, men's conflicts in 'our. cities have spotlighted the crucial im-

portance o social dialects. As we face the educational dilemmas of urban
ghettos, emotional reactions to dialects proliferate and intensify. Language

.- is the most accurate. single' criterion of social class,2 and racism in our
country reflects in our national attitudes towat'd social dialects. Since the
Majority of the ghetto minority' is black, their speech is the controlling
nonstandard .variety, the king of the street. The language of the street
symbolizes intense tare-group loyalties and passionate social beliefs. This
is the prektige language that. ,the, ghetto newcomer to New. York from
Puerto Rico, for examplefiffints to learn. It is his passkey into the 'cow
mending groups of his neighborhood. The middle-class standard English of
the schools engages his attention only spasmodically and artificially; his
involvement with; the street language is massive and automatic. As War-
ren Wardell says, he does not attend "one of those littleredlilywhite school-
houses where all the kids, have the time to go home and play stump the
English teacher. Or go home and play. Or go home."

. We put the- cart before the horse if we assume that.;*a nonstandard
speaker automatically wants to learn standard English in order to increase
his economic, social, and political mobility. First, he must be .convinced that
such mobility is both 'possible and desirable. Skin color cannot' be changed
by dialect- switching;. and skin color is .crucial for dur black majority---":
minority. It intensifies all the problems implicit in social dialect differences,
inside and outside classrooms. Warren Wardell comments' on it to his
English teacher: ' .

. I don't believe in your language and I don't believe in you.
Your language tells me that black is evil, magic, mysterious,
dirty. You tell me with thits same language I can get as far s
the white boy? I got to Write grammatically? I, got to write
sentences? World's not built that way. I go to get a -job, old '\
days, man sees my face, nowords of mine, just his, Not hiring.
Igotoget a job newdayshipperdays manseesmyface (says Sit
down Boy. Are Au qualified? Don't call us, we'll call you.)
nowordsofmine, justhis NOT HIRING. If I get .A's on my et.t-i*,
papers'it doesn't make me 'happy, it surprises me. That some-, . , . ,

one should go through all that trouble td form A When all
the. A'S turn into simple easily made 0 with the Man. i. .,.

Sociolinguists .cannot solve these problems lint they can give lus guid-
ance. They have analyzed social dialects and their relationships to race, age,
sex, and class in' several citiesNew York, Washington, D. C., Chicago,
Detroit, for example. So far, most Work has been done on the language of
the black-ghetto majority-minority, though attention is also being paid to
the language problems of other minoritiesIndians, speakers of Spanish

" from Cuba, Puerto. Rico, and Mexico, and disidvantaged whites from Ap-
palachia. dociolinguists have discovered that bldck nonstandard English is
as patterned as standard English, with which. it contrasts in clear and
definite ways. Though these contrasts are social markers, they are relatively
few. In other words, nonstandard and standard English 'a uch more
alike. than different. But thOse few differences are the crucia blems for
teachers who would bring the black-ghetto child into the mai Jawed cul-
'tare. Across the country, these patterns and contrasts are the same, a

,.

'42 Wollinm Laos. The. Social Stratification of Eiglislt in New York City, (Washing-
ton, D.C. , Center for Applied Ungulates, 1966). Lebo,/ summarizes some of his findings in
"Stages in the Acquisition of Standard English." Social Dialects and Language Learning...
Roger W. Shay. ed. (Champaign, Ill., National Council of Teachers of English. 1965). pp.
77-108. ' - .
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fact that greatly simplifies the preparation of teaching materials and tech-.
.niques.s.

However, the study 'of social dialects-is not being joyously welcomed into
the schools, as the study of regional dialects was in 1963. Martin Buber.
says that real 'education is accepting the learner before trying to. influence
him. Too often such acceptance is the impoisible hurdle for the teacher. A
tetichet who thinks that nonstandard English is "wrong," "bad," "sloppy,"
ors "illiterate "' reflects his middle-class. values, clinging to hilt- standard
English as a symbol oftis middle-class membership. English teachers, both
black and white, are members of the middle class. A linguistically-informed
teacher knoys that any ltinguage is a collection of dialects, of subvarieties
within dialects, and of stylistic varieties within those Subvarieties.We all
need many types of language to .handle various situations appropriately.4

'The teacher's goal is to help ,,students learn dialect-switching to cope in-
telligently with all parts of 'their. lives. Speakers of standard and non-
standard alike need to acquire'such basic'communication skill.

Working, in New York City, William Labov has oronized important
phonological rifles that correlate with crucial grammatical inflections.
These ,correlations produce homonints in the ghetto' child's speech so that'
he cannot hear, the signals of standard English. In other words, his lanr
guage lacks 'the signals 'of school language ;. these signals are "silent" just. .
like k of knife or the b of lamb in- standard: Exlish.

For example, Labov cites the following phonollrgical variables.
1..r-lessness. The r is omitted before other consonants or at the ends

of words and is ofteomitted even before &vowel. Thus the following pairs
are homonyms: - -

guard/god fort/fought Carol/Cal
nor/gnaw . court/caught ; Paris/pass

2. 1-lessness. The same pattern appears almost as .often with 1 as with
r. The two sounds are%similar in their physical production in the ,mouth.
"Dropping l's" produces homonyms like the following.

toll/toe . tool/too all/awe
help/hop fault/fought Saul/saw

3. Simplification of consonant clusters. At tie ends of words, one
consonant disappears from a cluster, especially tlw ending in t or d and
s or z sounds. Thus the folloWing words become homonyms.

past/pass mend/men . six/sick
rifriff - hold/hole mix/Mick

Note that if several rules of omission combine, triple homonyms can appear:
told/toll/toe

4.. Other phonological variables producing other types of homonyms: ,

For example, the voiceless th sound becomes f at the end of words: Ruth
and roof and death and deaf are. homonyms. Lack of vowel distinction.
makes homonyms of pin and pan, Siiize and cents, sure and shore, for
example.

a William Labor, The Study of Nonstandard English (Champaign, 111., National Coun-
cil of Teachers of En'glish. 1970) ; J. L.. Dillard, "Negro Childress Dialect In the Inner
City." Florida Foreign Language Reporter, Vol, 6 (Fail 1967). pP. 7-8. 10: Lee A. Pederson,
"Some Structural Differences in the Speech of Chicago Negroes. poclall Dialects and. Lan-'

. guage Learning. op. -cit.. pp. 28-61; Teaching English in the Inner City, Ralph W. Fasold
'and Roger W. Shay. eds. (Washington. D. C.. Center for' Applied Linguistics, 1970) : .

. Linguistic-Collo/al Differences and American Education,' Special Anthology Issue. Florida
Foreign Language Reporter, Vol. 7 (1969). ,

Jean Mulmstroin. "Lmigulide and Situation." An introduction to Modern English
Grimmer (New York, Hayden Book Co., Inc., 1968), PP. 2-44.
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. These, phonological facts and others;%eorrelate with granimar in com-
plicated ways. For instance, the loss of r affects the possessives yourand
their, making them homonyms of you and they respectively. The loss of 1
affects the future-thne forms: you'll and you fall together as do he'll and
'he, and she'll and she. The' loss oft and d affects the past forms of verbs,
which regularly use tilde Sounds for signalling 'the -ed inflection of the
past tense and the past participle. The absence of s affects the present of

. verbs and the plural and possessive 'of nouns. These are only some .of the
consistent,phonological-grammatical conflicts between the street language
nd the school language. They can cause extreme problems in leb.rning to

rid and write standard English.6 . _I

Sociolidguists can now rank contrasts bgtween the street and school lan-
guages in an order of cruciality so that teachers can knowingly teach the
problems and avoid the non-problems.6 n ordenof descending importance,
the Jive most crucial contrasts which Rand the speaker of blalesit, English
in The ears of his listener are the folloWing. v.- ,

1. Omission of At from the third .person.eingular of the present tense
of verbs (he -do foi he goes).

2. Kultiple negation (didn't do nothing for didn't :do aniithing):
3. Omission of the.-z possessive suffix. Wan hat. for man's hat).
4. Invariant be (he be home, With no standard equivalent, meaning

something like "He is home frequently," 'as contrasted with "He is home
permanently" or "He is home at the moment"):
. .5. The absence of be,' the oputagr linking verb (he nice for.he is nice).

On the basis ;of' this information, sociolinguists are now. preparing '
teaching exercises, using foreign-language teaching methods; contrasting

, txto dialects instead of two languages. Four types of drills seem especially
effective.

1. Discrimination drills. Ai' stimulus the teacher says pairs of 'sen-
tences: He work hard and He wOrkit hard or He workhard and He work
hard or He works hard and He -tiorks hard. To each pair the student re-

- acts by saying "same" or."differeqt." Thus he shows his power to hear the
crucial -s of the third person singular present tense.

2. Identification drills. The teacher -gives' a one-sentence stimulus and
, the student identifies it as "standard" or "nonstandard." For example:

He work hard "nonstandard" He works hard "standard"
3. Translation drills. Students translate back and forth between the.

two dialects, changing the stimulus He_ works hard to He work hard and
the stimulus He work hard to He works hard. Translation drills can be
complicated in various ways. For example,' /, you, we, Or they may be sub-
stituted for he, whereupon the crucial -a of the thin' singular disappears.
The student shows his understanding of that fact by replying They work,
hard to the stimulus They work hard. This knowledge is crucial because
many nonstandard speakers overcorrect( generalizing he works into I'
works, you works, we works, and they Works. He needs to examine: the
entire set to see the point. of contrast. Translation drills illuminate..ithe
totality, not merely the one 'inflected form.

"Reading Problems for Negro Speakers." New Directions in Elementary English.
Alexander Frazier. ed. (Champaign. Ill.. National Council of Teachers of English. 1967).
pp. 146.157. updated and reprinted as "Some Sources of Reading Problems for Negro
Speakers of Nonstandard English." in Teaching Black Children to Read, Joan C. Barati
and Roger W. Shut. eds. (Washington. D. C.. Center for Applied Linguae es. 1969). pp.
29417.

I Walter A. Wolfram. "Sociolinguistic Implicationi for Educational encing." In
Fasold and Shut. eds.. op. cit.. p. 117.
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-- 46 Response drills. Alt ough still carefully structured,,these drills give
'students greater freedom o reply..The teacher may give a nonstandard or

. standard stimulus and as the student to match,the' dialect. For example,
?.* : . .; if the teacher gives the rimistandard stimulus Your best friend, work after
7 ' . school, the 'student replier in the same dialect: No, he' don't. If the teacher

gives the standard stimulus Your friend gets goodxgrades, there are several
standard-dialect optional/ replies, No,- he doesn't or Yes,., e does, for ex-

ample. To a nonstandar stimulus likd Do his sister go to this school?. the
student has a wide opti n in answering, but must reply i nonstandard. to

' show that he has 'race ized the dialect appropriatiito the stimulus.?
The' °19a rtant :bre through in these exercises is the deliberate and

respectful 'use of ,noris dard dialect in :helping 'studentsboth standard
and nonstandard 'ape ersheir the contrasts. Never before has '.ouch
proper ,respect been n id to the native language of our black 'majority-

. mincirity., . . ., '. . ,
. In acquiring sten ard English, the child develops in definite stages,.

He learns his basic .g mmar in his home to communicate with.the people.
who surround him t ere. In his preadolescent yearsfrom about five to
twelve-Ihe' learns, th vernacular of his neighborhoods the speech of his
playmates -Mid schoo niates..,In early adolescence he begins to understand .

that school language di ffers from his Vernacular; thou* e still speaks
only the latter. In his/ first year of high school, at abnut age fourteen, as

S he is exposed to a larger group than his imwdiate neighborhOod, he begins
1 to Aift his language in the direetion of s%ridard English, espocially in
,. formal situations. The two final stages often. are not reached by non-

standard speakers. These stages are the ability to maintain standard speech
for any length of timelong enough fdr a job intezview, for example and
the ability to use the entire range of Styles, shifting from standard to
vernacular and back again.8 ,

. .

- If the teacher' in a gheteb school, hSving once been a nonstandard
speaker himself, can achieve the final stage of flexibility, he has a true ace .

in; elping students' relax in the face'of languagd'study. He can convincingly
demonstrate hen, to use both dialects, explaining how he yecognizes situa-
tions appropriate to each. His problem is maintaining an unemotional.
objective, balanced position between them. Lacking such ability, the
teacher may ask astudent to lead the drills. Interestingly, motivated stu-
dents enjoy such drills, revealing that common sense ip one of the best and
easiest ways of motivating lariguage study.

A pressing responsibility now rests on teacher-training institutions to
set up courses in nonstandard English. Such courses already exist .in some
large universitiesUCLA, Columbia Teachers College,' Georgetown Univer-
sity and Trinity. College in Washington, D. C., Northeastern Illinois Uni-
versity, and Michigan State University. Such a course should be part, of
every teacher's preparation. .

With linguistic insights and - inforniation and classroom expertise,
teachers bring hope to the disadvantaged black child. Without hope this child
expects failure by, grade four, and, from then till he is old enough to drop
out of school, he lags farther and fhrther behind his advantaged classmates
every year. The one crucial lack in the World-view of the very poor is hope.
"Hope," says Jules Henry, anthropologist, "is a boundary: it separates .the

. ;Irwin Feigenbaum. "The Use of Nonsbindard In Teaching Standard: Contrast and
Cemparison," ibid. pp. 92-100. Feigenbaum's program for speakers of black-ghetto Eng-
lish has been oublished as English Now (New .Ifork. New Century. Educational Division.
Meredith Corporation. 1970). It includes 'audio - visual materials as well, as workbooks and
teacher's 'manual.

a Willi:Cm Labii. "Stages In the Acquisition of Standard Xnglish." op. eit.. pp. 91-92.
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free from the slave, the determined.fromfthe drifting . . . time, space, and
431).jects really,exisefor us'only when we have hope." The culture of the very
poor is "a flight from death"; only the "sure: self" remains .°

We need mutual respect, relevant: programs; . d an end to toying with
trivia. So we will motivate our black college students, and motivation, like'

, . 114 ''hope, fosters the will to carry on. Then the Warren Wardells will no longer... write:
0:

I
. ... .

. You offer me no new life; but rather,a resurrection of the same
. -....-' ', old bloody .cross- bearing. .

.

.,...,,t ..:,....

;

LAPIDUADE. IN THE CLASSROOM: STUDIES OF THE PYMALION EFFECT

Fretlerick Williams
Jack L. Whitehead

Although Shaw's Pygmalion, as well as our everyday intuitions, make
*us well aware of the relationship between speech characteristics and social
attitudes, only in the last decade 'hat this ,relation been examined as a
topic of lichivioral-sciences research. Perhaps the Wit known studies along
this line have' come from the work of the' social' psychologist Wallace Lam-

.. bert and his associates. at McGill 'University.l. Among such studies have
been experiments where, for example,. listeners would assign persOnality
characteristics thought to be aisociatedwith speakers of tape- recorded ex-
amples of French. and English speech. Unknown to the listeners was that
the samples spoken in the two languages were earlier recorded by persons

.1 who were perfect and coordinate bilinguals. Thus it wqs_interesting, it not
''ainusing, to find that, for example, listeners rated English speakers as

better looking of more intelligent than their French-speaking counterparts,
or that the' French speakers Mere more kind or religious.'

. . . .

.'White People's Time, Colored People's Time," The Disadvantaged Learner:' Knowing.'
Understanding,'Evaluating," Staten W. Webster. ed. (Snn Prsndisco. Chandler. PublisbIng
Co., 1968). pp, 187-100.

W. E. Lambert. It; C. liodgeon. R. C. Giirdnee, and S. llienbaum, "Evaluntlonal
Renctionsto Spoken Languages," Journal of Abnormal 'and Sociall Psychology. LX (Janu-
ary.' 1960). 44.61; M. Anisfetd. N. Dego. and W. E. Lambert. "Evaluntional Reactions to
Accented English Speech." Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology. LXV (October,
1962). 2211-231; E. Anisfeld and W. E. Lambert. "Evaluationsil Reaetionsof Bilingual and
Monolingbal Children to Spoken Language." Journal of Abnormal 'pad Social Psychology.LXIX (July, 1964). 89-07; W. E. Lambert. IC Anisfeld, and Grocer Yeni-Komshinn.
"Evnluational Reactions of Jewish and Arab Adolescents to Dialect and Linguae° Varia-
tions." Journal of- Personality and Social Psychology, 11 (July, 1066). 84-00; and W. E.
Lambert. Hannah Frankel, and 0. R. Tricker, "Judging Personality-Through Speech: A
French-Canndian Example." Journal of CoMmunication. XVI (December. 1966), 806-821.

Professor Frederick Williamsis Director of the Center for Communica-
tion Research in the School of Communication at the University of, Texas

. at Austin. Prior to .his coming to Texas, lie was a ,member.' Of the senior
research staff of the Institute for Research on Poverty at the University
'of:Wisconsin. Dr. Williams is 'the author of Reasoningwith Statistics,
Language and Poverty: Perspectives on u Theme and 'the forthcoming
Language and.Speech: Basic Perspectives. Dr. Jack. L. Whitehead is a
nternbec of the senior research staff of the Center for .Communication
Reiwairch aiul Assistant Professor of Speech.in the School of Communi-
cation. Professor Whitehead is the author of several research'articles on
latlguaga.and attitude and on small group communication.
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To anyone who has worked. with minority group children in the class-
room, there is the question of the degree to-which the s eech of such chil-
dren elicits social stereotyping in the mind of a teacher; nd whether such
stereotyping and associated attitudes might mediate the eacher's- instruc-
tional behavior toward thechild. This latter question, of urse, relates to
the theme of Rosenthal and Jacobson's, no11 gmalion in the
Ciassrooni.2 These, researchers found a Nliabte.correlation tween experi-
mentally manipulated attitudes of teachers toward childre and the sub-
sequent progress of those children in their %lasses.

The research to be summarized in this paper reflects the rst step in
the above relationthqit' is, the degree to which the _speech
of children can be related to the attitudes of teachers.

Background .

. One main study, the details of which are reported elsewhere,3 led to the
present.research involving teachers' attitudes. Sound tapes of speech sam-
ples of Black and White, male and female,' fifth and sixth grade children
sampled from low and middle income families served as stimulus materials.
in this initial study. These tapes represented variations among degrees of- u.
Negro-nonstandard English ,as well as White children's speech, variations
relative to standard English as recorded in conversations between a lin-
guistic fieldwork& and the child. The conversationnewere in response to
two initial questions and followpp inquiries: "What kinds of games do you
play around here?" and "What are your favorite tele4sion programs?"

In the first phase of this research, individual teachers from inner-city
schools in Chicago were inOrviewed according to a Rocedure whereby
selected samples of the above tapes were played, then the teacher was
asked to describe -her impressions of the child e.g., his ethnicity, educa-
tional background, language and speech characteristics, and so bn. Adjec-
tives from these free - responses' formed the basis for the development of
'rating scales that were eventually used to obtain quantitative data on
teachers' attitudes. A sample of one such scale appears as follows:

THE CHILD SEEMS:.hesitant:::::---:--enthusiastic
In subsequent phases of the research, sample groups of teachers from

the same population were achhinistered selected-, tapes from the above
materials which they then rated on scales like the one above. The result of
this series of projects was that although teachers would use some 22 in-
dividual. scales in rating children's speech, their ratings were generally
symptomatic of only two main evaluative dimensions.4 One of these dimen-
sions was labeled as confidence - eagerness, which was a reflection of highly
similar ratings on adjectival scales such as "The child seems: .unsure
confident". and ". reticentieager." The second main dimension of
evaluation was labeled as ethnicity-nonstandardness, as identified from the
apparently global ratings given on such scales as "Pronunciation is:
standarilrionstandard" or "Grammar is: good-bad," and so on. In
sum, the evidence pointed to' the generalization' that teachers typically gave

:Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson. Pygmalion in the Classroom (New York;
1968).

'Frederick Williams. "Psychological Correlates of Speech Characteristics: On Sound-
ing 'bisndvantaged.' " Journal of Speech and nearing Research. XIII (Septembeee 1970),
472-488.

4 For the statistically Inclined, these dimensions were obtain5 by a factor atialysis of
the scale Intercorrelations. Such an analysis mkt whether persotis' uses of the detailed scales
reflect more global judgments as Indicated by very similar (correlated) uses of selected scales.
It factors can be found, it is the researcher's task to interpret and label them (If possible).
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rather globill evaluations of children's speech, but that these evaluations
were along at.least two relatively independent dimensions.

That the above judgmental' dimensions had been validly identified Was
supported bx two types of information. Fiist, the children wholliad been
selected from the4ow and middle income groups, and whose speech re-
flected.this social Stratification, were reliably differentiated on the ,average
along the above two dimensions. That is, the middle, status children were
typically rated as less nonstandard and ethnic-sounding, and as more
confident and eager than their lower status counterparts. Second, it was
eventually possible to predict mathematically teachers' ratings on the two
dimensions by using several characteristics of the speech samples as
predictor variables. 'flips, for example, deviations from standard English
in projunciation or use of /s/, /z/, /0/, or / phonemes and pronominal.
apposition were salient predictors of. nonstandard rapings, and the lack of
hesitation phenomena was an effective predictor a confidence-eagerness
ratings.

One unexpected finding in this early, research was that Individual
teacher-raters were sometimes quite consistent with themselves in Willis
of their ratings of allBlack children or all White children, apart from the
actual income group of the children or even details of their speech,sam-
ples. The latter point, of course, ieflects a lack of predictability of ratings
as based upon quantified charactaistics of the samples. This phenomenon
suggested that some teacher-raters (or some teachers in' some ratings)
May have been reporting simply stereotyped judgments of a category of
child rather than their detailed perceptions and evaluations, of what. was

presented on the stimulus tapes. Although the results are too detailed to .

be summarized here, further evidence of the: stereotype biases of individtial '
raters was ..revealed in a companion study 5 (using the same data) where
it was found Oat various teacher-raters could be reliably grouped together
on the basis of their 'commonality in rating certain types of children on
certain scales.

The consistent and roAdily interpretable results of this earlier re-
search prompted two main questions for fUrtlihr study: 6 .

1. What is the generality of the two-dimensional judgmental model
when the teacher can see as well as hear the child-speaker?

2. What is the relation between a teacher's ratings of children and her
stereotypes of children of. different income groups and etlipicities?

Generality of the Judgmental Model

'In a new series of studies, thesame technique for deriving rating scales
as de'scribed abov'h was undertaken, but this time, videotapes *her than
simply audio tapes of children's speech samples were employed. These video-
tapes were obtained by interviewing .Childreri, from specified income and
ethnic neighborhoods of Austin, Texas and, its environs. The tapes in-.
.cluded.samples of children from Anglo, Black,Ind Mexican-American fami-
lies,7 and within each of these groups, children from low or middle- status

Itita C. NaiemOre, 'Teachers' Judgments of Children's Speech: A Factor Analytic
Study of Attitudes" unpubl. Ph.D. dies. (University of Wisconsin, 1969).

4 Technical reports of these studies are . vnllahig from ERIC (numbers not yet assigned)
as: Frederick-Williams, Jack L. Whitehehd, and Jane Traupipann. ."Semantic Differdlitial
Scaling of Audiovisual Recordings .of Children'sSpeech Samples,' technical report, (Austin,
1970a): Frederick Williams. Jack L. Whitehead, and Janp, Traupmann, "Latency of
Teacher? Semantic Diffeeential Ratings of Children's Speech:'-. technical report, (Austin.
1970b) : Frederick Williams, Jack L. Whitehead, and Jane Traupmann, "Correspond-
ence Between Somatic Differential Ratings of Children's Speech and speech Anticipated
upon the Basis of Stereotype." technical report, (Austin, 1970e):

'The authors are aware of the problems 'involved In Ipbeling ethnic groups. Since
these labels are used in our technical reports of this research, we hate chosen to use them'
again here.
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fasfailies. Initially, six children were interviewed for each Cthno-itatua,
' category. The interviews were conducted in -a, living-room-like' atmosphere

by a.24 yeur.olif- Anglo female fieldworker. Each interview was from five,
to ten _minutes in length and was guided . by the fieldworker's questions
about games and television (as in the earlier saidies): I

The' adjectives used by small samples of teachers whd viewed and de-
scribed their impressions of the children in the videotapqg were again used

4.. as a basis fordeveloping riding scales: An experimental set of 69. scales
was used by teacher-raters in a testing design whereby ratings we're ob-

--'-' ttamed of children in the six different etlino-status categories and eneh In aA
i IF video -only# audio-only, and audio-video presentation mode. In this phase of

. the rsseateh; teacher-ratep also had the opportunity to omit the use of:any
individual scales they thought irrelevant to their judgMents.

. StatQitical analyses of all etlino-status and prcsentation modes combined
indicated that the data' fit a two-diinensional. judgmental -model nearly
identical 0! the earlier model. The .dimensions and their main correlated
scales were as follows: ..

Confidence-eagerness

The child seems: attivepassive (.86) 8 '
The child seembito: enjoy talkindislike talking (.85)-
The child seems: hesitantenthusiastic (.84) I
The child seems: shytalkative (.83)- .

The child seems: eager to speakreticent to speak (.83)
. .

Ethnicity-nonstandardneis - 4 r.

The language shows: a, sta4ard' American 'stylemarked
. ethnic style (.90) .

The.language spoken in the ghild's /tome is probably: standard
American stylemarked ethnic style (.90) .

The child, seems. culturally: advantaged--1isadvantaged (.80)
The clild's family is probably: high .sociaristatuslow social

status (.80) ,
Pronunciation is,: standardanonstandard (.70)

' Separate analyses otratings of children in each of the etlmic c ategories.
revealed nearly identical versions of the above results, ,thus 'testifying to
the generality of the judgmental model across at least the three .ethnic eb
kroups. Separate analyses of each of the presentation 'modes also yielded
evidence of the two-factor model. However, the results closest to theft given
above were from the audiovisual mode, whereas by. contrast 'the video-only.
Mode showed relatively less use of the. ethnicity-nonstandardness scales. . . ;

1.

In sum, the re ults indicated a positive 'answer to the, first question=
I

the two judgmental dimension ethnicity-nonstandardness and confidence-
eagerness were found relevant to he situation 'where teacher-raters saw the
children as well as -heard their s ch. , t ". 7

.
. a -

Relations of Judgments Stereotypes
,,

-

.
°.

in subsequent research, the second questibn was approached by 'having
, teacher-raters judge children who were `not seen or heard but described
. for them-in a stereotyped fashion. Ratings of the childrens. imagined-from

these deieriptions were then .compared with ratingitof actual speech sam-
,1

,, -. . .

s The value in parenthesis is a correlation coefficient. These have a range from 0.0,-
or no correlation, to 1.0. or boded correlation. Accordingly, tho values mortal here are

,markedly high.
. . , 0 .

'L,
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pies (videotapes). Six. differed 4tereotypedescriptions were prepared,' one
for each category of children in the videotape samples. A. examples, the
descriptions for a low-status Anglo and a middle-status .Black child were
as follows:. 0%,

t
%am& is Anglo and lives',with his, mother who is a laundress and

his three brothers and one sister in a ,lOwer class neighboirhood..

He is Black and the son of a professor, of sociology at the
.University. He lives in ,an pirer-middle-class neighborhood.

' . .
Ratings of all six stereotype descriptions were obtained from each'

teachertrater approximately one week prior to, and one week after ratings
of actual speech samples. Again ratings were also obtained for the video-

, tapes of the six categories of children, but this time results were analyzed
directly in terms of the 'scales constitutinthe two facto} model.

Results indicated a definite, but only moderate, statistical relation be-
tWeen 'ratings of the stereotypes and ratings of the children. That is to
say, as a teacher tended, fOr .example; to rate the Anglo

in

as-rela-
tively high on the confidence-eagerness scales or :low in ethnicity-non-
standardness, she tended to rate the' actual (videotape) sammte accordingly.

The implication of 'kite foregoing relatioh and tentative answer to the
second question,.was that rather than importing only a stereotype when ,

rating a child, a teacher-rater may have been rating the videotape samples
relative to 'her stereotypes; That is to say; stereotypes may mediate in' the
differentiation of the speech samples, but the teacher-rater'neveretheless
is still somewhat sensitive to individual differences within presunied cate-
gories of children grouped on an ethnicity-by-status hasis.

Althpugh the billowing is properly the subject of further research, it
may be that 'a teaCher's sensitivity to individual differences among children
in the above categories is reflected in her tendency ,to sxercise greater
differentiation in rating. actual speech samples relative Lto the 'ratings
given for stereotypes. Conversely, the less sensitive to indivillua differences. .

a teacher is to children of a particular category 'the more the ratings of
actual children may be, undifferentiated from a stereotype. Put In anec-
dotal terms, this latter exaTiiiirecoilstitates tLcase of the,"they all look (or
sound) alike" attitude.

Although studies in the current prOgram of research continue, t12g find-.
ings to date suggest a' number of implications. Some of these are, of dburse,
theoretical,tbut for this report the practical will be emphasized.

One significant shift of thought challenging English language instruc-
tion in the schools today is that differences in language habits, particularly
those of minority group children, haye been too often confused as deficitio
The, fact that, for example, teachers in this research program hida con -
sistently based about half of their judgmental ,perspective upon nonstand .
artiness is symptomatic of a prescriptionist (for standard English) rather
than, .say, an aptness or a communicativeness criterion in evaluating
children's speech. This hints of a major shortcoming in What teachers 'are
taught about the language of school children, one of 'where the ends ire
teaching English overshadow the means. Perhaps too much is stressed abOut
the objective of teaching (and expecting) standard English rather than the

'This issue is discussed* furdier in Frederick Wililates. "Language, 'Attitude, and &vial
Change," In Language and Poverty: Perspectives on a .Theme., ed. Frederick Williams
(C imeo: 1970)
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careful diagnosis of existing linguistic capabilities. of children as a starting
point. The designation of manstandard (or particularly as some say, Sub-
standard) implies a classification of "deficiency" .in a child's Speech eh
overlooks that a child speaking a nonstandard dialect of English may be as,
developed, psycholinguistically at least, as his standard-English-speaki g-
Age mate. To emphasize the point, this is vat to argue against the merits of
Standard English as an instructional objectilie AMerican schools, but to
stresslhat teachers might benefit from knowing more about language di -.
ferences -in children as a means f6r improving English instaetion. If onlit
for' defining an instructional startWk..wint, an ability to ,diagnose what
child can do linguistically in nonRapdard English, should introduce some
efficiencieS'into,,English language instruction.

Just as the present studiei imply bias in .teachers' attitudes ,toward
nonstandardness they also suggest way;; to measure .such bias and still
More to gauge the effects of teacher training. ,

As mentioned earlier, 'teachers', stereotype ratipgs appear quite con-
sistent and do seem to influence judgments of actual' speech. If these
stereotypes somehow serve as judgmental "anchort?' then effectivenessi of
teacher training in language differences nkighf,be gadget! by shifts of the
anchor point as well as by increased differentiation of actual speecft ratings
about that point. In all, the, instructional goal in 'teacher training would be
one of sensitivity to, and objective differentiation of; language differences.
The goal is to reduce the effecti of a teacher's stereotype bias in evaluating
the languageaf her pupils. .

As .Eliza .Doolittle counseled Professor Higgins, it is .how you treat
people that irfakes them what they are to you. The same advice seems per-
tinent to the reduction of teachers' negative stereotypes of 'children who
speak nonstandard English. .

17-
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Section 5: The Historical Perspective

BLACK ENGLISH' IN NEW YORK

J. L. Dillard

1

For a long time, it has been fashionable to refer all the problems of
Black-white maladjustment to the Southto assert that the Northern ver-
sions of those prefilems are the result o migration, especially during
World War II and immediately .therea While it is unaeubtedly true
that ghetto problems 'n Northern citi were intensifiedand, perhaps
more importantly, came national attention during that 'period, it is
not strictly true, historica y, that the same problems had not existed for a
long time in cities like w York. In the area of language, BlacktEnglish
(Negro Non-Standard English, or "Negro dialect"), although perhaps
represented by less divergent (more decreolize4) varieties in the Northern,
cities of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, proves to have been there all
along.

Segregation and prejudice, although over-simple as explanations of the
origin of a language variety, are of great importance in explaining the
maintenance of that variety alongside Standard English in the same geo-
graphic areas. The patterns of these social problems in New York prove
to have been more like those of the South than has been generally recog-
nized. Ii> colonial New Ycrrli,.slavery was as widespread and as oppressive
as it was further to the South. The Black Code of New York City was
second only to that of South Carolina, and not less oppressive by much
(Leonard, 1910:210; Szasz, 1967:217). Racial separation of this sort pro-
moted thomaintenance of different language varieties.1

There was prominent in the West Afritan slave trade a Pidgin. English ,:,

(Cassidy, 1962).. which was creolized on this continent, in the West Indies,
and elsewhere (Bailey, 1965; Stewart, 1967, 1968; Dillard in press). At
base, this English Pidgin consisted of English vocabulary within the struc-
ture of Portuguese Trade Pidgin and the Mediterranean Lingua Franca,
Sabir, with of course a large number of Africanisms, especially in phonol-
ogy. Creolized,this variety of English gradually changed to be more like

,those variet,ies which came more directly from the British Isles (Bloom-
field, 1911: 474; Hershovits, 1941). The results of this process are well
known insofar as the still largely creolized variety found in the vicinity of
the Georgia South Carolina Sea Islands is concerned (Turner, 1949); but
it has only recently been shown that the earlier history of the English
dialects of North American Negroes in general was almost exactly like
that of the" residents of the Sea Islands and of the West Indies (bailey,
1965; Stewart, 196', 1968; Dillard, in press).

* On survival of African cultural practices.' see (among many sources) Gabriel Fur-
man, Antiquities of Long Island, New York, 1876, pp. 267-269.

Dr. J. L. Dillard is .Visiting Lecturer in Linguistics at Perkauf Graduate
*School'of Humanities and Social Sciences of Yeshiva University (New
York). He was associated formerly with the Institute of Caribbean
Studies at University of Puerto Rico. ana with the 'AID in Cameroun.
br. also served. as Pulbright lecturer in Burundi and as re-
searcher in the Urban Language Study Project of the District of
Columbia. He had published in professional journals and has in prep a
number of studies on Black English- '
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Those West African slave* who came to New York in 1623 'bud such .
interesting names as "Paul d'Angola, Simon Congo, Anthony, Pprtuguese,
John Francisco, and seven others" '(.O'Callaghan, 1867:xii). They and those
slaves who soon followed them faded the problem of using, in interaction
with their Dutch masters anil with the fellow slaves who came from widely.
varying. African language groups, a lingua franca. Some of the solutions,
in .the early days, Were provided by the use of African Languages like
Wolof or Blanding°, along with' which the slaves brought West African
cultural traitslike the use of day names (i.e., Cuffee 'male, born on Fri-
day'). Pidginized versions of European languages, especially Portuguese,
English, and French, came, however, to a more generaland the e-
forejnore usefulfunction in, the. slave ,community. Use of a contact la
guage was all the more mandatory because "a dozen or 15 -European: la
guages might have been heard in the streets of the t'wn" (Ulmann,
1931:6).

To linguists, particularly those specialized in Creole studies, the notion
of a DUtch Creole poses some special 'problems. The definition of a Creole
is 'a Pidgin which has become the native language of a speech community%f
but there is no record of 'a .Dutch.Pidgin. There are abundant records ofu
pidgin varieties of English, French, and Portuguesein West Africa and
in the Americasand there are, borrowings from those pidgins in West
African languages like lemne and Twi. But there are no such borrowings
from Dutch, although 'there are traces of Dutch cultural practices (Schnei-
der, 1967). It seems inescapable that early linguistic borrowings, espeCially,
were made through the medium of the pidgin% and that there. simply was
no Pidgin Dutch.

The answer seems to be that the Dutch, along. with othor Germanic
Danish. and EngliShtraders, made use of the Mediterranean Lingua
Franca 4Sabir) and the Pidgin varieties of Portuguese and English. A
small nation,- trying to hied its own in the maritime competition, Holland
WAS inclined even then to make up the difference in linguistic virtuosity.
Their slaves, the earliest in the New York area,.-may have used Pidgin
English, Pidgin Portuguesd, or Pidgin French along with Wolof, Man-
( go, or some other West- African language, for the purposel. of a lan-
gt ge of wider communication. But there ever many reasons why Pidgin

glish would have been the most useful of t 'in closely related (Thomp-
son, 1961; Whinnom, 1965) languages. Because of constant coittact with
their Dutch masters, they naturally tooka lot of Dutch vocabulary into that
Pidgin.2 The same process has taken 'place in the English Creoles of

.Surinarn .(Rens, 1953), which arc easily mistaken for varieties of Dutch
by unwary English-speaking people. Thisprocess is-known as 'relexification

- (Stewart, 1962; Tvlor, 1960) and contact languages like the pidgins and
creoles are especially prone to that process (Whinnom, 1965). Lingua
Franca was especially characterized by /such vocabulary substitution
Ochuchardt, 1909). -_

2 This process, called reiez$cation in Stewart. 1962. led to the development of Pidgin
English (and French). on the structural model of the Portugal's° Trade Pidgip. There are
some overt statements:

The English have In the River Gambia much cortuated the English language
by Words or Literal /Translations from the Portuguese or the Mandingoes:

(F. Moore, Travels into the Inland
Parts of Africa; London, 1739; p. 294)

itelexillention of Pidgin English with (e.g.) Dutch vocabulary items would be a continua-
tion of the same process. There is Indirect evidence like the following stptements:

Yen the name of Englishmen were Islet so famous in the En & that the
Hollanders in their Rest ten* thither, varnished their obscuritie with English
lustre, and gave themselves out English.

(Halciuytus Pdsthumus, or Parches His Pilgrirnes, II:288.
The statement is dated 1591.)
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Tne Dutch Creole, whatever its origin, of the slaves e Early. New
Amsterdam/York is an interesting historical topic upon which not even the
preliminary spadework has been done.3 For present purposes, we can go. _

into thg matter no more deeply than to say that Dutch Creole existed in the
state front sonictime after 1625 until at least 1910. A wide-ranging re-
searcher named J. Dyne ley Prince (who also did some of the only work on
American Indian language-based pidgins in the New York/New Jersey
area) recorded some "Negerhollands' from Suffern, N. Y., in 1910. Although,
in his day, he could hardly have anticipated the hypothesis that Pidgin
English was at the base of the Dutch. Creole (first formulated, insofar as I
know, by William A. Stewart and myself in 1970), he did note that many
of the Black Dutch forms were English-like rather than -Dutch (win
'when,' rather than wafter), and that there were such (typicajly Creole, in
effect) grammatical features as the use of an unmarked verb in a past-time
environment. These strikingly non-Dutch grammatical features are also
characteristic of the Dutch Creole texts recorded by Hesse ling (1905) and
Josselyn de Jong (1924, 1926).4...

It would be difficultperhaps even impossibleto recover biographical
details about Prince's "Negro Dutch" informant, seventy-five year old Wil-
Vern De Freece. But we can look into earlier times and find a famous in-
formant about whom a great deal is knownSojourner Truth, formerly a
slave girl named Isabella who reportedly spoke only "Dutch patois"' until
she was twenty-one. In an interview with Sojourner Truth (Atlantic
Monthly, 1863), Harriet Beecher Stowe quoted the former slave girl in a
variety of English which is not too far removed from that of inner city
t(and rural) Blacks today:

I journeys round to camp meetings, an' wherever-folks. is, an'
I sets up my banner, an' then I 'sings, an' then I preaches to
'cm. I tells 'cm about the sins of this people. A great many
always comes to hear me; an' they're right good to me, too,
an' say they want to hear me again.

("Sojourner Truth, The Libyan Sibyl,"
Atlantic Monthly, 11[1863]:478).

Sojourner Truth' is represented by many writers as a very fluent and
powerful public speakerdnother of the many who ptit to scorn the notion
that Black English isti limited language varietyeven if she did occ ion-
ally have to grope for' special vocabulary items like intellect. But lly
new language, learned at the linguistically advanced age of twen y-one or
more, would be a surprising vehicle for such public performance. True
Sojourner Truth was an unusual womanone who might have mastereci

There are statements susceptible to reinterpretation in nonlinguistic works like
Vanderbilt, 1881:550:

For a long time [among the Negroes of New York City] In this mingling of
two languages, neither vets grammatically spoken, bad English and worse Dutch
was the result . . .

It is amusing that English Creole in the Guyanaa today Is often called "bad" English (by
Dutchmen) and "bad" Dutch (by Englishmen and Americans):

Virgin Islands "Dutch" Creole appears to have been, in the verbal auxiliary system.
at least. closer to the Afro-Portuguese Trade Pidgin which was more or less original in
the slave trade than Sranan Tongo, of Surinam. Thus we find not only le (from de. by
regular phonological change) as a durative aspect marker but lo (from Portuguese logo.
see Schacht:nit. 1882) as a future marker. There are many other structures which

a are common to the related Pidgin and Creole languages, like the anticipatory verb in
Sleep me ka sleep

(Ilesseling, 1905:117)
the simple negation with, no

?di no wil 'Dal wil ik niet*
(Ibid.; 173) ,

the use of kaba 'already' (from Portuguese Trade Pidgin cabs), and the use of the preposi-
tion na.
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many language varieties. But it seems quite plausible that she was helped
along by the fact that , hbr original Dutch "patois!! and her new Black
English were rather closely related, that both of them had some historical
roots in the maritime Pidgin English which was the source of the English
varieties of the slave tradeamong other varieties.

Even without the Dutch associations, Pidgin English had come to the
New York area very early..Sarah Kemble Knight reported of her trip from
Boston to. New York (Journal, 1705) that she had heard a current story
regarding the attempt of a couple of justices to communicate in their clumsy
Pidgin English with an Indian who was fluent in it. The Indianwho had
been accused of delivering stolen goods to n Black slavefailed to under-
stand the Pidgin English form grandy, although that belongs to the ear-
liest Lingua Franca stratum of the backg.round of' the language. It seems
very likely that the Indians got the Pidgin English originally from their
Black fellow slaves (Dillard, in press, Chapter IV) ; but they must have
altered it somewhat, especially in the.manner of introducing vocabulary-
items ail(' loan translations ('calques ") from the Indian languages. The
Indian calque for Brandy is the well-known heap. Although it is popularly
believed that the history of Black English look place below the Mason-Dixon
line, there are eighteenth century attestations of its use in Massachusetts -
(from Cotton Mather, among others), New York, Philadelphia (from Ben-
jamin Franklin), Maryland, and Nova Scone (Dillard, in preparation).

Within the colony of New York, perhaps the most impressive evidence
is that provided by Justice Daniel Horsmanden's The New York Conspiracy

1741-42. A witness at the trial of the alleged conspirators of the "Negro
Plot," Jack posed some language problems although he spoke "English"

his dialect was so perfectly negro and unintelligible, it was
thought it would be impossible to make anything of him with-

. out the help of hn. interpreter. (1810 edition, p. 127)
There were, however, two young (white) men who had learned the dialeCt
and who acted' as interpreters. Jack was an acknowledged leader in the
Black community, so it- cAl hardly be that he suffered from a speech im-
pediment. Furthermore, Hbrsmanden gave enough samples of his speech
like

His m aster live in. tall house Broadway. Ben ride de fat
horse. '(p. 128)

and enough other references to the speech of contemporary Blacks like
. . Backarara . . . 'Negro language, signifies white, people'

(p. 331)
. . . the house . . . This in the Negroes dialect signifies

.hr.uses; i.e., the town. (p. 209)
to enable us to recognize the obvious relationship to other contemporary
Black English varieties. Whites of the period were familiar with the exist-
ence of this variety in New York; but only a" few like the two young men,
apparently, really mastered it. Jack's not overly long testimony required
three days of the court's time.

In the nineteenth century, Black English is widely represented in lit-
erary texts set in the New York area. James Fenimore Cooper, whose prac-
tices have been severely attacked but just as strongly defended, put a
rather greatly decreolized Black. English into the mouth of Jaap (the
Santansoe novels) and of others of his Black characters:

I'm York nigger born, and nebber see no Africa.
(Santansoe, p. 149)
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Even Natty Bumpo included Pidgin English among his many linguistic ac-
complishments. Mark Twain's brilliant criticism of Cooper's "Literary
Offenses" goes aground here : In the world of Pidgin/Creole, many a
speaker uses one variety of a language six days a week and quite another
variety of the same language "on Sunday." Twain clearly transferred the
relative linguistic simplicity of his midwestern youth to the polyglot com-
plexityof the frontier, and in doing so committed almost as great a blunder
as did Cooper in describing how several Indians jumped from a "sapling"
and managed to miss a Passing. houseboat, one after the other.

Many oth9r writers of the nineteenth century join Cooper in providing
such evidence. Thomas Chandler Halliburton, a Nova Scotian who wrote
under the pseudonym of Sam Slick, representId Black characters speaking
English Creole or a somewhat decreolized variety all the way from Charles-

. ton, South Carolina, tto Halifax, Nova Scotia.5 Halliburton's dialect forms,
insofar as white dialects are concerned, figure prominently in historical
dictionaries like the Dictionary of Americanism. One u :Infer; what spe-
cial characteristics of Black English make it not subject to the same kind
of documentation, for the dictionaries record none of the usages which
Halliburton attributed to Blacks.

Stephen Crane% The Monster, one of his Whilomvllle stories, presented
a heroic, dialect-speaking Henry Johnson whose cruel rejection by the white
community after he had disfigured himself in rescuing a small by is held
to have influenced Ralph Ellison's The Invisible Man. Janson says things
like

I done tor yer' many's the time not to go aloolin'an' a-proj- "
jeckin' with them flowers. Yer pop don' like it nohow. (PA)

Another Black, Atex Williams, also speaks the dialect:
He mighty quiet ter-night. (1). 66)

These attestations were provided by an author who was a lifelong resident
of the New York. area.

It has been asserted (Stockton, 1966; Krapp, 1925) that 'there was a
kind of literary conspiracy to misrepresent the English of Black speakers,
falsely to represent a kind of "literary pseudo-Gullah" as the language of
Blacks throughout the United States (and Nova Scotia)..If there was such
a conspiracy, it must have been the greatest in the history of literature
including eventually Black writers like Ellison, Charles W. Chestnutt, Zora
Neale Hurston, and J. Mason Brewer (see the introduction to Dog Ghosts
and Other Texas Negro Folk Talcs, 1958). Everybody was in on it, in-
cluding Charles Dickens, who put the following speech into the mouth of a
New York City Negro of the 1840's:

Him kep a seat 'side himself, sa.
(Martin Chuzzlewit, p. 164)

It is patently absurd to postulate a literary conspiracyotherwise un-
reported, and 'having no consequences except the linguistic oneswhich
included Madam Knight, Justice Horsmanden, Halliburton, Dickens (and,
incidentally, Charles Lyell), Cooper, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and Crane
among its hundreds of connivers: (To be fair,. We would have to postulate
a Dutch branch including Prince and Van Loot.) We seem rather to, be

, .

*Nor York was an important source of the ex-slaves who migrated to Nova Scotia in
the eighteenth century (Ottley and Weatherby. 1067:30). At least one Black English variety
still survives (Dillard, In preparation) in the Halifax area, where geographism sometimes
ascribes 4 "Southern, accent" to. these-long-time Canadian residents I
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dealing with .relatively accurate attestationssubject to exactly the same
limitations as any literary attestations, including those of the older Ger-
manic languages over a long period of time and in many geographic areas
by writers of many backgrounds, skills, and interests. Such uniformity as
they represent may actually reflect a real uniformity. And the similarity
of the New York attestations to the attestations from other areas may
mean that Black English in New York was actually very similar to that
of other areas. Variations were more in terms of social status, as in t.he
famous diffe encos between house servants and field hands (Frazier,
1957:13), t - in geography.

But at of the notion, dear to many dialectologists, that Black Eng-
lish (cone ivied of as a "Southern" or "rural" 'dialect) found its way to.
New York in the World War H migrations? In its most basic sense, that
notion is simply false. Dialects in the North were more greatly decreolized
(Stewart, 1968) than those in the South, but they were completely, ,merged
with white dialects no more in New York than in. Nova Scotia (Dillard,
in preparation). Migrant dialects came into contact with Harlem dialects
which were hardly more "decreolized, especially among the younger children
(Stewait, 1965; Dillard, 1967). The consequences of faulty dialect history
have been frequent absurdity. Grier and Cobbs, in Black Rage, wrote of a
subject who_ had been born and educated in "a large Northern city" that
he spoke "the patois of the 'rural uneducated Negro of seventy-five years'
ago" (p..98). Even if we believed such a statement in geographia terms,
we could hardly accept the historical notion unless someone had invefiled
an operational Time Machine. It is simply true that psychiatrists, like other
non-linguists who have needed language information, have not.been able to
draw upon accurate informationwhether grammatical' or historical
about Black English.

Except for a few writers with intellectual curiosity like Prince, no one
had looked at the language of Black people in Northern cities until it be-
come fashionable to do so in the fad of social 'dialectology in. the 1960's.
Labov et al., 1968, now provides a gigantic corpus which shows just' how
much the English of Harlem teenagers differs from that of white New
Yorkers .° (An equivalent corpus. from youngsters. between six and ten
would show much more difference.) There are at last some .stirrings of
educational responsibility toward the ghetto population. It is to be hoped
that a sensible attitude toward Black English, a language with a long and
honorable historical. background, will be incorporated into the resultant
efforts.
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FACTS AND ISSUES CONCERNING BLACK DIALECT*

William A. Stewart

As the breakdown of racial barriers in American social and economic
lifel is accelerated, greater numbers of young black people are finding it
possible to go to schools which were once closed to them, and to seek jobs
which until recently were out of their reach. But the swelling stream of
black youths into previously all-white schools and vocations has not oc-
curred without creating serious problems. And, although it is possible
that some of these problems might (as has frequently been charged) be the
resultof white bigotry or black ineptitude, most of them seem'rather to be
a natural consequence.of what social scientists have come to call "culture
conflict" or, more dramatically, "the clash of cultures." What is meant by
theselerms is the kinds of misunderstandings and misjudgments which al-
most inevitably occur whenever the memberli of two or more cultural
groups come together and attempt to interact. Most of the adherents to a
particular culture tend to regard their own lifeways and social norms as
indicative of the "natural" way for members of their own group (and, by
extension, for members of other groups as well) to behave, even though
the norms of different cultures are frequently different. Thus it is quite
likely that the members of one cultural group will see .the behavior of
members of other cultural groups as something other than what it really is.
The resulting misunderstandings, and misjudgments often seriously impair
basic. communication (and therefore social relations) between the two
groups, amid thus constitute "culture conflict." Europeans,' for example, are
fond of saying that Chinese are sly and inscrutable, while the Chinese tend
to. categorize' Europeans as coarse and lacking in. self-control. Like the
content of most stereotypes, these characterizations represent something
more than Malicious. fantasies; they represent the behaviors of one cul-
ture whose functions have been misinterpreted by the members of another
culture. (What the European sees ns "inscrutabilityl in the Chinese is
merely Chinese politeneis, while the behaviors'which the European used to

*The present article is the text of an essay which I submitted to Western Electric in
New York to accompany a disc recording entitled The Dialect of the Black American. pro-

. duped and recently released by their Community Relations Division. Western Electric has
kindly consented to the separate publication of the essay in its original form. which in-
cludes a number of paragraphs (the first five) which were eventually omitted from the.ver-
Ilion accompanying the disc. In order to have the gamy confqnn as closely as possible to
the terminology used -in the record itself. I had decided to use black in many, instances
where I would otherwise have used Negro. Yet. in resubmitting the original manuscript for
publication here. I have not felt it- worth the effort to go through the text and change
every black to )Negro. just to make the article conform in this respect to others I have
written. For to do so would be to accord more importance to' the matter of terminology
than I feel It deserves. After all. the futility of thinking that basic attitudes toward
American Negroes could be changed by means of superficial name-substitutions was pointed
out almost forty years ago by Carter G. Woodson in an essay "Much 'Ado About
Name," published as an appendix, to his book The Mis- Education of the Negro (Washing-
ton. D. C., 1933). Today's black militants and white liberals would stand to learn much
from a reading of Woodson's critique of their most cherished preoccupation. Suffice It to
say. then. that the use of the term black in the present article represents np real conces-
sion to the game of terminological musical chairs which Negroes and whites are continually
playing with each other.

Dr. Williain A. Stewart is at present Co-director of the Education
Study Center of Washington, D.C. Prior to his present position, he was
a member of the research staff of the Center for Applied Linguititics,
Washington, D. C. Dr. Stewart has been a recipient of several grants to
carry out research in social dialectology and is most noted' for his.
interest in the historical aspects of Black English. He has published
widely in professional' journals and participated in a large number of
conferences and conventions.
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indicate friendliness and honesty strike the Chinese as vulgar and exces-
sive.) And, since cultural differences can exist between different social
groups within a single nation, as well as between different nations; culture
conflict can occur at the national as well as international level. In the
United States, for example, many whites have traditionally regarded
blacks as child-like and boisterous, while blacks have often felt whites to
be cold and 'hateful." As in the Chinese and European case, there is some
behavioral basis for the mutual misunderstanding of white and black in
the United States. For, it is an observable fact that blacks tend to use
more laughter (as a gesture of friendliness), talk slightly louder, and use
more of their bodies in gesturing than do whites. And it is very probably
these differences between the two groups, as misinterpreted by the mem-
bers of each, which'are in part responsible for Their respective stereotypes.

Apart from their demonstrable falseness, a serious effect of stereotypes
derived from culture-conflict (uch as that blacks are "childish" or that
whites are "cold") is that, explaining observable behavioral differences as
they do in terms of innate attributes, they preclude any eventual under-
standing of the truly social nature of such differences. For, if blacks are
truly "child-like," then no amount of social awareness on the part of
whites could be expected to alter that fact. And the same would of course
be true of white "coldness." Consequently, when persons of good will
decide that they simply must come to grips with such, stereotypes, they
usually adopt the one obvious strategy for countering claims of innate
human differencestheir total denial. In such a strategy, it is almost rou-
tine to appeal to universal human similarity. Thus, in countering beliefs
that "Chinese are inscrutable" or "Frenchmen lack self-control," the usual
argument is "The Chinese (or',Frenchmen) are human beings, just like
everyone else. Therefore, it is improbable that they are more inscrutable
(or more lacking in self-control) than any other sample of human beings.";
In this kind of argumentation, the behavioral differences which originally
motivated the stereotype are not dealt with. Rather, a denial of the validity
of the stereotype has implicit in it a denial of the ;alidity of the behavioral
differences themselves. Indeed, so desperately is this strategy of total denial
clung to by avowed opponents of racial and ethnic stereotyping that it has
now become completely taboo to so-much as mention racially or ethnically-
correlated behitvioral differenceseven for the purpose of discrediting the
etiology of popular stereotypes.

In the United States, the taboo against recognizing behavioral differs
ences us a normal function of ethnic identity is strongest in the liberal
social-science treatment of behavioral compariscnis of blacks and whites.
Indeed, observations to the effect that "blacks do X while whites do Y" or
even "blacks do X more (or less) thati whites do" are shunned as poten-
tially racistic. In all fairness, it should be pointed out that there is some
historical justification for this attitude. For it is a fact that in the past
the main source of contrastive statements about the behavior of blacks
and whites was the slaveholding class. Favored-Nwith the opportunity of
viewing their field hands at close quarters, the early slaveholders were
quick to notice a number of differences between the behavior of the im-
ported Africans and that of the colonial whites. (They noticed, for 'ex-
ample, that Africans tended to engage in laughter more than whites did.)
And succeeding generations of slaveholders were able to observe the con-
tinuation of differences in the behavior of American-born blacks and
whites. As heirs to a social and economic system which did not appreciate
the inherent equality of alternativeways of being human, the slaveholders

,focused on these differences as evidence of the inherent superiority of
whites over blacks. (That blacks were known to laugh more than whites,
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for example, was presented as evidence that blacks were more childish and
carefree than whites.) In this way the Plantation Negro stereotype was
createda portrait of the American blE ck man in which some very factual
(though often exaggerated) data on black behavior was presented in
defense of a very questionable theory of black inferiority. Indeed, so
entwined did observational fact become with racist fancy through the
Negro stereotype that, in the minds of most Americans, the two were almost
inseparable. Consequently, when American social science finally took it upon
itself to attack the racist view of Negro inferiority, it did so by rejecting
the behavioral data of the Negro stereotype along with its genetic implica-
tions. And this has been the policy of the social sciences ever since.
Hence today, in response to an assertion like "Blacks laugh excessively,
therefore they are child-like by nature," one never hears an accurate
response like: "Yes, blacks do tend to laugh in more situations than
whites do; but this is not a sign of childishness, since laughter is used in
black culture to express sociability in situations in which laughter would
be inappropriate according to the norms of white culture." Instead, one
hears something like: "Blacks are human beings, just like whites, so that
it is wrong to claim that one is more child-like tlian the other. Further-
more, all human beings. (white as well as black) laughand cry." Implicit
in this kind of response is an assertion that, since both blacks and whites
are human beings (and fellow Americans), then it is quite improbable that
the one would naturally laugh more than the other: Theh, when observa-
tion shows that blacks do indeed laugh in situations in which whites
wouldn't, there is no place for the theorist to go but to psychological
explanations which have a pathological bent, such as: "Black people must
laugh a lot to cover up. their misery," or "A depressing environment has
caused them to rely upon immediate gratification, so that they get as much
joy as they can out of any trivial event," or "Oppression has made them
hysterical." Undoubtedly, explanations of this type *ill satisfy those who
would avoid at any cost the recognition of ethnically-correlated behavioral
differences as normal in American society. Moreover, such explanations
may have a special appeal for whites whose social conscience is built uppn
a deep-seated sense of their own psychological superiority, or for blacks
in whom self-pity has become a cherished substitute for self respect. No
matter how comfortable they may be however, psycho-pathological ex-

. planations of behavioral differences between blacks and whites, like genetic
explanations, are largely artificial. And being artificial, they can hardly
serve as reliable guides for dealing with such differences directly, or with
their many social side effects.

In addition to the presumed egalitarian stance of liberal social scien-
tists, there are other attitudinal barriers to the recognition of distinctively-
black behaviors as normal behaviors. Of these, perhaps the most sig-
nificant is the deep shame which so' many upwardly-vbiliblacks have felt
over the existence of visible differences between the('way members of their
olvn ethnic groupbehave in public (i.e., in the presence of whites) and.the
way the public (i.e., the white population) behaves, Justified or'nof, this
shame goes back many generations. Long ago, it motivated Negro sieves
of the house-servant class to give up many of the distinctively-black (and
often African-derived) behavlors of the field hands in favor of the more
prestigious (and European-derived) norms of their white masters. But, in
the process, they often over-compensated. If the field hands were seen as
acting too loud and boisterous- in comparison to the "quality" whites, then
the house servants would often become overly. quiet and reserved. Yet,
though the resultant modifications of black fieldhand behavior were seldom
brought completely into line with the white models, they nevertheless were
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often strikingly different from th'e more "characteristic" (i.e., more Afri-
can) black behaviors. Thus the modified behaviors, ioined with the unmodi-
fied ones to. create an extremely wide range of variation within the black
community, whether slave or free. And, today, image-conscious Negroes are
fond of pointing to this range (particularly to the "respectable" end of it)
as evidence that "typical" black behaviors do not existas if the existence
Of behavioral variations amongst 'blacks were enough to preclude the exist-
ence of behavio...I contrasts between blacks and whites. Logically weak
though this image-conscious denial of distinctively-black behavior may be,
it unites with the current intellectual aversion to the topic to render
exceedingly controversial any serious study of the folk culture of black
Americans. And this, in turn, makes it extremely' difficult to deal corn:
petently with the many cases of innocent yet highly problematic conflict
between the black and mainstream cultures in America's changing society.
Returning to the problems of black youths entering previously all-white,
mainstream institutions for the first time, it is possible to trace out the
detrimental effect which such attitudes have had on attempts to deal with
learning problems (actually, behavioral conflicts) in one socially-important
domainthat of language.

. Of the many and varied problems which the requirements of the class-
room and the office may present for young black people, conformity to the
complex maze of norms defining "correct" English is one of the most
ilnpoping. For better or for worse, it is a fact-that a variety of English
which conforms to Mich norms (i.e., whguis often called standard English)
is required for many educational purposes and in many vocational .situa-
tions. Yet, it is Wag a fact that a significantly high number of black stu-
dents and employees lack the necessary skills in standard 'English, not
only when'they enter school for the first ime, but often when they finish
school and take up a job as'well. The precise extent to which this problem
exists, and its actual effect on educational and vocational opportunities,
need not be of concern at the moment. Apparently, it exists enough to have
motivated 'a specill focus on language arts in' educational programs de-
signed for "disadvantaged" student:4, while its effects on total academic
achievement and professional success seem to hive.been great enough to
make this focus a continuing one. But, to whatever extent the problem
exists and affects academic and professional,performance, something should
be done about it. And nothing meaningful can be done about the difficulties
which many black students and employees have with standard English un-
less the nature of that problem is understood, and programs are based
upon, that knowledge.

Until linguists began to debate with them, educators assumed that the
lack of skill which rhany black people demonstrated with standard nnglish
was in fact a lack ot skill in handling language per se. Pronunciations
like nuttin' or nuffin' for nothing, sentence patterns like he workin' for
he's working or we ain't he for wet didn't go, and word usages like waste
for spill were all regarded as random errors in the stream of speech, the
cause of which was laziness, carelessness, or underdeveloped audio-lingual
skills. Accordingly, these "mistakes" were labeled "mispronunciations,"
"bad grammar," and "poor word usage," respectively, So certain were edu-
cators of the validity of their diagnciSis of language containing such "mis-
takes," and so forceful and persistent in their condemnation of them, that
those who normally spoke this way- soon came to believe in the inferiority
of their own speech. So today, one. hears many blacks refer to even their
own nonstandard speech by such terms as "talkin' bad" or "usin' bad grkqn-
mar" or "talkin' broken English." Now, if these were random mistakes;

-reasoned the educators, then they ought to be corrected randomly. And
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correct them they did. The only trouble was that the corrections didn't
ahvays work or weren't easily extendable. One could tell a student that
he workin' ought to be said as he is working, fe example, and applaud
the results when he promptly repeated the phrase the "correct" way. But
then, when that same student took. it upon himself to correct his uboal
we workin' to'wo is working; the teacher would haVe to inform him that it
was wrong. In' the same way, a student would be -rewarded for changing
we ain't Oto we didn't go, but faulted if he changed wc,ain't gone to we
didn't gone instead of we haven't gone. And, as if that weren't enough, the
keen black 'student rho grasped the fact that his ain't became didn't in
standard English in some cases and haven't in others, and who then
confidently corrected he ain't gone to he haven't gone would suddenly ,find
to his dismay that that, too, was wrong. Thus, while =the teachers con-
tinued to correct their black students' English, the students would continue
to make the same old "mistakes"and sometimes a few.new ones to boot.
Of course, prolonged, educational failure of such magnificent proportions
must inevitably become a public issue, and when it does, it respires either a
solution or an excuse. And since the educators of black children hadn't
been able to solve the language problem' they looked around for an ex-
planation of it which would shift the blank away from the educational
process. Some, particularly in the South, were inclined to resurrect the
theory of genetic inferiority. But genetic explanations of the low academic
achievement of blacks were not popular in the North. Consequently, an
explanation had to be found which would not place the blame ow the school,
but at the same time would not lay it at the door of black genetic struc-
ture. Ironically, the 'possibility of ascribing black language .problems to
genetic factors itself suggested a ready alternative. For a debate had been
going on for some time in the social science& as to whether certain be-
havioral characteristics of human groups were predetermined by their
genetic endowment or were simply a result of the workings of their en-
vironment. Environment, then, became the scapegoat for the low academic
achievement of American blacks. The problem was merely to find a way
to blame language problems on the environment. This. was eventually done
by claiming that there were psychologically "unstimulating", environments
which, because of a dearth of intellectual stimuli, failed to motivate lan-
guage development in children raised in their confines. There was a tacit

assumptIon, of course, that the environment of most lower-class blacks was
of this type. But, since language is vary much a so-eial. phenomenon, it must
have seemed a bit far-fetched, even to educators, to attribute a purported
language deficit entirely to a poor physical environment. Something social
was needed;- and it was supplied by the widely-held belief that children
learned language entirely from adults. Since many lower-class black fami-
lies were known to be one-parent families, and since many lower - class black
mothers were thought to communicate less with their children than white .
and middleclass mothers did, it seemed reasonable to conclude that there
was a breakdown among lover-class blacks of the -normal patterns, of
transmission of language from parent-to child. Consequently, to .the educa-
tor's random correction of black students' English, social psychologists
were able to furnish a pseudo - scientific justification that these students
were "non-verbal," or "verbally destitute," or "poorly languaged," or "lin-
guistically) deprived:".It should be noted that_the,traditional view of black
nonstandard speech as made up of articulateryfblunders, incomplete sen-
tences, and a lack of vocabulary furnished a fertile ground for the sophistic
theory that lower-class blacks failed to learn- language at. home.

If the view of black nonstandard speech as unstructured and the char-
acterization of lower-class blaclesocial life as non-verbal seemed reasonable
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to educators and psychologists, they seemed seriously wrong to linguists
and anthropologists. At best, they did not accord with otherwise universal
truisms about hunian language and social behavior. For linguists had
never found a language (or a variety of a language) without its own
structure, while anthropologists had never encountered a social group in
which language did not play a central role, and was not transmitted from
generation. to generation. At worst, these assessments of black language
and lifejtood as evidence of a lack of common sense as well as .a lack of
contact with black reality on the part of those who made them. For the
fact that lower-class blacks would make some "mistakes" in their English
(e.g., they might say bole for both or we tired for we are tired) but ;tot
others (e.g., they would never say boke for both or tired we for we arc
tired) should itself be clear evidence of structure in their language. And
anyone walking down the street in a black ghetto, or liming by the play-
ground of. a black school, could hardly avoid having his ,ears bombarded
by the .incessant'chatter of supposedly "non-verbal" children. But if lin-
guists and anthropologistsswere,somew hat amused by the absurdity of the
educationalist and social-psychologist views of why blacks were having
language problems in the schools, they were very much alarmed by the
widespread popularity' of these views, and .by their devastating effectson
the self-respect and academic achievement of black students. - Conse-
quently, a few linguists and anthropologists began to intervene by pre-
senting a culture-conflict jnodel of .black educational failure and derivative
suggestions for curriculum reform,

To date, the linguistic ctintribution has been by far the largest, involving
proof of the linguistic integrity of black nonstandard dialect (through the
description of -many of its stfuctural characteristics), suggestions for teach -
ing standard English to speakers of black dialect, (through the comparison
of structural characteristics of the two forms of English), and an 'asser-
tion of black linguistic identity (through the finding of evidence that black
di:i'ect evolved independently from white dialects of English). The one
thing linguists have not yet done has been to bring about uniformity in the
use of a term for the nonstandard speech of black people. Negro dialect is
the term most well established- by past usage, while Black English now
seems to be gaining currency. But other terms have also been used, such as
Negro English, N.N.E.. or NNE ("standing. either for nonstandard tNegro
English or for Negro nonstandard English), Black folk speech, and BlaCk
dialect. (Iri'the written use of these terms, words like dialect and speech
are sometimes capitalized and sometimes not.) All of theseterm havbeen

> used at one time or another by serious scholars, and each has its ad-
vantages and its drawbacks. Linguists have leaned toward Negro dialect
because it parallels. terms like Scottish dialect,', and because dialect is the
linguist's technical Word for a language variety. But non-linguists. have
been less receptive of terms containing this word, because of the somewhat
derrogatory connotation of .dialect in popular usage. But then the terms
Black English and Negro Alenglish; which avoid this problem, share the
common weakness that.. tjey can too easily be tkken as applying to
standard. as well as nonstandard speech, just as long as it is used by
black people. This allows those who happen to be ashamed of the non-
standard Speech of lower-class blacks to dismiss it as a brokerl and de-
generate jargon, and to designate the standard English often spoken by
educated black people as the "real". Black English. The one term Which
seems to avoid all of these difficulties is Black folk speech. It .has its own
drawback, however, which is that the Word folk has enough of a rural
suggestion about it to make the term awkward when applied (as it now
frequently must be) to urban situations.
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But in spite of the terminological flux, and in spite of occasional dif-
ferences of opinion among linguists as to the best .analytical procedures
to use or the right interpretation of the data gathered, the .evidence in
support of the structural integrity of plack nonstandard dialect was over-
whelming. Not only was it established that the dialect had a sound system
and a grammatical structure of its own, but it was also discovered that in
certain ways its structure was even more communiFatively efficient than
that of standard English. For example, black dialect`turned out to have a

i special use of be which indicates extended or repeated action, and a special
use of been (usually stressed) to indicate the completion of an action in
the remote past. Thus a speaker of black dialect would consistently dis- t.anguish between Dey be singin' in church (meaning that they are in the
habit of doing it) and Dcy singin' in church (meaning that they are doing .

it at the moment), or between I bought it (meaning that it was bought at
some unspecified time) and I been bought it (meaning that it was bought ,
long ago). In standard English, there is no grammatical way to make such .

distinctions; one can only say They are singing in phurch and I bought, it;
no matter which of the precise meanings expressed in black diallt are.
intended. Yet, even where black dialect 'and standard English might agree
in the meaning expressed by a set of parallel 'grammatical constructions,
there could be differences in the form of these constructions. Foy example, v

both black dialect and standard English have possessive constructions of
the type noun-plus-noun, where the first noun refers to the possessor and
the second noun to the thing possessed..But while standard English re-
quires the use of a special possessive marker (written -'8) at the and of .'the possessor. noun in such constructions, black dialect does not. Accord-
ingly, one must say my uncle's earin standard English, but may say my
uncle car in black dialect, although the meaning of the two,ptterances is
identical. Of course, there were also%numerous grammatical eenstriuctions ;

which were identical in both meaning and form by black dialect and stand- ..
and English, such as the modification of nouns by adjectives placed before .
the noun. That is, one .would normally say I live in a big house lin both
black dialect and standard English, but one would not say I libe in a T ,
house big .in either. (Black dialect does indeed have a construction of the .1
type my house big, .but this is equivalent to standard English my ,house iii
big, rather. than to my big house.) Of course,.it goes without saying that .

linguists founi.both similarities and differences between black dinlect and- . is
standard English in the matter of pronunciation, although suchdinrences

. between the two kinds of English seemed to be greater than in! the case
of word-equivalents. In other words, it appeared to be more likely that
black dialeit and standard English would use the same wordfor a particu-
lar object, than that they would have the same pronunciations for that
word. And although an obvious exception to this observation is provided
by the frequent use of slang or "jive talk" by many speakers of black 3

dialect, particularly in the larger cities, the vast nialejrity of slang. ex-
. pressions are by their very nature unstable and do not-remain-in use for

long. At any rate, there is some doubt as to whether even those slang ex-
pressions which are used exclusively` by blacks ought to be considered a . 0. .., ...characteristic of black dialect as such, since they are generally absent from
rural varieties of black dialect, while in urban ghettoes.they may occur
together with the pronunciation and grammar of either black dialect or ''
standard. English. It is probably best to consider black slang. a separate
entity.-from black dialect, with the understanding that the two are often.
Used together. .. . 4 .

. .

To the linguists who studied black language usage, the pedagogical , -
implications of many of their findings seemed. obvious and incontrovertible
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even when these went against established educational views, which indeed
they often did. For example, before \the linguistic intervention, and 'in re-

. sponse to their own appraisal of thd.ippecial language problems of black
lower-class:school 'children, a number of prominent educational psychologists
had urged the creation of language-enrichment., programs for lower-class ,

black children of pre-school age. In the view of these psychologists, such
programs were needed to offset the failure of many black children to
acquire in their home environment what were felt to be basic language
skills. Yet linguists found that virtually all of the lower-class black chil
dren whom they interviewed were fluent speakers of a structurally normal
(though often nonstandard) -variety of English. This meant that, no
matter how emotionally appealing they might be, programsof the language-

, enrichment type were founded en a false premise. And, since . many
language-enrichment programs were already beginning to fail, their
proven linguistic inaccuracy could easily be a contributory factor to that
failure. But the pedagogical implications of linguistic .findings on black

. language usage were by no means all sh negative. For, in detailing many
of the structural differences between black dialect and standerd. English,
linguists were actually providink a blueprint for the development of special
procedures for the teaching of standard English to. speakers of black
dialect.

In their pedagogical philosophy 'as well as in their content, these proce-
dures were a far cry from the random correction of "mistakes" which had
previously charpcterized the so-called "language arts" for black students.
In recognizing that most 'of these "mistakes" were the result of confusion
on the part of .the learner between the structural patterns of his own dia-
lect and those of standard English, the linguistic model of structural inter-
ference (i.e:, the structural influence of one language or dialect on the
comprehension or production of another) opened the way for the use in
inner-city classrooms of modified foreign-language teaching techniques. In-
corporating structural comparisons between the language of the learner and

. the language being taught, these techniques had originally been developed,
for the teaching of such clearly "foreign" languages as Arabic, Chinese,
and Spanish' to speakers of English and, later, for the teaching of English
to speakers of foreign languages. (This last application came to be known
professionally, as TEFLteaching English as a foreign language, TESL
teaching English as a second language, or`TESOLteaching English to
speakers of other languages.) Although it was true that black dialect
shared an infinitely larger number of structural features .with standard
English than did languages like Arabic, Chinese, or Spanish, the linguists
pointed out that this merely made the areas of structural conflict that
much more difficult for 'black students to overcome without pedagogical
assistance. In learnitig standard English, the speaker of Arabic or Chi-
nese would know from the sttirt that he was faced with a language-learning
problem, since it would be obvious that the language being learned was not
the same language as his own. For the black learner of standard English,
however, .the fact that what was bving presented in school seemed very
similar to his own speech would be likely to convince him that he already
knew the intricacies of the school language. For the English-speaking
learner of Spanish, it 'soon becomes obvbus that Spahish has two different
equivalents of the verb to be: .ser and ester. It is obvious, not so much
because these verbs have somewhat different meanings, but rather because
they sound and look differentboth from each other and from English to
beand because they inflect differently. For the speaker of black dialect,
however, it is by no means obvious that, while his own is and be are dif-
ferent'verbs with different functions, is is merely an inflected variant of be
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in sttndard English. Nor, in fact, is this likely to be any more obvious to
the teacher. For, if standard English has the verb forms be and is, and
the .black student is observed to have them in his own speech as well, then
one might easily assume that he uses them just as in standard English.
And other differences, even when involving nothing more than simple
inflectional variations, can be just as confusing. The black student's here
it is matehei standard English, but his here del/ is dgs not; his he don't
want it is at variance with standard English, while his we don't want it is
not. Because of the subtlety of the structural relationships between black
dialect and standard 'English; the average .black student simply cannotbe
expected Ito perceive with complete accuracy exactly where. his dialect leaves
off and the standard language begins. Indeed, this may be one reason why
waves of foreign immigrants, speaking languages like Italian, Yiddish, and
Ukranian, have been able to acquire standard English within one or two
generations in the United States, while American blacks have not been
able to do so as completely over a much longer span of time.

-Another pedagogically important fact which emerged from- the lin-
guistic research on black dialect was its relative uniformity throughout the
United States. Sometimes obscured by age, sex, and socio-economic differ-
ences within a single -black community, the underlyihg_uniformity of black
dialect from region to region became apparent as soon as these social varia-
bles were controlled for. Thus, nonstandard dialect with essentially the
sane structural characteristics was reported' in use by young, lower-class
black males in such far-flung urban' centers as Washington, Harlem, Chi-
cago, San Antonio, and' Oakland. And, not surprisingly, these characteristics
were also found to be prevalent in .the nonstandard speech of blacks in the
rural South. Minor variations in pronunciation, grammar, and idionudid
indeed occur, but the variations within black dialect seemed to be ofless
pedagogical importance than those differences from standard English (and
even from white nonstandard speech) which proved so characteristic of
black dialect. For example, in the so-called Geer variety of black dialect
spoken in Charleston, 'South Carolina, one fight say we house where
speakers of other varieties of black dialec , ould, like speakers of stand-
ard English and white nonstandard dialect, say our house. Yet Geechee
shares with other varieties of black dialect virtually all of the structural
features mentioned earlier, plus many more. And it is such features which'
distinguish black dialect from both standard English and white non-
standard dialect of whatever type. Obviously, the pedagogical significance
of this state of affairs lies 'in the possibility it provides for developing
language-arts material with an extremely wide applicability. It also means,
of course, that separate research programs will not be needed" in each and
every black community in the United States; the scientific findings for one
community will be likely to have a high degree of validityand therefore
of pedagogical applicabilityin odicr communities throughout the nation.

Finally, of the various pedagogical recommendations which were made;
by linguists who studied black dialect, there' was one which stemmed less
from their immediate research than from their professional view of the
basic equality of all varieties of human speech, and their knowledge that
it was commonplace for people to learn and,use two or more varieties of a
language. This Kits the recommendation' that black dialect be used side-by-
,side with standard English' in the classroom. Some linguists felt that this
should be done only in the early grades, and only as a way of relating
standard English to the pre-school language of black children. Others, how-
ever, envisioned the eventual retention of black dialect `as a pedagogical
companion of standard English through the secondary level, and perhaps
beyond. At first, this recommendation was limited to oral usage. But more
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recently, a 'few linguists have begun to consider the use of a written form
of black dialect as a device in beginning reading instruction for those black
children whose knowledge of standard English proves inadequate for de-
coding traditional reading. texts.

.

If the pedagogical implicationiref the linguistic research on black dia-
ect seemed obvious and incontrovertible to most linguists and anthropolo-
gists, they nevertheless appeared decidedly radical and controversial to
many educators and educational psychologists: The reason was that the
linguistic view of nonstandard speech in general, and the linguistic findings

;-on. black dialect in particular, clearly argued against certain social beliefs,
theoretical assumptions, and methodogical traditions which Were a part of

;the educational heritage.
Perhaps the most controversial finding to emerge from this linguistic

research was that black nonstandard dialect was different from white non-
standard dialecteven in the Deep South. Moreover, research on the his-
tory of black and white dialect in North America revealed that they had
always been different. This obviously meant that .a white-black dichotomy
in American language usage was as old as the earliest settlement of the
colonies by European and African stock. And if this. was true for Ian-.
gunge, it was very probably true for other .kinds of cultural behavior as
well. But in the view of many socially liberal educators, this was an un-
comfortable conclusion to come to. For it attacked the Achished "melting
pot" image of American society, in which foreign immigrants were sup-
posed to be culturally transformed into Anglo-Saxon-like Americans Witin .

one or two generations. What is more, American blacks were often pointed
to as exemplifying the most complete transformation ever effected by the
American. melting pot. Because, for reasons mentioned earlier, it had become
scientifically taboo to admit to racially or ethnically-correlated behavioral
differences, the entire educationalist rhetoric on the achievement, probleins
of black school. children had been adjusted to the strictly monocultural
perspective implicit in the melting-pot image. And since it was an un-
written rule of this perspective' that behavioral differences between black
and white children had to be denied, ignored, or iattributed to some sort
of abnormal (i.e., neither, natural nor permanent) cause, it was most con-
venient for educators, to accept the environmental - pathology model fur-

. nished by the psychologists as an explanation for the endemically low
school-language performance of black children. It was on this model, then,
that the educators had based virtually all of their remedial methods for
dealing with black children who had language problems in school. Yet, here
were the linguists saying that black nonstandard speech was fully devel-
oped and well-organized language, and thereby refuting the entrenched .

language-pathology model. And, what' was still worse, these linguists were
saying that black nonstandard dialect was not the same as white non-
standard. dialect, asserting thereby that the American melting pot had
lumps in it, and that one of these lumps was black! It soon became ap-
parent to many educators that if they accepted the linguistic view of
black dialect, with its obvious pedagogical implications, they would not
merely be accepting new information of an innocuous kind; they would be
acknowledging the refutation, of their entire approach to the education of .
black children. Some educators were able to do this without misgivings, but .

others Were not.
For those who were unwilling to accept the linguists' conclusions with

respect to the nature of black dialect, and who wanted their opposition to
appear reasonable to impartial observers, it was necessary to find a way
to dismiss the linguistic .findings on the dialect as something other than
empirical data..A possible way of doing this was suggested by the striking
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similarity between the -transcriptions of black dialect published by the
linguists and the kind of black dialect ono could find in the older plantation
literature. Given this resemblance, it was easy for opponents of the linguis-
tic viewpoint to Make the charge that the linguists (who were mostly
white) had drawn their material, not from the real speech of black people,
but from the traditional stereotype of blaCk. speech. Although those who
made this charge were correct in discerning a similarity between the lin-
guistic transcriptions of black speech and traditional literary black dialect,
they. were quite wrong in 'assuming that the former was a -copy of the.
latter, or thatthe latter was entirely artificial. In general, the older plinta-
tion literature was written by whites- who. had been born and raised on
plantations, and who had 'learned the dialect in childhood from black play-
mates (who often were their only playmates) on the plantation. Thus, even
if slightly concentrated at times, the black dialect to be found in the planta
tion literature was a fairly. accttrate . rendition of the actual speech of
plantation fieldhands. And the reason why the up-to-date linguistic tran-
scriptions of the speech of lower-class urban blacks turned out to look so
much. like the plantation dialect'was simply that nuulern urban black dialect
was a direct descendent., of plantation black dialect. This fati might be an
uncomfortable one for those. who Can see nothing' but degradation and
patho,logy in the black plantation experience: but the problem lies there,
and not in' the reliance by linguists on the literary representation of an
older for'm of black dialect.

While such objections as there were to the linguistic description of black
dialect focused initially on the question of black-white differences, this did
not remain the central issue for long. After all, differences between black
and white children in school-language performance were a matter of
record, and therefore required some sort of explanation. The language-
pathology model advanced by the psychologists had of course been an
attempt to furnish one, but its validity had been seriously challenged by the
linguistic e-Idence. And while. to most educators, the language-difference
model might be less compatible with their assimilationist values than its
itsychological predeassor:had been, it was still infinitely more comfortable
than the other available model for explaining black-white differences in
academic achievement: the genetic-inferiority model. Furthermore; the lin-
guists' claims for the historical andstructural integrity of black dialect (as
a distinct entity from standard English and.white nonstandard dialect)

:came at a time of. growing self-awareness on the part of American blacks.
Soon, educators found that they could openly entertain a linguistic model
of black-white dialect differences without as great . a danger of being
interpreted as inferring thereby that black. people were inferior. In Tact,
the wheel turned so far that one was now more likely to be considgfed a
racist for advocating the language-pathology model than .fo accepting the
language-di fferenCe model.

It is somewhat ironic that, while educational resistance to the linguistic
view' of black dialect died down rather quickly on the issue of its social
and structural uniqueness, it continued on in terms of another issue which
actually had nothing to do with such potentially controversial 'natters as
racial or ethnic differences in language usage, or the structural details of
black dialect itself. Rather, the issue which ,turned out to be much more
deep-seated and enduring had to do with the traditional linguistic view of
the nature of nonstandard dialects in general and their° relationship to
standardized dialects. As part of their professional trainnig, linguists
learned that virtually all of the- world's languages were made up "of a
number of different varieties, or dialects, and that each of these had its
own history of deVelopment into what it was, its own linguistic structure.

is
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.;;
including a set of gounds, a grammar, and a vocabulary); and its own
particular function in the society which used ;A. Of course, linguists also
knew that the developmental history and grammatical structure of only
one or two of a particular language's dialects would be likely. to have been
noted down in books, and that this fact was bften erroneously taken as
evidence that only such dialects of'a particular language had a history and
a .grammar. At the same time, linguists realized that ,these social facts
concerning the different dialects of a languagehad, nothing to do with the
historical validity ami stuuctullal integrity 'of any dialect, be it standard
or nonstandard, be it of high prestige or low. In other words, insofar as
the comparative structural and historical evaluation of different dialecti
were concerned, linguists were relativistic and egalitarian. In a sense
which went' to the very core of their professional outlook, linguists re-
garded any dialect as every bit as "good" as any other dialect.

Perhaps inevitably, thq professional relativism with which the lin-
guists treated black dialect and standard English clashed with the nor-
mativistic comparisons which educators had.traditionally relied on in-their
attempts to replace the one with the other. Though it appeared in the
context of 'black dialect, this basic 'conflict --'between linguistic relativism.-
and educational normativism was not motivated by the unique social or -
structural characteristics of black dialect; it -would have occurred over/any
other kind of nonstandard dialect which linguists might have chosen to
study and describe. It just happened that, because of a national focus' on
racial inequities in. American public education, the special school-language..
problems of black children had caught the attention. of a number of
linguists.

I k To start with, many educators were disturbed by the linguists' asser-
tion that black dialect served as useful a purpose in the black community
as standard ,English did in mainstream life; and therefore that the two
forms of English .could, and should, coexist, in the 'language repertoire of.
those who foend it necessaryto function in both societies. The reason why
this assertion upset, even many of those educators' who recognized non-
standard dialect as "real" language was that it seemed unrealistic in terms
of a tacit assumption which American education had made concerning the
use of different varieties of English. If .a name were needed for this
assumption, a fairly descriptive one might be the "single space" theory of
dialect. usage; for the assumption was that an individual had roam in the
language "compartment ". of his brain for only one variety of a language. ,,
Accoidingly, a person could be expected to know and use a nonstandard
dialect, or to know and use standard English, but that it would overtax
his language-production capacity to expect him to know and use both.
Indeed, it followed quite reasonably from the.."single space''. theory that
the continued 'use of nonstandard dialect by a ,school child was a sure sign
that the child would not learn.. standard English well. Perhaps one reason
4hy edUcatorsclung so tenaciously to the "single space" theory of dialect
usage was that,'if true, it automatically gave rise -to a pedagogical corol-
lary which .indicated that standard English could be talight quite, easily.
For,' if it was` true that the knowledge and use of nonstandardAialece
blocked the learning and use of standard English, then prohibiting the use
of nonstandard dialect should eventually-cause the student to forget it;.and
forgetting it would Create a language vacuum into which standard English
would flow almost by itself.It was abelief in this "vacugin" theory which
led many. English teachers to spend more time discouraging the use of non-.
standard dialect by.their pupils than i actually teaching them how to use
standard English.

One way in which ljnguisti were. a le to counteract the resistance to
black dialect stemming from a commitment to the "single space" theory was
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by pointing out that in Europe, for example, it was normal for educated
persons to know and use more than one dialect of their national language.
Another way was to suggest the analogy of, say, a Japanese merchant who
found it necessary to do business in France. Obviously, the fact that he
already spoke Japanese would not mean that he could never learn to speak
French,.nor would the learning of French force hiM to give up his knowl-
edge,of Japanese. If taught French well, he would then be able to use both
languageseach on its appropriate occasion. And,. if a demonstration of
the falsity of the "vacuum" theory were needed,, it would be pointed out
that forcing the Japanese merchant to stop using his native languagkz,vould
hafdly result by itself in any ability on his part to speak French.

While even the resistance based on pedagogical normativism has been
disappearing from the educational perspective on black dialect, it must be
admitted that educators are still left with a rather formidable amount; of
technical information on, the dialect to be. digested. Ideally, educators at all
levels should learn about. the historical background of black dialect, and its
overall structural Jelittienship to standard English. English teachers, in
particular, 'should familiarize theniselves with some of the more important
points of structural conflict between standard English And black dialect,
in. order to understaod the difficulties which a black student may have with
classroom language requirements. Employers, too, should come to under-
stand that the use of black dialect by an employee or applicant is in no
way an indication of low mental ability.

The once-frequent charges of racism and stupidity which black students
and employees and white educators and employers have leveled at each
other are now giving way to a realization that much-needed knowledge and
understanding, not name-calling, offers, the hope for overcoming the
probleins associated with the entry of black youths into mainstream
schools and jobs. This essay is offered as an initial' step toward the knowl-
edge and understanding iitosessary to deal with langliage-conflict and, by
implication, with other Areas of innocent yet destructive culture-conflict
between black and- white.

APPENDIX: FURTHER READINGS ON BLACK LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

After decades of scientific and pedagogical neglect, the langbage, and
culture of black Americans has finally begun. to receive the attention they
meant from scholars and educators. In fact, the literature on these subjects
is currently in a state. of rapid expansion, as a glance at the "Black
Studies" section of any good bookstore' will 'confirm. Yet this literature is
of very mixed quality, and the beginner will do well to seek guidance on
the initial selection. . .

The following is a list. of primary reading on black language find cul-
ture which are of uniformly 'high quality, having been written for the most
part by professional linguists and anthropologists. They have all been
written with the intelligent layman in mind, but they are by no means "popu-
lar" treatments.*At times, -the layman may find them too comprehensive,
or the treatment too technical, because the authors have also written these
works as contributions to their particular disciplines, and therefore have
been addressing' their colleagues as well. But this has an advantage; it
gives these works more than passing value. As the reader becomes more
informed in'the area, he can return to these works again and again, and
discoVer new information and insights which were previously obscure. The
vast majority of these works deserve- to be in the private collection of
anyone seriously interested in Afro- Americanl language, and cultUre. (In-
deed, one itemthat of Herskovitshas already become a classic in this
field.) Consequently, only items. which are still in print have been listed,
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and procurement information (such as the publisher and price) has been
included in every case. The addresses of most of the publishers will be
known to any bookseller, except perhaps thetwo non - commercial ones
which, for the record, are

The Center for .Applied Linguistics
1.71&Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

and
The Florida FL Reporter
801 N.E. 177th Street.
North Miami Beach, Florida 33112

The list, is divided into two .parts: those collections, anthologies, or
books .which supply. background information On black' culture, and ,those
which deal directly with black -dialect and associated pedagogical issues.
Although by no meansthe only reliable or informative work of their kind
on black. language or culture,. these will giie the ambitious' reader a good
start, and the bibliographic references which they include can serve as a
guide to more extensive reading.

SECTION I: CULTURAL BACKGROUND
1. Roger D. Abrahams, Positively Black. Englewood' Cliffs, N.;.: Prentice-

Hall, Inc. 1970. Pp. xii, 177. Price, $5.95 hardcover, $2.95 paperback.
A study of black identity through black performance patterns. The book

' contains an insightful discussion. of what could be called "black talk"
.(rneaning the use of language among black people, rather than its form
as is emphasized by the term "black dialect"), in which the author shows
.the -interrelationship of discourse styles, speaker roled, and certain folk-
lore motifs.

.3J
2. Ulf Hannerz, Soulside; inquirieS into Ghetto Cabin and Community.

New York: Columbia University Press, 1969. Pp. 236:' Price, $5.95 hard-
.

cover, $2.95 paperback.
An ethnographic study of a modern black inner-city. .neighborhood. The book:
is rich in its analysis of life styles mid sex roles, and contains informative
discussions of the function of rumor and gossip in theshetto.
3. Melville J. Herskovits, The Myth of the Negro Past. Bostott: Beacon

Hill Press, 1958. [A slightly updated re-issue of the 1941 text.] Pp. xxxii,
368. Price, $2.45 per copy,' paperback only.

,.Originally published in 1941, this was the first -serious attempt to trace
Afro-American social and behavioral patterns back to African sources.
Chapter VIII; on language and the arts, contains a number of provocative
observations on possible African influences in the, speech of New World Ne-

, groes. Has insightful comparative observations.
4. Charles Keil, Urban Blues. Chicago: The University ot Chicago Press,

1966. Pp. xii, 231. price. $2.45 pet copy, paperback only.
Although primarily a study of the urban style of blues singing, this book
argue for, and illustrates, the existence of a black urban culture distinct

from white or mainstream urban culture. Much of the perspective developed
in the book on black music is directly transferable to other aspects of black
culture.
5. John Szwed (editor), Black America. New York: Basic Books, Inc.,

11970. Pp. xvi, 303. Price, $7.95 per copy.
A collection of 23 essays on various aspects of Afro-American language
and culture;,,some with a historical, some a descriptive; and a political.
orientation.-
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SECTION II: BLACK DIALECT

1. [Alfred C. Aaron's, editor] "Dialects" by Jean Malmstrom; "Negro Chil-
dren's ,Dialect in the Inner-City" and "Non-Standard Negro Dialects
Convergence or Divergence?" by S. L. Dillard; l'Sociolinguistic Factors
in the History of American Negro Dialects" and "Continuity and Change
in American Negro' Dialects" by William A. Stewart. [From The Florida
FL Reporter, 1966-1968.] Price, $1.25 for the five articles.

A packet of reprintings of articles on black dialect from' past issues of
The Florida FL Reporter, this collection is particularly useful in provid-
ing an understanding of the history and development of black' dialect, and
its position within the American dialect complex.
2. Alfred C. Aarons, Barbara Y. Go on, and William A. Stewart (edi-

tors), Linguistic-Cultural Differet ces and AmericaA Education [ Vol.
7, No. 1 of The Florida. FL. Rep ter,__Spring/Summer 1969]. Pp. x, 176.
Price, $6.50 per copy.

A special anthology issue of 'the 'Florida FL Reporter devoted entirely to
the implications for education of linguistic and cultural diversity in
American society. Of the 93 articles included, almost half deal wholely or
in part with black dialect.
3. Joan C. Baratz and Roger W. Shuy (editors), Teaching Black Children

to Read. Washington, D. C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1969. Pp.
xiv, 219. Price, $5.00 per copy.

Contains eight articles '(five of them appearing for the first time in this
book) on the impliCations of black dialect for beginning-reading instruc-
tion. Some of the contributors suggest the use of elenientary readers in the
vernacular language of black children, and furnish sample texts in black
dialect.
9.. Ralph 'W. Fasold and Roger W.; Shuy (editors), Teaching Standard

English in the Inner City. Washington, D. C.:' Center for Applied Lin-
^ guistics, 1970. Pp' xx, 191. Price, $5.00 per copy.

Contains six articles on the techniques of teaching 'standard English .to
speakers of black dialect. These readings willi serve as an orientation for
teachers of black students of all ages. The articles are uniformly rich in
examples, both of the structural. features .of black dialect and the applica-
tion of modified foreign language teaching techniques in the English class-
rdom:
5. Irwin Feigenbaum, English Now. [Developmental Edition.] New York:

New Century, Educational Division, Meredith Corporation, 1970. Teach-
er's Manual. Pp. viii, 158. Price, $2.69 per copy. Student's WorkbOok.
Pp. iv, 158. Price $13.20 per package of 5. Reel-to-reel tapes are also
available at $156.00 per set of 19. -

This is probably the first course. in. Standard English designed specifically
for speakers of black dialect, and based on a comparison of the two varie-
ties of English. The pedagogical techniques utilized in the course are aimed
at high school students .and below, but the linguistic problems dealt with , ---
are shared by many adults as well.
6. Walter A. Wolfram, A Sociolinguistic Description of Detroit Negro

Speech. Washington, D. C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1969. Pp.
xviii, 237..Price, $5.00 per copy:

A detailed study of certain structural characteristics of the speech of De-
troit Negroes, and their correlations with,such social factors as age, sex,
and economic status. Comparison with white usage in Detroit, and Negro
,usage in other cities, are made.
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Section 6: Contraitive Dialectology

A CONTRASTIVE HAITIAN CREOLE-ENGLISH CHECKLIST
-

R. M. R. Hall-
Beatrice L. Hall-'

1. Introduction
Teachers of English to speakers of other languages in the greater New

York area are encountering in their classes increasing numbers of students
at every age level from the French-speaking Caribbean. While the majority
of these students come from Haiti, there is also some in- migrption from the
French islands of Guadeloupe and Martinique and from Frencn Guiana and
from the British islands of St. Lucia, and Dominica where a significant
part of tha,population is French-speaking.

Since these students come from places where the official language is
French, the teacher faced with such a student is almost sure to assume
that the student is in fact a speaker of some variety of Standard French
which is not too different from the French the teacher studied in school, and,
as a result, lie will ?xpcct normal sorts of French-speaker mistakes in Eng-
lish. In this assumption he will bb aided and abetted by his,student (or the
student's parents) who will insist that the native language is French. The
teacher is usually then astounded by the fact that many of the things in
English Which are very difficult for the French-spehker (e.g., the contrast
between the simple present and the present continuous) come quite easily
and naturally to his student while other things which are normally easy
for the French speaker (e.g., the application of he only to masculine be-
ings and she only to feminine 'ones) come only with great difficulty.

The plain truth of the matter is, of course, that such students are
NOT native speakers of Standard French or anything close to it, what-
ever they or their parents may say. Their first language is, almost with-
out exception, Caribbean French Creole, a language which shares with
French only its vocabulary and to some extent, its sound system but ,which
is so different from it grammatically that these two kinds of speech must
be considered- to betwo separate languages since the speaker of one can-
not, without study, understand the other in any effective sense. To under-
stand, then, why people from this region refer to themselves only as
speakers of. French (even though.their command of that language may be
bhrely minimal) one must know something about the socio-linguistic sittia-
tion in the area Both in Haiti and in Martinique, Guadeloupe and French
Guiana the official language and the language of instruction in all Schools
is French. All public business is conducted in French and it is considered
appropriate to speak only French on -any kind of a public or official occa-
sion. Almost all writing is also in French and there is in Haiti very little

Dr. R. M. R. Hall is at present Chairman of the Linguistics Department
at Queens College, City University of New York, which has one of the
first undergraduate TESL teacher training programs. He previously
taught English as a second language at the American Language Institute
of New York University and at the Centro Venezolano-Americano in
Maracaibo, Venezuela. Dr. Beatrice L. Hall is an Assistant Professor of
English and -Linguistics at State University of New York at Stony
Brook. She has also taught ESL at New York Unibersity. The Halls
have been joint authors of a number of research articles and are now at
work on a manual for teachers of English to speakers of Spanish.
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literary tradition in'Creole and in the other regions almost none at all. All
of these facts eoillbine to lend to French. very 'high social prestige and to
mark Creole as the language of peasants and illiterates (see Stewart,
1962a and 19621% for .forther discussion of the social roles of Creole vs.
French). Since a knowledge of French is a sine qua non for upward mo-
bility, and since those who migrate to the Uniteil States are by and large
members of the class with social aspirations, it is not surprising that, by
a transference of Caribbean standards, these people claim French as their
native language. For diem to.admit to outsiders that Creole is their native,
language would, in' their eyes, stigmatize them as lower class and back-
ward. However, it must be emphasized that, according to every reliable
linguistic survey of the area, ALL social classes (except recent European
.immigrants) DO speak Ffench Caribbean Creole and NOT Standard
French as their first language. Indeed most of the middle-class residents
of the area do speak very good Standard' French but studies llave shOwn
that even this French is -usually 'influenced in many more or less subtle
ways by Creole and in no case can it be said to be the first or native lan-
guage. Thus it must he .emphasized that when dealing. with students or
their parents from this area their protestations that, "Yes, lots of other
people do speak Creole but in cur family we speak only French," are to be
taken with a large grain of salt. It may be safely assumed that the lan-
guage which will exercise the primary influence on the.learning of Eng-
lish is not French but French Creole. The teacher must be acquainted with
the facts of Creole structure if he is to help his 'students master English

and it is our purpose here to sketch in broad outline the major facts of
Creole grammar. .

Although there are many minor differences between the Creole dialects
as spoken in -Haiti, Martinique, Guadeloupe, etc., they are 611 mutually
intelligible and have the same basic grammar. The immediate basis for our
description is Haitian Creble,'both because there are many more speakers
of it (perhaps 4;500,0001 than of all of the other French Creoles put to-
gether and because Haitians are a1s;) far and away the most numerous
group of French Creole sneakers in the 'New York area.'

.a

2. PHONOLOGY
, 7

2.0 Consonants
-,., . 4 .

The consonants of Haitian Creole are suminarized in the following
table:

,p t (0). (kY) k

h d (da) (gY) g
f s 1 (h)
v z 1
fn 11 .0 fi OD

I x r
w y I

r
f .

Our description is based primarily on. the speech of two informants: Mrs. Horns
Jean-Charles. a native of Port de Nix. and Miss Gemma Durand. a native of Port-au-
Prince. We would like to thnnk both of them for their wonderfully cooperative underatnnd-
ing. Our thanks also go to the numerous Haitians who were our studdits at the American
%Language Institute of New York University and to our former colleagues there with whom
we have discussed many of these problems. Our special thanks also go out to William A.
Stewart. Education Study Center, Washington, D. C., who first roused our interest in the
comparative study of the AiroCaribbean Creole languages and with 'whom we have hnd
many valuable discussions of Haitian Creole grammar. For more complete descriptions of
Haitian Creole grammar see R. A. Hall, Jr. (1953) and Valdmal (1970).
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They may be contrasted with the following summary of English consonants:
p t a k
h d

j J , g

1
f es ; h ...

vv , a z z 1

._,
... m n

1 r
W y

- The following are the major points of difference between the two
systems:,

2. 1 Sounds present in English but lacking In Haitian Creole are /a/,
/e/, /8/ as in,church, judge, thin, then.' The usual. substitutions

are /§/, /1/,,/s/, /z/. A useful technique for teaching /a/ And /j/ is
to have the student pronounce /t/ plus /g/ and /d/ plus A/ in close
juxtaaosition, e.g. what she is said over and over at increasing tempo until

, the thiTe words run tonther, producing /waaiyz/. Then the element /a/i
is isolated in word-initial position.by diminishing the volume of the /wa/ --
until it disappears and the student is left saying cheese and then what
cheese with a clear break between the two words. This can be reinforced
by gontrastive phonetic - semantic drills, for example, watch the baby with
the teacher pointing to his eye vs. wash the baby with the teacher miming
the .act of washing. Other pairs of words for practice on the contrast of
/a/:,/e/ are cheap and sheep, chip and ship.

Once /a/ has been mastered, 4/ should fall in.line fairly rapidly.
eThe important thing to note about 76/ and /8/ in contrast to /5/

and /z/ is that /e/ and /8/ ire not only frequently interdental; they are
also non-stridentthat is, English /e/ and /8/ in contrast With Eng-
lish, or 'Haitian, /s/ and /z/ are said with comparatively little air pres-
sure. In teaching the student to produce /e/ and /8/ one should, not
only have him get his tongue forward into interdental position, one should
also caution him to."say the sound very softly." It is useful to have him
hold his hand about.four,inches in front of the teacher's mouth to feel the
difference in air stream between /6,/ and /s/. This teaching technique
is useful for speakers of any language who have difficulty with the Eng-
lish sounds /e/ and /8/.

2. 2 Sounds present in both languages but with different distribution.
2.2.11Aspiiation of Voiceless Stops
English /p /, /t/, /a/ and /k/ are all aspirated in initial position:

This means that when any of these stop consonants is the first sound in a
,it is followed by a light puff of air. When an /s/ precedes these

consonants this puff of air is absent, as it usually is when the sound
occurs in the middle of a word. This can easily be seen by holding one's
hand in front of his mouth while, comparing the pronunciation of pin
(aspiration, phonetically. [Olin]) with spin (no aspiration) and slipper
(usually, no aspiration).

Haitian /p/, /t/, and /k/ on the other hand are never aspirated'. This
poses a one way problemthat is,.the Haitian has no difficulty in hearing
English [ph] [th], [kh] as the equivalent of Haitian /p /, /t /, /k/ and
separating them from all the other sounds of the English system, but his
unaspirated ./p/, /t /, /k/ will frequently sound to the English' speaker
like /b/, /d/, /g/, and lead the unwary English 'teacher into thinking
that his student, is confusing the voiceless stops of _English with the voiced
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ones. When teaching the differential control of aspiration it is much easier
to establish the difference with /p/ than with IV, /6/ or /k /; .once
the student has learned to control this feature. in the labial area he can
then transfer it to sounds articulated farther back in the mouth? While .
aspiration is, not especidlly easy to teach, among methods that are rea- .

sonably successful are:
a) 'telling the 'student to DOT his lips out so that the inner .edges of the
lips meet when a /p/ is articulated in initial position and
b) exaggerating the amount ok aspiration by pronouncing' the word.,em-
phatically and, breathilY.

2.2.2. Affrication bf Lt/, /k./ and /g/.
In the chart of Creole consonants, after /t/ and (d/ and before /k/ and
/g/ the Sounds [ti], [10], [di], [gr] are given in parentheses. This is to in-
dicate that these sounds are Significant positional variants, or allopheneS, of

/k/, /g/: When /t/ etc. are followed by /i/, /y/, or
/w/, ihey affricate, that is, they are followed by a very lightly articulated
fricative made in the Same place in the mouth: The degree of affrication
varies .giktatly from speaker to speaker and from region AO region. For
some speakers this is only a light /y/like effect (palatalization) following
the consonant and it does not interfere with their intelligibility in English
but only makes them sound somewhat foreign. For other speakers the
degree. of aifrication is great enough to interfere' with intelligibility and
work must. be done with- them -to get them to use' their non-affricated
allophones before /go /y/ /w/.
2.2.3 The 'interchange of /1/ and /n./..

Although II/ and /n/ are separate distinctive sounds in Haitian
Creole, there exist a small number of Words in which they are in either .

systematic variation, conditioned by their phonetic. environment, as in the
definite article hi which varies with net, or in apparently free variation, as
in /kunyea/ "now"' which varies with /kulyea/. This habit of interchang
ing Ill's and /n/'s seems to be carried over into English by at least some
Haitians so that one hears, for example, from Haitians. in New York the
principal island on which the city is located referred to as /malhatan/.

.2.2.4 The pronunciation of /1/
General American English has two varieties of /1/ which are tradi-

tionally termed a bright I and a dark (or dull) 1. For example, most
Americans have a bright /I/ in wordi such as light 'an leap, peel andl'
pile; they have a dark /1/ in loop and love, Bill and pi it. Haitian'Creole
has.only, a bright /1 /; the dark /1/ of English is perceived as a /w/ by
the speak( r of Haitian Creole and when he attempts to imitate a teacher's .

pronunciation of a word such as pencil he may produce. [pensuw]. The
Haitian bright /1/ is quite acceptable to speakers of 'English in all of the
positions where a dark /1/ is used (indeed, manySoutherners and speakers
of British English regularly use only a bright /1/). The problem is to
bring the Haitian to realize that English dark /1/ is a kind -of /1/ and
to respond to it With his /1/. Writing the word on the board frequently
helps clarify the problem.
.2.2.5 Conflicts caused by /r/ and /11/

Haitiah Creole, in all dialects, has an initial /r/ which is prodUced by
very light velar friction and which seems to American ears to have a
/w/-like quality, especially before back vowels. In : Haitian /r/ occurs

The principle of teaching manner of articulation contrasts first in the labial area
also applies to teaching voiced /voiceless distinctions to speakers of languages sdch as
Chinese. Given speakers who have only /f /. /s / and / and not their voiced counter.
partarlt is much easier to first testa /v / in. opposition to /f / and then transfer the
newly acquired voicing contrast to / / and /t /.
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between vowels and between. a consonant and a following vowel with the
one restriction that the combination /g/ /r/ is not found. However,
no /r/ may occur between vowel -and a following consonant or at the

. end of a 'word. This distribution of /r/ almost exactly. parallel the /i/
distribution in American English r-less dialects and therefore,, Except for
the need to teach the student an English /r/, there is no need to change
the student's usage; even if the teacher's own speech has /r/ in these posi-
tions, he must steel himself to accept this relatively r -less usageafter
all, a fair. proportion of the U.S. is relatively r4ets.

The problem of teaching English /r/ to Haitians is further complicated
by the fact thatthe Haitian tends to perceive English initial /r/ as a /w/
so that he hears ring as /wio/ but crew as /kruw/ and dreary as
7driyriy/. When working with speakers of Haitian Creole who are adults

or older children who alreadylnow how to read, as new words which begin
with /r/ are introduced in oral/aural drills, they' should. be written on the
blackboard and a moment taken to repractice the /r/-onset, with the fric-
tion 'of the /r/ .slightly exaggerated by the teacher. (Good general direc-
tions for teaching English /r/. can befound in Lado and Fries (1954)4..

For the majority of Haitian Creole dialects, initial /r/ has two his-
torical sources: French 'initial /r/, as in /ri/ 44.street" (French rue),
and the so-called. "h aspire" of French, as in /roma/ 'lobster'.. (French
homard). However, in some dialects in the south of Haiti, Frefich "h-aspire"
is realized not, as an /e/ but as an- /h/, thus ihomai. This southern
/h/ is the ONLY /h/ found in. Haitian ; it is comoletely acceptable to

_English sneakers as a variety a /h/ and the speakers who have itrepre-
sent no teaching problem in this regard. For the majority of Haitian
Creole speakers,' who have no /h/, this sound. must be actively taught.
While this is not easy to do, a strategy which has frequently worked' for
us/is as follows: The contrast is first taught in' intervocalic position with.
words such as ahead wherea weakly stressed syllable is' folloireci by 'an .

/h/ which commences a strongly stressed syllable: The student should be
. first made aware 'of the existence of a segment and the teachd should'

make the /h/ in 'his pronunciation model exaggeratedly breathy. This
.technique is usually kaccessful and it simply remains to transfer the stu-
dent's ability to, first, constructions with indefinite article .plus noun with
initial th /, e.g.

I want a hat.
I want a house.'

and then to these same words with the definite article

The hat is good
The house is big

-and finally to other words

. and

r .

The hat is here.

etc.

Harry has a hat.

The pronunciation of /h/ before stressed syllables should be under good
control befdre the student is led to, attempt it before syllables with weak
stress such as in rehabilitation.
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can
the student is rustble. to produce an'intervoc'alic /h/ at first try, he

can bebrought to it bNiniving him imitate panting.
2.3 Vowels

Haitian Creole has seven vowels:

.e 'o

3

and /ay/.Ygs e .
a

nd two diphth ol /ey /.and
Their values are approximately the continental ones; their closest English
equivalents are : /i/ to /iy/ as in ',whine; /e/ to /ey/ as in bait; /e/
to /e/ as in bet: /a/ to /a/ as in father; /3/. to /3H/ as. in bought; /o/
to /ow/ as in` Goat; /u/ to /uw/ as in pool. All of the Haitian vowels
are pure vowels and all of them are relatively short; they have. none of
the diphthongal Off-glide' or "wa-wa" quality which is .so characteristic of
English long vowels.. (This fact o£ English is symbolized above by writ-

1 ing the English vowels with a folloWing /y /, /w/ or /fibs) The. Haitian
diphthongs /ey/ and /ay/ are quite close to the ones found in the Eng-
lish words buy ( /ey /) and., buy ( /ay /); these English sounds represent
no problem for the speaker of Haitian Creole. .

These seven Haitian vowels may be compared with the system of Gen-
eral American English which recognizes from eleven to thikeen contrasts
in its vocalic system. In English we must distinguish between a system of
short vowels and a system of long vowels.

SHORT LONG
I (i) U. iy. UNV .

a ey ow

A le - a (tell) .. 311 .

All dialects of General American English show -the fallowing contrasts:
a) shorevawels: .pit (N); pet (/E/); pat (/m/); pot 1/4/); putt
(/a/); put (/u/).; in addition; some dialects. but not others, have a con-
trast between /i-/ and both /a/ and /1/ as can be, seen in thecontrast-,
just (adj.) /a /: just 4 adv.) /j /: gist /t/. . ,t, .

b) long vowels: peel ( /iy /); pale (ley/); pool ( /uw /); pole (/ow/);
.. ' Paul ( /311/). In addition, some dialects,. the dialect of New. York- City for

example; have a, contrast between long /welt / and short /le/ as in' have .
/re': halve /mll /. or in the modal verb can when it is stressed /te /:
(0 the) can mit/.4 . .- . ij ..

There are two types of difficultywhich the-speaker of Haitian Creole
is going to 'encoupter with the English 0vowel system: One is concerned
With differences in ,vowel quantity and the other is concerned with differ -
ences in vowel. quality. ' ' .-

,

2.3.1 Teaching English vowel quantity.
s,

.
.

- Haitian Creole already has13ne,essentially quafititative vowel distinction
Which provides .a starting point fo.r the-teaching srf English quantity. This
is the distinction; between /ey/ as in /soley/ "sun" and /e/ as in.

'
We are here following the TragerSmith convention of symbolizind the centering

olt-glide. or uon-syllabic schwa. found In words such as bought and air as /at/. For an
exposition, of this transcription convention. see Gleason (1061).

4 It should be emphasized that what. we are dealing with here is the set of sys-
tematic contrasts found in the surface phonological system of English as they In a y be most
usefully presented to a foreign learner of the language. The vowel system of English as
system is. treated exhaustively- in Chomsky and Halle (1868) which the reader should see
for the deeper implications of the analysis presented, here.
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/bet/ "animal." The English distinction between bait and bet should be
practiced first. Then the diphtlaingal extension of Jiy/,' /uw/ and /ow/

'should be taught with words such as beat, boot and boat with the vowel
length and the /y/ or /w/ quality of the glide greatly exaggerated. With
/uw/ and /ow/ the teacher should also exaggerate the lip rounding of the
off-glide /w/ and try to get his students to, in the hegimting, produce
exaggerated rounding here. In our teaching of these contrasts we have
found the conventional minimal pair drills to be of only limited help and
much better postponed until after the student has some articulatory control
over the extension of thevowels by producing the off-glide diphthongs.

Work on the extension of /au/ is: better postponed until the student
has. mastered /iy/, /uw/ and /ow/; Haitian /a/ is close enough in
placement in the mouth to.English /an/ that this sound is not particularly
'difficult for Creole speakers and since there is no surface contrast in Eng-
lish between a long, and short /3/ there is no possibility of misunder-
standing.

The contrast between ,/m/ and /yell/ is not a very productive. one in
English and again work .on it should be postponed until the rest of the
Vowel system has been mastered.
2.3.2 Teagliing English vowel quality

The English vowels /e/, /a/. and /a/ are quite .ciciSe to their Haitian
counterparts and need not be specially stressed. However, English /1/ and
/u/ are both lower and laxer than their Haitian equivalentsHaitian /0
and /u/ are more nearly like the vocalic parts of the English long vowels
/iy/ and /uw/ (much the same problem that one finds with 'Spanish
speakerS)'. In teaching these sounds, one must teach the student to find a
slightly lower placentent of the tongue and to lax his .mouth muscles as the
sound is articulated. In doing this mouth diagrams with the Haitian and
the English position of the tongue marked are a useful initial teaching aid
but the real work must be done, in frequently repeated imitation drills
where the student mimics alotg with the teacher. These should start with
the teacher articulating the higher, Haitian-like vowel sound and then
opening- his mouth slightly to get the position of the lower, laxer English
short vowel, thus /iiiilltl/, /uuttuutiuu/. The Student should be repeating
this'sound sequence in chorus with the teacher, trying to,get on the same
harmonic beat with him. At the moment when the teacher makes the transi-
tion fkom the cloie to the more open vowel he can indicate this fact
visually to his students by a band signal, starting by holding his thumb and
forefinger in the air parallel to the ground with the thumb rather close to
the forefinger and then dropping the thumb slightly to indicate the onset
of the laser, more open articulation.

Variations of the same techniiitte can be used to teach the other two
short vowels which give the Haitian difficulty: /re/ and /a/. With /re/
the point of departure is /e/ and the student again must be taught to
achieve a more open. articulation. With /a/ the point of departure is /a/
and the student must be taught to close his mouth slightly for the Eng-
lish sound.

After the vowel segments littve been mastered in isolation they can
be transferred to words and to sentences which demonstrate the contrast
desired, e.g. fet the dog vs. Pat the dog.
2.3.3 /at/ and /ay/

Although Haitian does not contain either of these diphthongs, they
seem to 'pose no problem for the learner of English.
2.4 Syllable structure

In Haitian there' are,

142

essentially, only five permitted syllable shapes:
4§.
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V; VC; CV; CVC; CCVC (with the second consonant of the duster usually
being either /1/ or /r/. English. on the other. hand, has many more
permitted syllable shapes. The ,difficulties which the Haitian will have with
the beginnings of words. such as inserting nn /c /'before the /s/ of

words' such.as statimt or street are relatively unimportant. However,' his
inability to have final consonant. clusters means that such important gram-
matical contrasts as those between walk, walks and walked are both
things which he does not readily perceive (see 2.5) and which he will not
be able to repr lure unless they are actively and intensi.'ely taught to him.
2.5 .Morphophone ic and morphological invariance

One major way n which I-I:titian Creole and English differ is that words
in Haitian do not vary in phonetic shape within the same grammatical
dais. Haitian possesses no "long-short" vowel alternations as in English
crime-erimiaal, h-SOUtherti;-no vowel reduction with shiftingost4ds as
in English photograph-hhotogrophcr; and no internal vowel change as a
grammatical marker as in keep-kept or riitg.-rain ,rung. Thise and plural-
ity are indicated in Haitian by free morphemes which are connected very
loosely, if at all, with the words with which they are associated. Thus a
form such as walked or ships is doubly difficult for the speaker of Haitian
Creole since it involves a non-permitted final syllable cluster which ends
in a, to him, almost soundless consonant, and aigrammatical function which
is quite foreign to his native feeling of how a language is put together.

3.0 GRAMMAR

In the space available it is obviiiusly impossible for us to give even a
reasonable 'outline of the grammar of Haitian Creole. What we shall do is
sketch in some of the Major ways in which Haitian Creole differs from
'English.
3.1 Articles and Plurality

Haitian 'Creole has, from a surface view, an indefinite article and
two definite articleSa singular and a plural. HoWever, this apparent.
similarity with English breaks down rapidly. The Haitian indefinite article
only corresponds, to one function of the English indefinitethat is, when
the meaning is "one." Thus, 'Haitian says

/niwen genycn un liv/ I have a book
but in the negative

/mwcn pa genyrn liv/ "I don't have (a) book."
since

means the Same as

but

means .the same as''

I have a book

I 'have one book

I don't have a book

I. don't have any book.
7 Thus the English indefinite article corresponding to any must be actively

taught to the speaker of Haitian Creole.
'In the case of the singular definite article, the distribution poses no

major problem but the Haitian syntax will 'pose a real problemthe
Haitian article occurs after its, noun and, if the houn has an associated
relative clause, then the article comes after the rotative clause, thus
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/let la/: . "the milk"
milk the

/let ke u t'dte dan market la/
milk which you past buy in market the

"the milk which you bought at the store."
Plurality is far more difficult. Haitian Creole nouns are not inflected

for plurality. The only marker of plurality in Haitian is the plural
definite article. Thus one can say

/zorad yo paret Xer/ "The orangeS seem expensive"
but ,

izorani paret tier/ "Oranges seem expensive."

Marking nouns" for plurality is very difficult for Haitians and must' be
drilled intensively.
3.2 Pronouns .

Haitian Creole has the following pronouns:
Singular

1. /mwen/ /nu/
.2. /u/ /nu/
3. /Ii/ /yo/

These are absolutely uninflected for use in a sentence:
i/mwen we yo/ "I see them"
/yo we mwen/ "They see me"
/fry mwen/ "my brother"

In addition, 'there is no gender distinction in the third person singular
pronoun/Ii/ means he, she and it. (This should not be interpreted to
mean that Haitians cannot detect. sex differencesit simply means that
they do not make any overt distinction in their pronominal usage.) By and
large, the use of pronouns in Haitian and English is the same but the
morphology of the English pronominal system is very difficult for the
Haitian and must, again, be intensively drilled.
3.2.1 Possessives

. The Haitian Creole rules for what is possessed are more nearly like
those of English .than they are those of French and should pose no prob-
lem. However, possession in Haitian is shown by what is technically
termed a status-co istritet: that is, there is no MORPHOLOGICAL sign
of possession;' it is simply indicated by the juxtaposition of two nouns or
a noun and a pronoun with the second noun or pronoun being the possessor
of the first: .

/f4 papa mwen/
brother feather I

Where the Haitian has difficulty, then, is the position of the possessive and
the learning of the appropriate morphological forms. As we pointed out
above (2.5), the Haitian is almost totally unprepared by his language for
any sort of morph8logical change aryl he\,becomes very confused by it.

3.3 Relative clauses,
Relative clauset are one English structine which will not. give the

speaker of Haitian Creole any pfoblem since la) he has ,the equivalent
of the English ighohuhom distinction (he 'uses /ki/ for the subject and
/ke/ for the'object) and .(b) the relative pronoun can be deleted in Haitian
under exactly the same conditions as govern its deletion in English. Even
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the distinction between restrictive and non - restrictive. relative clauses is
simple for the Haitian since the restrictive always requires the definite
article but the non-restrictive does not.
3.4 Noun clauses

In Haitian Creole noun clauses cannot.: be used as the subjects of
sentences. A sentence such as

That John drinks whiskey frightens me
must be expressed by the Haitian.equivalent of

What frightens me is thatJohn drinks whiskey.
Furthermore, infinitive verbal complenients can be used only if the sub-
ject of the infinitive is the same as the subject, of the Main sentence. Thus

J want to go
is exactly paralleled in Haitian but

I want hith to go
must be

I want that he go. 0

3.5 Verbs
Verbs in Haitian are absolutely invariant.

3.5.1. Tense and Aspect .

Haitian makes, essentially, seven tense-aspect distinctions. They are in-
dicated by particles which precede the verb. These particles are:

/a/ which indicates distant futurity
/pral/ which indicates near futurity
/ap/ which indicates present .continuous or near future
tiunNarked which indicates either habitual actions; actions the

time of which is obvious "froni context or co-occurring time ad-
verbials; or TArfective actions

/felt/ which indicates the immediately completed past
lte/ which indicates definite past and emphatid perfective

./ta/ which indicates the conditional mood.

Of all these, the only one which closely. parallels an Englis,h usage is
/ap /, the indicator of an' action in progress at the time of speaking. Since
the .English tense-aspect system divides reality rather differently, every
other tense-aspect must be actively and intensively taught. This is espe-
cially true of the simple past tense, which, as we pointed out above, also
preients phonological problems for the Haitian.. Since the Haitian can
lepve a' past tense unmarked if context makes. it clear that it is past, we
have here two factors which combine to make,, the correct production of
the English form difficult for him.
3.5:2 Agreement.

Haitian has no agreement, either between subjeet and verb as in the
third person singular present tense of English or between noun phrases
across the copula as in

My brothers are doctors
which would be expressed in Haitian as

/frse maven yo se dokteu/
vprother I the (pl.) be dodo'.

"My brothers are doctors."

3.5.3 Prepositions
While Haitian possess a full complement of prepositions, these are: not

used with verbs of motion when the goal of the-motion is the to be ex-
,
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pectdd one. They are also not used across the copula if the location is a
place name.. .

3.5.4 ,The passive
Haitian has a rule which says that the subject of the sentence must

never occur in any positionAther than immediately before its verb. Since
the formation of the passive would require that this rule be violated,
Haitian has no passive.

Quasi-passive relationships such as
John broke the' window...
The window broke

which pose problems of interpretation for speakers of many languages offer
none to the Haitian since this is, the normal way the same concepts are
expressed in his language.

3.6 The copula
. There are four major uses of the copula or linking verb be in English:
1) predications of the type John is a doctor
2) predications of the type John,is sick
3) predications of the type John is in New York
4) as a verbal auxiliary in the formation of the continuous tenses and the
\passive voice. .

In Haitian, while usage (1), is directly parallel to that of English,
usages (2) and (3) are not. In both of these sentence types the copula
usually has no overt realization.. Thus, sentence (2) in Haitian is simply

/zfin malad/ John (is) sick
.John sick

and sentence (3) is
/ean au yak/ John . (is in) New York
John New York

(Note that in this sentence no preposition is used either; see 3.5.3 abovd.)
As we stated above, the present continuous in Haitian is formed with

/ap/ which here functions as a sort ofi copula, and, as there is no passive
there is absolutely no parallel for the use of be in this structure.

The English copula be, represents a myriad of problems for the Haitian:
It has more ert agreement than any other verb in English and, especially
in its con racted form, in the third person singular ('s) and in the plural
('re), presents the speaker of Haitian Creole with a difficult phonological
hurdle.

A 'great deal of tune should the devoted to establishing the USE of an
overt cokula with adjectives and in predications of location and in estab-
lishing c5ntrol of subject-verb agreement, particularly where English uses
contracted forms.
3.7 Questions

In Haitian, as we stated in 3.5.4, the subject-verb order is inviolable;
there are no rules which require subjects to come after their verbs. Yes/no
questions are formed either simply by a, rising intonation or hay prefixing
to the 'sentence. inks/ 'is it the case that'. . .' The English rule of
subject-verb inversion for questions with be or with an auxiliary verb is
particularly difficult since' it, violates a basic ,rule of Haitian Creole
grammar. Question word queistions are formed by having the question
word at the beginning of the sentence. However, nothing corresponding to
do is usedthe Haitian question is of the form

What you want?
Intensive drill on the use of do and on its agreement with its following
subject is necessary.
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:3,8 Negatives

In general; Haitian 'negatives are formed by putting a/ 'not' before
the verb before the tense /aspect particle. Again, nothin corresponding
to English de occurs. Haitian has no negative. articles, bu it does have
two negative indefinite pronouns: /peson/ `no one' and /anyen/ 'noth-
ing' which, if they are used, ,require /pa/ before the verb

/mwen pa we peson/ "I 'didn't see anyone",
I not see no one

Aan Iia mai& anYent "John didn't eat anything"
John not.cat nothing

An additional learning problem is posed by the, fact that the English
negative in its reduced form -n't presents an impossible :final cluster for
the speaker of Haitian Creole which is compounded even worse when it
has to co-occur with does, is or was, since /-znt/ (with a lightly syllabic
/n/) is an utterly impossible final cluster.,It is best, in the beginning, not
to insist on /-znt/ but rather to teach the contraction as being /-zan (t)/
since this is, after 'all, the English alternant which is found in rapid
speech.

4.0 Lexicon .

AS is normal in any Romance-based language, the everydriy Haitian
word is frequently the same as the .learned word in English. Ttkiskften
means that the more elevated and Latinate the teacher is in hi
style the more apt his student is to understand him. Thus, He is nearsighted
in Creole is /li miopik/, literally "he, (is) myopic" and The child is change-
able (in mood) is /petit la limerik/, literally "the child (is) chimeric."

A caveat which 'shbuld be entered, of course, is that, again like stand-
ard French and Spanish, Haitian has some words which are only partly the

same in meaning, as /mone/ 'coins (not money in general)' and deceptive
cognates as /aktwel/ 'present. (adv.)', /aktwelman/ 'at present,' not, as
in English, actual = 'real'; these, again, must be lOoked out' for and
actively taught.
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THE INFLUE CE.OF NONSTANDARD NEGRO DIALECT
. N READING ACHIEVEMENT

lirneth R. Ahnson

Many disadvantaged black children speak a variety of English that
linguists have labeled nonstandard Negro dialect. This variety, of English

' or dialectdiffers from the variety of English taught in school and in-
eluded in reading texts. Specifically, nonstandard Negro dialect differs from
standard English in its phonological and grammatical systems. For ex-
ample, disadvantaged black children who speak nonstandard Negro dialect
lack some of the. phonemes in particular linguistic environments that are
found in standard English, and they include.phonemes not found in stand-
ard English. in certain linguistic environments. Also, he grammar of non-

...stendard Negro dialect differs from the grammar of standard English.
The existence Of nonstandard Negro dialect has, been established by

educators and linguists. There is no doubt that this dialect exists . . . that
there is a variety of English which,is spoken by many black people,. par- '

r ticularly disadvantaged black people. Although those who speak non- "
standard: Negro dialect can communicate effectively and function success-I .

, fully in a cultural livironment,,where nonstandard Negro dialect is the
primary language system, they are handigapped when they come to school
where another dialed of English (standard English) is the dialect for
communication and learning.

The relationship between 'achievement,-,-especially achievement in read.-...,
ingand the inability to' speak standard English has been clearly, dem-
onstrated many times. That is, children who speak a nonstandard dialect
of English usually don't achieVe in reading. Since many black children
speak a nonstandard dialect of English, these children are disproportion-
ately under-achievers in reading. .

Of course, this is inot.the only reason disadvantaged black children do
not achieve. in reading . . . there are many other 'reasons that coptribute
to the explanation of a lack of achievement in .reading by disadvantaged
black children. -Still, many educators and linguists believe that the lack of
standard English speaking skills is the most important reason to explain
the lack of achievement in reading by disadvantaged black children. This
is particularly the case when the differences between nonstandard Negro,
dialect and standard English conflict to create difficulties during the con-
ventional methods teachers employ in reading instruction.

One purpose of this paper is to illustrate the nature of the difficulty .

when disadvantaged black children are taught reading by. cor.ventional
methods. This will be done by identifying some of the conflict points be-
tween nonstandard Negro dialect and standard English; and showing how
these differences conflict auring the teaching of reading by conventional
methods. After these conflict points are pointed out, however, another pur-
pose of this paper is to show that the conflict points=specifically, the
phonological conflict pointsneed not be a problem if.they are simply dis-

" regarded. Finally, a third purpose of this, paper is to argue .that disad-

Dr. K nneth R. Johnson is Associate Professor of Education and Ethnic
Studi , ,University of California, Berkeley, California. He is interested
in th influence of nonstandard Negro dialect' achievement, and in
instructional techniques foe` teaching Standard English to' students who
speak this dialect. Dr. Johnson has participated aptively in pro fessiortal
conventions and published widely in scholarly jousfnals. .
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vantaged.black children who speak nonstandard Negro dialect be taught to
read their dialect first (ivith only grammatical changes made in reading
texts to match their nonstandard grammar), and laterafter they have
acquired the decoding prcicess and attained some facility in standard Eng-
lishthey should be taught to read. standard English.

Conflict. points (or, interference points as they are sometimes called)
occur between. two languagesor dialects-.when there is a difference
either in sounds or grammatical patterns in particular contrasting linguis-
tic environments. Another way of explaining what conflict points are is
that one language system 'does something different (has another sound or
grammatical feature, or has a sound lir grammatical feature that does not
contrast with a sound or grammatical feature in the other language 'sys-
tem) from the other language. system at corresponding places. This is the.
case between nonstandard Negro dialect and standard English: there are
points where the. two differ in sound or grammar when they are con-.
trasted. These conflict points create difficulty during reading instruction,
and when teachers attempt to illustrate the difference they more often con-'
fuse disadvantaged black children rathet. than clarify the difference. The
reason for thi will bb explained. .0-*. .. *.

. First, lin ever, it is necessary to illustrate some of the conflict points
beveeen n standard Negro dialect and standard English. These are not
all he co ct points that exist between nonstandard 'Negro dialect and
standstill-- lisp, but they are outstanding examples, the kinds likely to
cause the difficulty in reading instruction. After the conflict points are
listed, it will be shown how the conventional approach to teaching reading
specificalty;Thow the conventional way teachers handlethe conflict points
confuses rather than helps nonstandard speaking disadvantaged black
children* (phonological conflict points are listed first, followed by gram-

atical conflict points).
StandardEnglish has two sounds' for the letters thone of the sounds

voiced, the other is voiceless. The voiceless initial sound occurs in 'words
like thing, thigh and thought. The voiceless final sound occurs in words
like with, both and mouth. In nonstandard Negro dialect, the voiceless
initial /th/ is the same as in standard English. The voiceless final /th/
in nonstandard Negro dialect, however, is changed to /f/. Thus, for with,
both. and mouth, nonstandard Negro dialect speakers say Wit, bof and
mouf. This substitution (or conflict point) operates . systematically . . .
that is, whenever standard English has a. voiceless final /th /, nonstandard
Negro dialect has /f/.

In standard English, the voiced initial /th/ occurs in words like the,
this and that. The voiced final /th/ occurs ia. words like breathe and
bathe. In Afions.tandard Negro dialect, the voiced initial /th/ is changed to
/d /; thekwords the, this and that are pronounced dot, dis and dakThe
voiced final /th /is changed to /v/ in nonstandard Negro dialect;le-
words breathe and bathe are 'pronounced breave and bave.

Thus, in nonstandard Negro dialect there are' four different sounds for
the letters th, depending on whether the letters are the voiced or-voiceless
sound, and whether they occur in the final or initial position, while stand-
ard English has only'two sounds for the letters th.

In nonstandard Negro ,dialect, certain consonant sounds in the final
position tend to be reduced. These consonant sounds are /b/, /d/, /g/.
h /p /, /t/ and /k/.

A number of problems are created for the nonstandard speaker learn-
ing to read standard English. For example, it certain consonant sounds
are reduced in the final position, more homonyms are created in non-
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standard Negro dialect. Words like hard and heart, car and card, cold and .
coat become homonyms and this is likely to cause comprehension difficulties'
in reading (i.e. The boy had a cold/coot). The obvious implication for
reading instruction is that more time should be spent on helping' non-
standard speakers develop the ability to use context clues rather than
phonics clues: for comprehension (instead, teachers usually spend a great
deal of time trying 'to get these children to hear the difference between
cold and coat).

Another problem caused by the reduction of consonant sounds at the
ends of words. occur when certain wordS are pluralized. For example, the
words test, fist, desk and mask are pronounced in nonstandard Negro dia-
lcct ns tcs, fis, des and 'mos. The consonants /t/ and /k/ are two of the
consonants reduced in the final position in nonstandard Negro dialect. Re-
ducing the final /t/ and /lc/ in the words cited puts /s/ in the final posi-
tion. In English, words ending In /s/ add another syllable when they are
pluralized. For example, the plurals of kiss, dress, boss and pass are kisses,
dresses, bosses and passes. In other words, the ending to indicate the
plural in these words is: /W. In nonstandard Negro dialect, tcs, fis, des and
Inas (for test, fist, desk and mask) 'end with the consonant /s/, so
speakers of nonstandard Negro dialect follow the regular pluralization
rule of English for words ending in /s/. Thus, the plurals of test, fist,
desk and mask in nonstandard Negro dialect are: tessiz; fissiz, dcssiz and
massive.

A third problem caused by consonant reduction is the past tense
morpheme represented by the letters ed (which, in some words, is /t /, one
of the consonants reduced in nonstandard Negro dialect). Thus, mnny non-
standard speakers say, "He talk to him yesterday." If they read this sen-.
tence, the letters ed signal past tense even if they don't pronounce it.

,The sound represented by the letter r is reduced in nonstandard Ne-
gro dialect creating a phenomenon that William Labov, a linguist at Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania labels "r-lessness." A similar phenomenon that Labov
labels "1-lessness" is created by the reduction of the sound represented by
the letter 1. Both r- lessness and 1-lessness occur in medial. and final posi-
tions. Thus, words like guard, court, help, cold that contain /r/ or /1/ in

4 the medial position are pronounced at *f these sounds aren't there; words
door, car, school, bowl that contain / or /1/ in the final position are

nounced withont these sounds.
A problem caused by r-lessness in the final position is that morehomo-

nyms are produced in nonstandard Negro dialect: For example, door and
dough, moic and mow, store and stow. This may interfere with reading
comprehension (in a similar .way that consonant reduction at the end of
words interferes with comprehension by creating more homonyms as ex-
plained, above) and suggests that black children be given extra help. on
developing skills to determine meaning from context clues.

of In nonstandard Negro dialect, thereis no distinction between /1/ and
-.01e/ before /n/ and /m/. The sounds and /e/ are both pronounced

/i/ before nasals. Thus, pin and pen-, meant- and »tint, are given the same
pronunciation.

It can be 'seen from these examples of conflict points between non-
standard Negro dialect and standard English that there are many points
where difficulties are likely to occur when children who speak this dialect-
attempt to learn to read. The Way teachers handle these difficulties com-
pounds, rather than clarifies, the difficulties. The reason for this situa-
tion is the 'fact that 'disadvantaged black children haVe different audio-
discrimination skills from those expected by the teachers. In fact, the
students fail to hear some of the sounds of standard English; thus, they
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fail' to pronounce 'these sounds. Teachers, however, view their prOnouncing
des;iations from standard English 'as careless, sloppy speech full of .errors.
Stated another way, disadvantaged black children cannot" hear some stand -'
and English phonemes and they Cannot hear the difference between their
nonstandard pronunciation and standard pronunciation: They cannot audi-,
torily discriminate between conflict, points. The younger the children, the
more this is the case. For example, black children have difficulty clkstin-
guishing, which pronunciation is given twice in the following 'series of
words: wif, wif, with; dis, this dis; share, share, show. This simple exer-.
cise illustrates the difficulty these children have in hearing certain stand-
ard English sounds.

The way teachers usually handle this difficulty is to insist that there,
isa differencewhen the children hear no difference. "Thus, to tell .these
children that they are saying jiin instead of .pen is to confuse them, since
they don't detect the difference!

Or, take the case of consonant reduction at.the end of words: black
children pronounce test and desk as tes and des; and the plurals. of these
words are tessiz and dessi:. When a black child saSrs or reads, "The tessiz
were put on (Jessie the usual response of the teacher is to correct the child
by pointing out the prominciation of the words in question is tests and
desks. Now, if the child does not hear the final consonant sounds (/t/ and
/k/) in the singular forms of thesewords, the child also fails to hear /ts/
and /Id/ at the end of the Words. .Thus, when the teacher says, "Don't
say tessiz and dessiz, say tests and desks ". the child hears, "Don't say
tessiz and dessiz say tes and des" so the child is left with the impression
that the teacher means for him to use the singular form, Yet, in the sample
sentence -(The tests were`put on the desks) the letter's signals the plural
(assuming that the child reads the sentence) and his pronunciationtessiz
and dessizwhether reading or speaking the sentence conveys the coned
message. For the teacher to insist that he use the singular form (that is,
what he heard as the singular form in her correction) is to confuse the
child.

Thus, the different phonological system of nonstandard Negro dialect
equips black children with different auditory skills. If teachers do not
recognize this, and tend to treat these children as if, through carelessness, .

they do not hear standard English sounds, they confuse the children.
What should teachers do, how should they handle these conflict points?

There are two alternatives. One is. to delay reading instruction and work on
teaching these children standard English, before. teaching rthem to read
standaid English. The delay in teaching them to read, 'however, would have
to be long because it is unlikely that young disadvantaged black children
can learn to speak standard English.' What reason can. one give theill to
convince them they need to know it? Where will it be reinforced? Do they
need to know it to function in their culture? Also, 4earning another .dia-
lect of a language is, in some -ways, more difficult than learning another 5

language The difficUlty, then, is that the delay in teaching these children.
to read would last until they learn standard English and this is not
likely to occur until the children recognize a need to learn standard Eng-
lishthis Probably &es not occur until -adolescence. That is, it would be
difficult to convince very young children* of the need to barn' standard
English, partiCularly if theyare attending a school where the majority of
children speak nonstandard Negro. dialect. If, however, black children are
attending ,a school in which many children speak standard English, they
are participating and functioning in an environment where standard Eng-
lish is operable. Under these eircunistancps, black children may pick up
some of the features of standard English. In addition, young children often
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learn another language just for the joy of learning a different language.
This may also be true of learning another varietyor .dialectof a lan-
guage. That is, black children may learn 'some of the features of standard
English just because they are new. That is likely to occur only when they
have an opportunity to participate in social situations where standard
English is the operable linguistic system. It. has been pointed out many
times that young children easily learn another language, and this phe-
nomenon of language learning has been equated with learning another
dialect of a language"the learners already speak. The case, however, is not
the same: in many ways, learning another dialect of a language is more
difficult than learning another language because the, differences (conflict
point%) between two dialects of a language are so subtle as to hide the
differencesespecially to young children. The important int in young

dkblack children learig standard English is that .they mus e able to use
it in meaningful situations.,.This can only occur when blac children have
ar. opportunity to associate with standard English speakers in meaningful
situations. If young black children must remain in a social environment
where only .nonstandard Negro dialect is operable, then it is unlikely that
they will learn standard English. ,

It has been pointed out that if they 'don't learn standard .English, they
.

Are likely to have difficulty in learning to read. The problem, then, is how
to teach reading to, -black children who speak nonstandard Negro dialect?
There is another alternative, however. This other alternative is to ignore,
the phonological conflict points' between nonstandard' Negro dialect and
standard English, and to teach the children to read in their dialect (read-
ing texts would retain standard spelling, but they would use the grammar
of nonstandard Negro dialect).' What this means is that black children
wopld be permitted to impose their phonological system onto standard
spdllirg. Thus, the letters th occurring at the end of a word would be given
the pronunciation of nonstandard Negro dialed: with would become wif;
breathe would become breave. Or, in some cases letters would be silent
(consonants at the end of words, .the letters rand / in some cases). In
other words, standard spelling would receive nonstandard pronunciation.

Actually, this is not as radical a proposal as it seems. Standard pro-
nunciation does 'not match standard spelling. There are countless examples
of words not being spelled the way it could' logically be expected on the
basis of pronunciation and the English grapheinic system (phone, enough,
ration, etc:) and English spelling is full of silent letters (receive; caught,
meant, etc.). Thus, black children are -being asked to do no mere. than
what all children who learn to read English are doing, anyway.

The grammar of reading texts for disadvantaged black children should
be the grammar of nonstandard Negro dialect, becauie it is grammar, not
pronunciation, 'which carries meaning. A black child who says, "mouf"

.means "mouth" but a black child who says, "My mouf hurtin" means
'something that can't be expressed grammatically in standard English,, or a
black child who says, "She been talk to him" again means something that
can't be grammatically expressed in standard English..

Nonstandard Negro dialect differs fromor conflicts withL-stanatird
English at specific points, and these, points interfere with reading compre-
hension. In

strange grammar system and this causes them to .read
addition, black. children, when they read standard English, are

,4

. haltingly id imith difficulty. To illustrate how the grammar of nonstand-
ard Negro dialect differs from the grammar of standard English, a few
conflict pointi between the two varieties of English will be pointed out.

In nonstandard Negro dialect, it is unnecessary to put the plural
morpheme onto a .word if another word, in the sentence indicates that the
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word is plural. For exaniple, in the sentence, "The three boys are running
dmirn the street" the word three marks the plural; thus, in nonstandard
Negro dialect the sentence is, "the three boy running' down the street"
(the copula verb-arc is also omitted in present progressive tense orthe verb
to be in nonstandard Negro dialect). _Now, in reading the sentence, black
children may not pronounce the plural ending of boys. In other words,
their dialect pattern interferes. A teacher, hearing a black child read the
sentence without pronouncing the plural ending, will usually correct the
.child for a reading error when what . $s really going on is interference,
and it should be pointed out to the child the difference between nonstandard
and standard English when marking plurals. This observation helps the
child contrast his language system with standard English, and he is more
likely to learn the standard pattern, "three boys" if he is aware of the
conflict, rather than treating his pattern as a reading error.

In nonstandard Negro dialect, the possessive morpheme is not necessary.
Thus, the sentence, "That man's hat is too big" would be, "That man hat
too big." Again, when black children fail to 'pronounce the possessive
morpheme teachers usually treat this as a reading error, rather than an
interference point between the two language systenis.

The most important problem- of grammatical interference is not the
failure of black children- to pronounce certain inflectional endings of stand-
ard,English (the past tense ed; the third Person singular, present tense
morpheme; the possessive morpheme; the plural. morpheme), but the dif-
ference in meaning that the conflicting grammatical features of their
dialect carry. Because nonstandard Negro grammar differs in both struc-
ture and meanings, it is recommended here that texts be written in their
dialect.

Slime examples of grammatical features in nonstandard Negro dialect
which mean something different from standard Efiglish,,and which teachers
generally don't understand are: forming the past tense of regular verbs;
conjugating irregular verbs; conjugating the,verb to be.

The. past tense of regular verbs in standard English is .formed by add-
nig the 'inflectional ending, or past. tense morpheme, to the verb: play,
played; talk, talked. Because black children reduce the consonant sounds
/d/ and./t/ at the end of words, they often say or read play for played,
and talk- for talked. In their dialect, this means the same as the standard
.English inflected verbthat is, action was completed in the past. Often,.
when a black child fails to pronounce the inflectional ending during read-
ing, teachers correct the child by pointing out to him that the Word means
action' happened in the past. Now, the child knows this, because 'he sees the
letters, ed and this signals past tense to him. By telling the child in a'cor-
meting manner something lie already knows is likely to cause sonic confu-
sion. Usually, the teacher demands that the child pronounce the "ed" which
results in the overcorrection of pronouncing talked as talk -tcd. The teacher

L usually forgets to let the child in on the secret that the "ed". is really a "t"
at the end of talked. It was pointed out that when black children say .

play for played and talk fol. talked, it means the same as it does in
standard English. But nonstandard Negro dialect can. indicate grammati-
cally that the action not only happened in the past, but that it happened in
the distant past.- This is done by adding the auxiliary verb been. For

.

example, "I talk to the man" means that the speaker talked to the man
sometime in the past; but, "I been talked to the man" means that the
Speaker talked to, the in the distant past. Further, nonstandardNegro
dialect can grammatically indicate that the action happened so long ago
that it is ridiculous even to mention or question the action. This is achieved
by adding done: "I been done talked to the man." Standard English cannot
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make these.distinctions grammatically, and here is one point where non-
.

standard Negro dialect is more complicated (often, 'nonstandard Negro
dialect is erroneously thought to be a%"simplified" version of English). If
reading texts were written in nonstandard Negro 'dialect, the reading com-
prehension of black children could be increased. .

.
.

...Another grammatical feature which differs from 'standard' English is
the irregular. verb pattern in nonstandard Negro dialect. In standard Eng-
lish, the pattern for irregular verbs is: do, did, have done; take, took, -)nave
taken. In nonstandard Negro dialect, the pattern, for irregular verbs is:
do, done, have.did; take, taken, have took. The past tense form and the
past participle form are reversed from standard English. When a black
ehild says, "The boys taken the ball" he is using the patt tense of the verb
take. The teacher, however, hearing taken without' have assumes that the
child is just being sloppy or careless in omitting have; thus, the teacher
"corrects" the child by telling him the sentence should be, "The boys have
taken the ball." Notice that the teacher has switched tense on the child
be used his past tense, but th:.: teacher "corrects" him. into the standard
present perfect tense. What this means to the child is that the standard
past tense of the verb take is formed by saying have taken! Now, if the
teacher knows the giammaitical system of nonstandard Negro dialect, the
standard equivalent of "The boys taken' the ball" can be given to the child:
"The boys took the ball." To "correct" the child into a different tensels to
create confusion, and it prevents the black child from learning the appro-
priate translation.

The verb to be in nonstandard Negro dialect is different from standard
English- and includes forms which have special meanings that aren't
duplicated in standard English. For example, the present progressive
tense sentence, "The teacher is talking" in nonstandard Negro dialect is,
"The teacher talking." The copula is omitted if the.actionthe talkingis
currently happening. That is, the "talking" is going on now. But non -
standard Negro ,dialect can indicate that the action is a regular or habitual
action by adding the verb be: "The teacher be talking." Standard English
can't make this grammatical distinction. Again, "correction" can create
confusion rather than clarification. If a teacher tells a black child to say:
"The teacher is talking" for his "The teacher be talking" the child is not
being taught the appropriate translation.

. These examplet of the difference between the grammars of nonstandard
Negro dialect. and standard English were given to Bluttrate how a dif-
ference in meaning exists because of the grammatical differences. There
are manysuch examples when contrasting nonstandard Negro dialect and
standard English. .

Because of these differences, it is recommended that beginning. texts for
black children who speak nonstandard Negro dialect be 'written in their
dialect. Again, it is Unnecessary to alter spelling for reasons pointed out,
above. Dialect texts would undoubtedly be more meaningful to black chil-
dren. After a; these children would be reading 'the variety of English
they are speaking. Not only should this increase 'comprehension, but black
children would-be able to read a lot nn re smoothly instead of the halting
way many of them now read because they are mentally juggling two lin-
guistic systemi when they read. It seems as if educators could not argue
against the logic of this . . . but they do. The' arguments, however, are not
logical but emotional. The arguments usually point ouethat to .teach black
children to read their dialect is to deprive them of the equal quality educa-
tion white children receive. Some educators bate their argument on the
erroneous view that nonstandard Negro dialect is.really not a language at
all, or that it. is an incomplete language, (something that is linguistically

possible). Others point out that these children would be handicapped
THE ENGLISH RECORD
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because they NVoilld only know how to read their dialect. What is being
suggested here, however, is that black children-..begin to read, in their dia-
lect, and after they have learned to retidtliat is when they, know the'
decoding processthey can then make, a transition to reading standard
English texts.

Actually, the proposal to teach black children to read in their dialect is
not so radical. In other parts of the world' (Sweden and Haiti are two ex-
temples) children are taught to read in Weil...local dialects before they read
the national dialect. The opposition in tlfis.cmintry to such, a proposal (and
the. opposition is fierce) is really based on' eland of ethnocentrism, and a

,'disregard even a rejection-,-of black cilltni:8:"That is, many feel that
standard English is the only variety of English, that should appear, in
print since it is the "best." The corollary Of this is that nonstandard
Negro dialect is inferior, sloppy speech, that, does not deserve -the dignity
and legithnacy, of appearing 'in print. In case one doubts that this is the

.case, attend a conference of educators where...Um question of teaching black
children to read in their dialect is discussed:

Ironically, black teachers are the greatest objectors to teaching black
children to read in their dialect. Thesblack teachers reject. theirown cul-
tural identity more strenuously. than many whites reject ."blackness.". One
can understand black. teachers' objections if one understands the way our
society has taught black people to hate themselves, and hoW black people
infer self-hate lrome way a racist society has treated them.

w a'A fe attempts arc being made to try this approach in teaching black
children to read. The most notable attempt is being conducted at the Edu-
cation Study. Center in Washington, I). C. William A. Stewart and Joan C.
Iliuats have produced a series of dialect readers' and-the initial results
after using these readers are dramatically promising (not only are these
renders written in nonstandard Negro dialect, but they are also cul-

rtually accurate, that is, the stories are about real black folks, not black
white folks).

Unfortunately, no one can deny that black children are not learning to
read. There. is no need for documentation, since it is well known that this
is one of the monumental problems of American education. All other, meth-
ods and materials have been tried without massive success (there has been
limited success with small populations using a variety of approaches and
materials). Yet, when the method proposed here ig asking for a chan,:e to
prove its effectiveness, educators start screaming about the, ineffectiveness
of the approach to teach black children to read in their dialect before the

'approach has even been tested: Such prejudice does not belong in Ameri-
can education. .

SOME OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING BLACK'
CHILDRENS! CONVERSATIONS

Richard L. Light

Studies over the past decade have convincingly demonstrated the value
of studying language vithin' social and situational contexts. By relating

Dr. Richard L. Light IS Assistant rojessor in the English as a.Second
mLanguage Program at State University of New York at. Albany.' He is

director of a teacheetraining project in .bilingual education supported by'
the United States Office of Education and is currently .studying the lan-
guage of lower socioeconomic group children in the Albapy area under'a
SUN I' Research Foundation grant. . -
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linguistic arid extra-linguistic phenomena, such studies have discovered
regularity in speech fluctuations that were previously either ignored or dis-
missed as free variation. The purpose of this study is to quantify varia-

' tions in four speech featUres in the conversations of five black children, and
to determine how these might correlate with extra- linguistic factors in
fourteen interview situations.

The five black children in the fourteen conversations considered here are
from a loper socioeconomic group in Washington, D. C. The speech of
these children, ages 6-11, was recorded and transcribed in various settings
involving adultaof different races as interviewers.' The four nonstandard
linguistic features used by the children and examined in the fourteen inter-
views with them are multiple negation, and absence of the Z suffixes mark-
ing noun plural, possession, and the third person singular form of the verb.2
Extra-linguistic variables considered are presence or absence of an adult
participant-interviewer, sex and race of the adults, and age of the chit-
dren. For each linguistic feature, three tablei are provided. One shows
distribution of the feature throughout the conversations and indicates the
children and interviewers involved in each; one gives a summary of the
features used by each child in all conversations, and one shows features
used correlated with characteristics of adult interviewers in the conversa-
tions. A summary indicates yercentages of the four nonstandard features
occurring in the speech of each child in all conversations, and shows per-
centages of the features used correlated with characteristics of the adult
intervie,Eers. Finally, some notes of interest to the classroom teacher are
includhd.

The Plural Suffix

Table 1 gives an outline of all nouns with the potential of being marked
with the plural suffix which occur in the -corpus.3 "Potential of being
marked" here means that the marking is grammatically possible. The un-
marked occurrences are limited to 22, or 7% of a potential of 303. And of
this unmarked 7% only 1% is "potentially non-redundant," and thus pos-
sibly ambiguous. That is, if the noun were marked in the case of this 1%
(column IX on Table 1) it would not be redundant. Redundant here means
that there, is some indication of number other than the plural suffix
in a noun phrase, e.g., flue pencils, some books, etc. Thus in all conversa-.

The source of the data for this study (excerpted from the writer's unpublished doc-
toral dissertation. Georgetown University. 1969. © 1970) is Conversations in Negro
American Dialect, recorded and transcribed by Bengt Loman (Washington, D. C.: Centerfor Applied Linguistics. 1967).

3 The use of such socially significant nonstandard features is not. of course, limited
to black children, any more than standard features are limited to whites. For some char-
acteristics of white nonstandard speech see William Labov, A Study of the Nonstandard
English of Negro and Puerto Rican. Speakers in New York City, Cooperative ResearchProject No. 3288, 2 Vols. (New Yurk: Columbia University, 1968), 1, passim, but espe-cially pp. 41, 146. 275-278.

3Throughuut the paper. the following reference are made to adult participants with
the children in the conversations:

"Negro male" refers to either of twu brothers of approximately the same age (32and 39) in twa conversations with the children
"Negro female" refers to the 39 year old mother of one of the children, and/or to

a younger black research assistant.
"White male" refers to Bengt Lomnn. the principal investigator.
"White female" refers to a young research assistant.
"Negro and white females'!+ refers to the two research assistants.
"No adult interviewer" indicates that there were no adult participants in the con-versations.

A notittion such as (121 MJ) indicates that the speech feature so marked occurred on page121 in the Loman text and was used by MJ. Ages and sex of the five children are indi-
cated in Table 2.
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-
tions taken together the vast majority (93', ) of the nouns with potential
for plural marking were so marked, the majority (7754) of unmarked
nouns were in phrases which ;mild have made the Marking redundant, and
only small minority (1q) were in fact ambiguous.

Although the plural marker was present in 93% of the cases where it
was potentially present in time conversations as a whole, there were two
conversations in which this percentage was considerably lower.

In conversation #1, the only ti,__ne whiell involved two boys and a female
Negro interviewer, only 55'4 of tir-le potential was marked. The children in
this conversation appeared to be relaxed, and their speech included the
most spontaneous and aggressive exchanges, of any of the interviews. It
might be suggested that in the informal atmosphere of this conversation,
the only one. in which two-boys are the only peers present, the children
employed forms more nearly typical of the speech. they normally use with
their veers alone.

In the other conversation in Which significant percentages of potential
phfrals were not marked (conversation #5) at leaSt two factors may be
tentatively considered as likely influences. First, therewas no adult hnme-
diately present; none participated in the conversation. Second, one of the
children was :Ally six years old,at least four years younger than any of the
other children in the Conversations. Less than half of the potential plurals
in this six- year -ofd's speech were marked, a much lower percentage than for
any of the other children.

It can be suggested then that the factors of both age and situation
affect the use of plural markers by the children in these conversations.

Table 2 shows the percent:4;e of marked plurals used by each child,
and Table 3 shows the percentage used with sex and race of the inter-.
viewers ai the variable.

TABLE 2
PERCENTAGES OF PLURALS MARKED, BY CHILD

Child BS GJ 111j 4134 Al'

Age 6 10 10 11 10

Sex F - M M . F' F -

. Potential
Plum's 9 96 79 91 28

Percentage
Marked 45 89 92 93 100

TABLE 3
PERCENTAGES OF PLURALS MARKED, BY INTERVIEWERS

Interviewers Negro Negro and White Negro White
Present None female White females female male male

Potential
Plurals 14 88 19 118. 26 38

Percentage
Marked 62' 83 96 97 97 100

. Although there appear to he significant differences in the marking of
plurals depending both upon age and upon interview situation, in some
cases the corrrelations must be considered tentative because ..of the small
number of .tokthts. In the speech of BS for example, there were only nine
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potential plurals, four of which were marked and five unmarked. However,
JD marked only 805. of the potential plurals in this situation, and there does
appear to be enough indication .of a negative correlation between percent-
age of plurals marked and the absence of an interviewer to warrant fur=
ther investigation1

Third Pe.son Singular,,

Potential for this marker was considered only for main verbs in affirma-
tive statements, e.g.. Join, like it was counted as a potential for third sin-
gular marker, but do John like it was not.

There were a total of sixty-eight potential occurrences of the third
person singular marker only sixteen percent of them were marked. The
breakdown of °mune:As is shown in Table 4. Table 5 shows that the
percentage of third person singular marker usage by child varied between
25 and 15 percent, except for the youngest child who did not mark any

.

A JTABLE 4
THIRD PERSON SINGULAR

Adult interviewers conversation
child marked unmarkedrace sex number

Negro F 1

GJ 0 1

MJ 0 0

3

AP 0 1

JD 1 0
White M 2 JD . ,1 0

BIJ 0 Ø. 2

no adult interviewer 5 JD 0 0-
BS 0 11

'White F ' 4

AP 0 2
GJ 0 0
JD 0 . 5

MJ 0 0
Negro

and F
White .

6 . MJw 3 5

Negro 7 JD 0 1

8 GJ 2. 2

Negro M 9 MJ . 0 3
10 GJ 1 5

W ite
1 .

11 MJ 1 7

12 GJ 0 4
13 JD 0 5
.14 AP 2 3

Totals:
Percentages:

11
16%

57 -

84%
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verbs for third singular. There was also Considerable variation in per-
centages marked depending upon the adult. interviewer present as indicated
on Table 6. However, because of the small potential for marking and
other factors, this can be taken only as a suggestion of the possible effect
of different interview .situations. For example, in the coluinn with "none"
indichted for interviewer, the eleven potentials for marking the verb for
third singular in this situation were all in the speech of the youngest
child; this is the only conversation in which she takes part. It is therefore
not possible to isolate either age of the child or race and sex.characteristics
Of the interviewer alone as the variable accounting for the complete lack
of the third persor. singular suffix in the child's speech.

TABLE 5

PERCENTAGES OF THIRD PERSON SINGULAR
MARKED, BY CHILD

-
Child AP - GJ MJ - JD BS

Ag . 10 10 10' 11 6

Sex F M M .F F
Poten al 8 15 21 13 11

Percentage Marked 25 20 19 15 0

TABLE 6

PERCENTAGES OF THIRD PERSON SINGULAR
MARKED, BY INTERVIEWER

Interviewers.
Present

.white Negro White Negro Negro and
None female male male female. White female

Potential 11 29 9 3 8 8

Percentage
Marked 0 10 11 33 38 38'

The marking of the third singular was not limited to any small set of
verbs; nine of the eleven verbs so marked were. different. And except for
the fad that all children marked a small percentage of the third singular
potential (from 0% to 25% depending upon the child) no clear pattern of
such marking emerged. One child even switched from unmarked to
marked third singular' in the same sentence:

we wen' On na thing da.' go down an' den goes right back aroun'
(121 MJ)
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Possessives

Table 7 outlines the use of possessive suffixes in the conversations.

TABLE 7
POSSESSIVES

. .

//1--

O

Adult participants cony.
race sex number . child

GJ

'

possessive
suffix

present. not present
_ __ ___ . _ __

1 2 0
MJ 0 3

Negro' F

. 3

AP 0 0
JD 0 0

White M 2
JD . 2 0
MJ 1

No adult interviewer 5
JD 0 0
BS 3

. White F 4
AP . 0
GJ 0 0
JD 7 0
MJ 0 0

Negro
and F

White c
MJ O .0

Negro 7 JD 3 P
GJ . 0 0

Negro
.

M
9 MJ 0 ---- 1

10.--- GJ 4 0
11 MJ 0 2

White F 12 . GJ 1

13 JD 0
14 AP

. 0 0
Totals:

Percentage. with
possessive suffix present

23

72%

9

Table 8 shows a breakdown of the use of the pcssessive suffix lly child
and Table 9 by characteristics of adult interviewers. The possessilt suffix
was regularly used by all children except MJ to mark nouns for possession.
MJ marked possession with the suffix only once in seven potential occur-
rences. He regularly used sentences such as

you got Harry Lee tennis ba' (5 MJ)
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Three other children, including the youngest, 'regularly used the possessive
suffix; there was one child with no potential for its use in the corpus. The
only currrelation here then is absence of the suffix with the speech of a
single child.

TABLE 8
'' POSSESSIVE SUFFIX, BY CHILD

Child JD GJ BS Ali AP

Age 11 10 . 6 10 4110

Sex F' M . F M F

Potential 13 , 8 4 7 no potential

Marked 12 . 7 3 1

.Percentage Marked 92 88 1 75 14

TABLE 9
POSSESSIVE SUFFIX, BY INTERVIEWER

InterviewerS White Negro
male male none

White
feniale

Negro
female

Negro and
White female,

Potential 3 5 4 . -12 8 no potential

Marked 3 4 3 8 5

... Percentage Marked 100 80 75 67 63

Multiple Negation

Negative sentences in the corpus were examined for instances of multi-
ple negation, that is, the realization of .a negative element both. in an
auxiliary verb. and in an indefinite pronoun (e.g., nobody, nothing, etc.), an
adverb (never, hardly, etc.), 'or an indefinite determiner (a,. any, etc.).
Multiple negation involves up to three negative 'elements in a single ,sen-
tence in the corpus as in:

ain' nobody in ne house gave me. not'n' (124 MJ)

Following the procedure used by Shuy,4 negatives co-occurring with
indefinites . were tabulated. The "potential occurrences" of multiple nega-
tion (e.g., day ain't show a- movie 155 AP) as well as "actual" or "real-
ized" occurrences (you ahe got no notebook 2 9J) were totaled an'1 entered
in column V on Table 10. The actual occurrences of multiple negation. were
entered in column VI. The -percentages of "actual.' multiple negatives in
relation to "potential" multiple negatives was:then computed and .entered
in column VII. There were a total of 53 -realizations of multiple negation
in a potential of 64 occurrences. Thus 83% of the potential for multiple
negation was realized in the corpus.

4 Roger Shuy. Walter Wolfram, and William Riley. Linguistic Correlates of , Social
Stratification in Detroit Speech. Cooperative Research Project. No. 9-1317 (East 1.1111131IIR
Michigan State University. 1967). Part III. p. 9.
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TABLE 10
MULTIPLE NEGATION

t

Adult interviewers cony.
mice sex number child

potential percentage
occurrence realized realized

I II III IV V VI VII

Negro
1

-GJ 10 6 60

F MJ 2 1 50

AP no potential
3 JD 1 1 100

White
JD

11I 2
3 1 33

MJ 3 3 . 100

No adult
JD 1 1 100

interviewer BS 4 4 100

White

GJ no potential
AP

4
2 2 100

JD 1 - 1 100

MJ 1 1 100

Ne'gro
and

White F G MJ no potential

Negro

Negro

F
7 JD 9 9 100

8 GJ,... 2 1 50

DI
9 31J 4 4 / 100

10 GJ 1 1 100

White

11 MJ 8 8 100

12 GJ 3 X75
F 13 1 JD 3 3 '100

14 1 Al' 5 3 60.

Totals: 64 53
Percentage Realized: 83%

Tables II, and 12 give a breakdown of the number of -potential oc-
currences of multiple negation and percentages realized, by child and by
situation. The highest percentage of multiple negation was in the speech
of the youngest child. However, because of thesmall number of potential
occurrences (only four); this can only be taken as a tentative indication
of a positive correlation between younger age and multiple negation. The
highest percentages of multiple negation occurred with the Negro male as
interviewer and in the one conversation with no interviewer present. Some-
what surprisingly the next highest percentage occurred with a white, not
a black, female as interviewer. A partial explanation for this. might be
that she was very. well known by the children And they appeared to be as
relaxed in her presence as with a black interviewer. ThiS is illustrated
when at one point a child mistakenly addresses her using the name of a
female Negro interviewer. (121. MJ). This relaxed atInosphere. was not

1/1apparent in conversation. revolving the white mala interviewer; conversa-
tions in which he was pre cot show the lowest percentage of multiple nega-
tion correlated with interviewer characteristics.
APRIL, 1971 .163



FABLE 11
MULTIPLE NEGATION, BY CHILD

Child BS MJ JD AP GJ

Age 6 10 11 10 10

Sex F. M F F M

Potential 4 18 18 7 17

Percentage Realized 100 94 88 71 64

TABLE 12
MULTIPLE NEGATION, BY INTERVIEWERS

Interviewers
Present None

Negro
male

White
female

Negro White
female male

Negroand
White females

Potential, 5 5 21 24 6 no potential

Percentage Realized 100 100 87 75 66

Summary

Tables 13 and 14 summarize the percentages of all nonstandard features
considered. Table 13 summarizf...s them according to the child who used them
and Table 14 by the presence or absence of adult interviewers and by inter-
viewer characteristics.

For the four features considered, the .absence of an adult interviewer
participating in the conversations (column 1, -Table 14) correlated with
a higher average percentage of non-standard realizations. For two of
the four features (third singular marker and multiple negation), such
non-standard realization was one hundred percent. However, the youngest
child involved in the conversations was present in this one conversation
involving no; adult participation, and the higher percentages of non-
standard .features in her speech were undoUbtedly influenced by her age as
well as by the absence of an adult participant.

TABLE 13
PERCENTAGES. OF NON-STANDARD FEATURES, BY CHILD

.

Child BS MS . AI' GJ JD

s

Age 6 10 10 10 10

Unmarked
plural 55 8 0 11 7

unmarked third
singular 100 81 75 80 85

uo possessive
suffix 25 86

no
potential . 12 8

multiple
negation. 100 94 7.1 64 88

potentials
for all features 28 125 33 136 135

averages 75 34 33 25 24
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TABLE 14
PERCENTAGES OF NON-STANDARD FEATURES,

BY INTERVIEWERS

Interviewers None
Negro White
male female

Negro
female

Negro and
.White females

White
male

I l' m IV V w
unmarked
plural 38 3 3 17 19 0
unmarked
third
singular 100 89 90 62 62 67

no possessive
suffix 25 20 33 37 no potential 0
multiple
negation 100 100 87. 75 no potential 66

.potentials
for all features 3;1 35

i

183 128 27 50

averages 62 43 , 31 28 18 12

There are considerable differences in the average percentages of non-
standard features in conversations involving a white interviewer as com-
pared to those not involving one. The average percentage of non-standard
features involving no white interviewer (columns I, II; and IV, Table 14)
is 44%; for conversations involving a white interviewer (III, V, and VI) it
is 20%. In addition, the only four non-standard possessive pronouns and
the only two examples of non-standard embedded questions in the corpus
occurred in the absence of any-white interviewer.

On the other hand there is evidence that the particular white person
present might make a great deal of difference in terms of realization of non-
standard features. The average percentage of non-standard features in 'the .

children's speech was greater with a white female interviewer present
than with a Neve female interviewer present (columns III and IV,
Table 14). nib white female interviewer was well kn6wn to the children
and they appeared relaxed in her presence; at one point a child mistakenly
addresses her using the name of the female Negro interviewer as was
noted above. Undoubtedly . this familiarity with the white female inter-
viewer affects the speech of the children. We might speculate that this is
reflected in their use of a higher percentage of non-standard features' with
her preSent than in the presence of the white male interviewer. When the
latter was presentan average of Only 12% of the potential of non-standard
features was realiied (column VI,. Table 14), as compared with 31% when <
the white female was present.

When the percentages of non-standard features used in situations with
Negroes alone as interviewers (columns II and IV, Table 14), are com-
pared with conversations with only white interviewers present (columns III.
and VI, there are also considerable differences evident. When with Negro
interviewers alone, the children produced an average of 36% of the poten-
tial non-standard features; with white .interviewers alone they produced
21%.
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At !east two factors may in part account for the low average per-
centage. of non - standard features used by the children where both Negro
and white females are present (column V, Table 14). First is the fact that
there was no potential for two of the non-standard features, one of which
(multiple negation) showed -a high percentage of realization in all situa-
tions in which there was a potential for it. Second, the Negro female inter-
viewer is the mother of the one child involved; she begins the interview by
scolding the boy for bad behavior in school. This app'ars to have had an
effect on the boy's performance and might well help account for the higher
percentage of standard forms in his speech in this conversafon.

The speech of BS, the youngest child in the conversations (Table 13),
reflects a 75% occurrence of the four non-standard features, while the
average for the .other four older children is 28%. It must be noted again
that this child took part in only one conversation, which involved no adult
interviewer, and this fact as well as her age undoubtedly had some effect
on her use of the higher percentage of non-standard features.

It can be suggested. then, with the reservations noted above, that use of
the four non-standard features considered varied depending upon the fol
lowing factors:

14 Age of the child, with a higher percentage of non-standard features
being used by the youngest child.

2) Presence or absence of adult interviewers,' with absence of an
interviewer correlating with a higher percentage of non-standard features,.

3) sek and racial characteristics of interviewer, with
a) presence of a white interviewer alone correlating, on the average

With a lower eerceptage of non-standard features and presence of a Negro
interviewe alone correlating with a higher percentage.

b), presence of a "familiar" white female correlating with a highei
percentage of non-standard forms than presence of a white male.

In spite of the-relatively small sample in this study and the geographi-
cal distance involved in the comparison, the results noted above. in terins.of
percentages of -nonstandard fe.atbres in the speech of -black children in
Washington are similar to those noted by Wolfram in his study of De-
troit speech .G Three of the four features examined for the 10 and 11 year
olds in the present study showed nonstandard .realization within nine per-
centage points of those for Wolfram's lower working class black informants,
ages 10-12, in Detroit. (The larger spread in percentages for possessive
marker absence between the two Studies may he due. in part t9 the smaller
number of potential realizations in both). The results of the comparisons
are shown below.

TABLE 15

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF .-Z ABSENCE AND
MULTIPLE NEGATION

Washington Detroit
80 81
29 45

7 7
Si ,./90

Third singular marker absence
Posvnssive marker absence
Plural marker absence
Multip'.e negatidn

11W:titer A. Wolfram. A Sociolinguistic Description of Detroit Negro Speech. (Wnsh-
inglon. D. C.: Center for Applied Linguistics. 1969). pp. 150. 103.
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The mean number of potential realizations of these features for earl:
informant in the.two studies were: .

ta Washington Detroit
(5 inforinants) (48 informants)

k

- Third singular marker: 15 . 28 k 0
Plural marker: 60 83 i.
Possessive marker: 6 7 ,
Multiple negation: 13 15/''

Some Notes for the Classroom

The results of this study clearly support e nu mber of suggestions pre-
viously advanced by several investigators. The nature of the context in
which speech takes place, including factors such as topic, and race and age
of participants in if conversation, cannot be overlooked as influences upon
speech. An intimidating .situation is likely to affect speech. The interview
situation is often intimidating, and .the black child may thus be less in-
clined to uninhibited speech in such a setting. Heshould not, as a result,
be labeled "non-verbal" any more than the middle class child should be so
labeled if he were less than verbose upon finding himself the sole repre=
sentative of his generation. at an adult cocktail party.6

It is likely that the spee-FIT characteristics noted for the children in this
study of black children from a lower socioeconomic group in Washington,
D.C. will be found in the speech of such children elsewhere. It has been
noted that percentages of -Z suffix absence and of multiple negation in
the speech of the children in this study are with one exception elOse to
the_pereentages found by Wolfram in the speech of black children in De-
troit. it does turn- out that this uniformity is widespread,. it should
assist educators in planning language arts programs for such children.

The. children' productive as well as their receptive control of standard
English should not be underestimated. Even with a category such as the
third person singular suffix, which showed an average 84%. absence for
all children, we find in the speech of one child with a 91% absence of this
suffix, such sentences as:

we wen' on na da' go down and den goes right back
aroun'. (121 NJ)'

Clearly the child is here utiliiing alternatelyka standard with a nonstandard
"zero"; realization of the third singular .marker. This alternation is corn,
mon for .other featUres in these conversations and implies a degive of
productiVe a'''S" well as reeeptive.eontrol of standard English.

4.

There is a wealth of readily agessible data on the language of the five
black ehrren in the Loman text In addition to that utilized. in this paper.
The tap s and transcriptions of these fourteenJonversations, available at
the Center for Applied Linguistics;. are a rich scnirce.of further informa-
tion about the language of tljs.se childreri. Further examination of these-
materials and others can help us better understand the characteristics of
the langu ige.of black children and to work more effectively with them.

Dercit and Engelman in Teaching Disadvantaged Children in the Pre-School
(Englewood fs. N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1960) have advanced the view that the lower socio-
economic aro p black child is "nun-verbal" and even that he has en "illogical" language.
These views lave been effectively refuted by William Labov in The Study of Nonstandard
English (Cha raign. Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English. 1970).
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VERBAL -INTERACTION AND VERBAL ABILITY:
RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

Davenport Plulner

° Research and PracticeThe Case of Standard Dialect
The relationship between research and practice in education particu -.

larly any form of language teaching is elusive at best and sometimes
non-existent. This is not to suggest that language education or education.An
general is uniquely flawed; medicine may be much the same. In sonic cases
there are entire research libraries on a particular field, as in the case of
reading. Yet much of this research is conflicting and the actual practice in a
given school often depends as much on the vaguaries of academic politics as
on the accumulation of unequivocal evidence. In fact, book salesmen and
publishers often have schools and regions mapped out as to the reading
philosophy of the teachers based on the influence of a given professor of
reading and how many protegees he has in key decision making positions.
In this regard, Jeanne Chall's book Reading The Grcat Debate, (1967)..for
all its thorough scholarship, can be expected to have a disproportionately
small effect on the teaching of reading because Dr. Chall has not trained
sufficient numbers of followers to influence statewide adoptions.

In other cases teachers seem to persist in the face of virtually incontest-
able evidence as with the teaching of grammar. Braddock's (1963) study
of the effect of teaching grammar all kinds on children's writing ability
showed no effect: teaching grammar of any kind with any method over any
period of time.does not improve students'writing. The lack of effect of this
study is predictable since it does not pose an alternative that can be devel-
oped by publishers. When, on the other hand, the "new grammar" appeared
several years after*Braddock we saw a diverse array of new texts and state-
wide adoptions led by the Roberta series.

Some of the same relationships ihtween research and politics and the
teachers' need for "material" are evident in programs for teaching the
middle-class white or school dialect to speakers Of non-standard English. The
research thus far (e.g. Lin, 1965) has shown that dialect instruction can not
be done effectively, yet teachers and others continue to insist that it should

.be done. There appear to be at least three somewhat questionable reasons for
this insistence. The first is that there are alleged to be large numbers of
white middle class employers who refuse to hire men and women who do not
speak the local version of the standard dialect. If this particular received
opinion .has been investigated in the years since. .1940 when C. ,C. Fries
pointed 'out.the failure of standard dialect instruction, I am not aware of it.
If the notion of the language purist employer is a projection of the peda-
gogical mentality, we should know about it. This should not simply be a
case of "everybody knows."

The second reason for the persistence-of the view that the standard
dialect Should be taught is that it helps students learn to'read and write.
Labov's work (1967) with reading and a non-standard Harlem.dialeCt sug-

Dr. Davenport Planter hobis a doctoral degree from the Harry.rd gradu-
ate School of Education. He is Director of Educhtional Services of .TDR
Associates, Luc. in Massachusetts. Hr was associated formerly with thc .
Harvard Graduate School of Education iu which he served as Coordina-
(or of thc School Language Group and Weil as Assistant Director of the
Office of Field Activities. He is a consultant to several Stale agencies
and has published a number of research articles.
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gests that this concern may be exaggerated, that children apprehend the
concepts of e.g., past, possessive, and third person even though they them-
selves may fail to produce the appropriate inflections.

Finally, teachers feel impelled to teach the standard dialect in part be-
cause they see students learning it and they know that some adults have
command over both We standard and non-standard dialect. If pciiPle can
learn it, why shouldn't we teach it in school? The answer brings us back 'to
the issue of research and practice in education. Leaving aside for the'
moment the important and often highly volatile question of whetfier the
standard dialect dont/r/ be taught to speakers of the non - standard form, a
principal reason that so many attempts to teach the standard form have
failed is that they have proceeded from incorrect assumptions and in-
adequate research.

Pattern practice, which seems to have achieved satisfactory results with
foreign language teaching, has been assumed to be an appropriate model
for teaching standard dialect. -When faced with the failure of pattern
practice drills to overcome the negative associations of the standard dialect
the advocates of pattern practice seem inclined to urge more and better
practice, rather than to question the efficiency of their chosen model. But
since they lack alternative procedures and materials, teachers who must, for
whatever reasons, teach the standard dialect have little choice but to persist
with what is available.
An Alternative Focus for Research -

One means of achieving an alternative strategy is to redirect research
into the process of first language-.acquisition. Rather than measuring with
ever-increasing precision the relative effectiveness of pattern practice, drills,
future research should place greater emphasis on the language (dialect)
learning process as it occurs naturally in the home and elsewhere. This is
not to say that the natural process should or could' provide a programmatic
basis for more formal instruction. As an important pre-condition for formu7
lating methods.of instruction, however, it should be known in some detail,

Although the research' to date Into the language acquistion process has
not stressed dialect per se, it does provide two useful insights into that
process, insights which, it would seem, should illuminate the teaching of a
second dialect. First, research into the language acquisition process (e.g.
Ervin, 196.1) has shown that imitation is not a sufficiently' powerful-eoncept
to explain the creative aspects of first language acquistion. A child may
learn a set of vocabulary items, but by imitation- alone he will not'achieve,
the complex set of understandings enabling him to organize the morphendc
constituents of his language in a consistent manner in unfamiliar contexts.
The same thing is true of the process of expansion which more closely re-
sembles the idealized model of behavioral learning. Studies by Cazden (1967,
1968) have indicated . that even the process of expansion does' not produce
marked changes in children's language performance. In this connection it
should be noted that the process of expansion is, in fact, based upon a type
of widely observed mdther-child interaction:
.4 Naturalistic Study of Parent-Child Verballuteraction

. The study reported bdlow investigates one aspect of adult-child verbal
interaction which is intended to provide a model for more systematic lan-,
guage instruction. The study is based, on the assumption that while all
physically and psychologically normal, children- are equivalent in what.
Chomsky calls language competence, each child's home language environ-
ment exerts a marked influence on the development of his performance in
reading,.writing, giving and understanding oral explanations, etc. The purl
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pose of the study is to isolate those features of adult-child dialogue which
are associated with high verbal.ability. The study does not deal with vocabu-
lary and syntax. Instead, it records and analyzes adult-child dialogues, seek-
ing answers to such questions as Who initiates adult-child dialogues?
Are adult-child dialogues in the- families of the able boys any shorter or
longer than those in the average families? And, what are the parents'
attitudes toward school success and general verbal proficiency ?

To answer these and other questions, the study tape records twenty-one,
twenty-minute conversations in the homes of twelve 7% to 81/2 year old boys.
The researcher is not present at the time of recording and there are no set.
tasks or topics, the only constraints being those imposed by the presence of
the tape recorder. Each of the 54,000 utterances was assigned to one of five
categories of Moves or four categories of Stops. A Move is an utterance
which initiates or advances a dialogue. A Stop is an utterance which inhibits
or attempts to inhibit a dialogue. Utterances vary in length and complexity
from a single word or even "un huh" to several sentences spoken by a :single
speaker. All dialogues were coded directly from the tapes, each move or stop
being identified by a,code letter placed in a column below the speaker's/name.
The sample coding sheet below shows the focal child initiating a Shott dia-
logue with his mother and sister and terminating the dialogue himself: .

Focal Child Mother Sister

A

C

,----

D

x
C

Pour :ags of Treating the Data
Olico the data was avaliable on coding sheets, the dialogues of the twelve

families were grouped in the following manner for analysis. A. Total
Sample: Since the total sample contained different total amounts of dialogue
for each of the twelve families, the analysis of this data was carried out
using percentages of particular moves and stops that occur in the dialogue's.
of a long dialogue are. Do these dialogues, for example, owe their. momentum
B. Sao- Sample of 500. Consecutive Utterances: This sub-sample was taken
from the middle a family's taping session to provide a check on the con-ei
elusions derived Trom the total sample and to provide for samples of

-identical length that would offset any bias inherent in.the fact that the total
..,ample for each family differed markedly froin family to family. C. Longer
I hen Average Dialogues : These dialogues- vary in length because "average"
in this case means the average for each family, not the group, since some
families showed only a handful of dialogues 'above the group average. This
measure shows potentially two things. First, whether there are group differ-
ences in length of dialogue not only based on ability groups but, also on
factors like family size and ordinal position. Second, what the characteristics
of a particular class of speakers, a particular family, or group of families,.
to adult or child moves? Who starts and finishes them? D. Adult -Child
Dialogues: These dialogues included any "dialogue involving an adilltand a
child as contrasted to adult-adult or child-child dialogues. Again the purpose
was to identify any group differences that might exist and to characterize
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the adult-focal .child dialogue's in terms of who initiates,. extends, and termi-
nates such dialogue. In each of the four data groupings the statistical treat-.
went was the same: a j test was used to gauge the significance of the (Wier--.owes between group means.- , ;

Two other ways óf characterizing the language enviiifinnent in the:two
groups were used. First, one adult, usually the mother, from each family was
interviewed (using a questionnaire adapted from Basil Bernstein) regarding
such issues as the degree of parental encouragement for discussion, the
amount of parental tutoring, the typical mode of discipline, etc. Second, each
family was treated in individual case studies that covered, e.g., typical topics
of-conversation, the extent to which adults set standards for children's
explanations and arguments and the kinds of activities done jointly by adults
and children.

Findings
One side

.
effect of the study wasto throW into question several tradition-

ally held notions about nurturant home environments. Father absence, which
has often been tied to poor verbal .development, was shown to have no
deleterious effects .in terms of either average length or average number of
adult-focal' child dialogues. It should be understood, of course, that the
father-absent families in this sample were relatively small and the children
actiially seemed to benefit from having the mother's undistracted conver-
sational attention. This would hiost likely not be the case in a family with
more children. Hence, the issue of father absence must be assessed within
the context oflother aspects of what the family is and dews. The same is true
of the two status features of family size and the ordinal position of the focal
child. Neither was related to length or numbeof adult-focal child ilialegues.
While it is true that adult-child .dialogues do not entirely summarize the
language environment of a given home, they must be considered at least
straws in,the wind. As such they do indicate that ordinal position and family
size do alot regularly exert a strong and direct influence'on the home Ian- k

guage/environment. This indicates that'there are certain important variables
in in th home environment that can;offset an otherwise disadvantageous sane-
tio . the middle child in a large family with no father can, through the
op ration of these variable , receive verbal nurturance from his environment.
'T le following section 01.1i' es some of these variables as they .emerged from
). is research reported abov . ,

/ Since the research uncovered very few statistically significant differences
/ the findings reported below are based instead on trends that remain con-

/ sistent over several different treatments.
/. The majority of the findings indicate that adult-focal child dialogues are

pivotally related to the verbal ability of the focal child. This conclusion is
based in part upon five 'measures which give a combined adult-focal child
interaction score. While no one of these it'nres correlates with verbal ability,
the five combined predict high or averag4 verbal ability in eight out of
twelve cases. The measures are: (1) percentage of adult extensions the
percentage of total utterances that cynstitute attemptsby adults to promote
further conversation: (2) pereentatge of adult extensions and indirect re-
sponses same as abo,.: 'out combined with-utterances which :are not so-
licited and.which do mot solicit. (These were included and scored high largely
for methodological reasons.) (3) percentage of dialogifes of eight or more
utterances. This was simply an arbitrary measure of how lo'ng an adult and
a child talked to each other in each family. Ahigh percentage was given a
high score. (4) percentage of two-utterance dialogues. This was an arbitrary
index' of minimal verbal interaction.. A high percentage was kiveii a low
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score (5). average length of adult-focal child dialogues. High ratings were
given to families in which there was extended adult-focal child dialogue.

According to these indices What are the characteristics of a home that is
likely to have a child with aboVe average verbal ability ? First, this pre-
dominantly middle class sample showed no between group differences
in over-all number of utterances. It appears to be the case, how-
ever, that the able families do become involved in longer dialogues be-
tween adults and focal child than is the case with less able families.
Moreover, the trends in measures of adUltchild verbal interaction indicate
that'these longer dialogues have an identifiable set of roles and interaction
patterns. The table below summarizes sonic of the features associated with
high verbal ability.

INDEX OF COMPARATIVE VERBAL ACTIVITY

Average Able Average
1Focal Child Focal Child Mother ,Mother

Initiates the largest
percentage of all utter.
than-average dialogues

Largest percentage of
mother initiations
followed by focal child
direct responses

Focal child emits larger
percentage of larger-
ances than the mother

Lowest percentage of
all utterances

Most productive focal
child group

Focal child .exceeds
'parents only in direct
responses

--Conversational lender
in average group

Exceeds all others in'
direct responses

X.

X

X

X

What appears-from' this.. table is that the mothers of the able boys_
typically initiate a conversation with their sons and when they have evoked
a direct response (typically an answer to a question), encourage the focal
children to continue without furtherl prompting. This contrasts to the typical
practice in less able homes in several ways. First, while the average focal
children produce more direct responses than their mothers, average mothers
are in all other respect§ the uncontested conversational leaders ,in the
average homes. Able mothers, on the,pther hand,.are considerably less active
than, their sons; though in relation to the average mothers they do start
more dialogues by requiring a direct response from their sons. Second,
despite the able mother's secondary conversational role, she is responsible
for initiating the largest percentage of longer-than-average dialogues in the
able families. Thus, she seems able to direct the conversational momeptuni
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sa that the topics she raises receive a full discussion, though not a lecture
by her. Finally,. the able focal child exceeds his average counterpart in all
moves except extensions. That is, the average focal child produces a larger
proportion of utterances designed to advance the dialogue than does the
able boy. That this.difference is not reflected in the'aVerage length of dia-
logue indicates that others 'do not always.respond to his attempts to extend
the dialogue and that others are not extending as frequently as he is. ,

Stated in terms of verbal ability, the following picture emerges. Above
average verbal ability seems to be associated with a situation in which the
mother initiates but then assumes a secondary conversational role. In
families where the mother takes the conversational lead in terms of per-
centages of all utterances, the focal child can be expected to slioW average
verbal ability. This characterization is borne out indirectly by the answers of
the two roups to the,questidnnaire-interview. The bulk of the questions
about chil rearing practices and attitudes did not produce consistent differ-
entiation be ween the two groups. However, in eleven out of twelve cases the
following que Lion did sort the focal childrbn into two consistent groups.
"Should children ever have the opportunity to influence their parents or

'change their minds on a particular subject?" The able parents, with one
exception, said "yes" and the average parents said "no." Thus, those parents
who feel their children should be allowed to influen4ethem also provide the
conversatiotiaand expectational framework in which this transaction can
take place. '
/mid/cation; for Schools

Two seemingly conflicting activities seem to characterize the optimum
language learning environment: direct verbal interaction with a more
mature speaker, a quantity 'of verbal output on the part of the learner
which exceeds that of the teacher. In school terms the teacher must talk
directly with the learner, not to a whole class of which the !carnet happens
to be a member; and the ground rules must encourage the learner to talk
more than the teacher. This is, of course, not substantially different tfrom
saying that a child learns best by exercising the ability he is attempting to
develop. It is, however, quite different from what goes on in many schools.
Whole weeks can go by during which a child neither converses directly with
an adult, nor speaks for anything like the amount of time his teacher does.
The implications for the role of pars- professionals in the classroom and for
the kind of training they should receive are strikingly obvious.

It is also uprarent that standard dialect instruction would profit by
incorporating the two principles enunciated above: (1) The standard dialect
teacher should interact directly with the student and (2) The student should
be encouraged to 1,se the dialect he is learning in a school setting. Teachers
who have the help of para-professionals are bet,ter able to create optimum
conditions. Those who do not should seriouslyconsider other approaches to
the probletfis'of reading and social mobility. One approach might involve a
translation project involving taped material from one dialect that must be
translated to the other. Another could be a dialect study of a particular area
or representative segment of the school. Although these activities wouldnot
teach students the stirdard dialect, they would make them aware of differ-
ences and thus better able to decide about changes they might make.

No matter what the teacher's decision about dialect teaching, if. he is
teaching .children ylith litnguage probleths he must campaign vigorously for
an envitonment intihieh students interact directly with more able speakers
and talk often and exfensively'about topics that challenge them to use their
language more precisely, more concretely, more elaborately, etc. At least
they, must dolhis until someone shows that the ideal way for children to
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develop their verbal ability is to sit in a group and listen to someone else
talk.
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AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION AND THE "DISADVANTAGED:"
DEFICIT OR DIFFERENCE

Robert L. Politzer

It is generally assumed on a "common sense" :is well as research basis
that there is a relationship between auditory discrimination ability and
reading readiness as well as performance in reading tasks. The relationship
between auditory discrimination and reading achievement has been dem-
onstrated in various research stwlies (Bond 1935, Wepman 1960, Wheeler
and Wheeler 1954,. C. P. Deutsch 1967). Poor and .retarded readers tend to
'have auditory discrimination scores which are lower than those of other
pupils.

It is, no doubt, for the: above mmtioned reason that recent research has
concerned itself with the auditory discrimination ability of pupils who arc
generally classified as "sago-economically" or "culturally" disadvantaged.
Race these pupils belong to a group that is characterized by low achieve-
ment in readAig and language arts generally. speaking, we might expect
that they would also perform badly in auditory discrimination tasks. In ,
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general, research has confirmed that hypothesii: Thus, Martin Deutsch
found in a well-known study that lower auditory discrimination scores are
associated with both secio-economic status and race (M. Deutsch 1967, p.
365). The- next logical step seems to be a look for environmental factors
that would account for this Power auditory discrimination ability. Cynthia
1'. Deutsch suggested that the noisy sluni environment may be responsible
for the auditory discrimination deficit of the Disadvantaged. ". . . it may
well be that lower-class children who live in very noisy environments do not

develop the requisite auditory discrimination abilities to learn to read,well
or adequatcly.carly in their school careers" (C. P. Deutsch 1967, p. 275).

The concept of the disadvantaged child that has auditory discrimina-
tion difficulties,and associated with them Problemi in reading and per-
haps even speakingwas rather' quickly and widely accepted in the litera-
ture dealing with the language problems of the Disadvantaged Thus, the
author Of a paper on "Teaching the Disadvantaged" (published by. the Na-
tional Education Association in the series of "What Resedieh Has to Say")
states that "considerable information is already available concerning unde-
tected and untreated defects in very yonng children. These include unin-
telligible pronunciation:lenity vision and deficient hearing, all of which
block learning to road, spell and write . . ." "Many. children do not hear
final syllables unless the teacher articulates clearly and trains them to

Osten" (Noar 1967, p. 16). The idea that the inability to hear and to dis-
criminate correctly may be responsible for all language problems of the
Disadvantaged can be found in the work of scholars like Carl Bereiter and
Siegfried Engelman who assert that "many disadvantaged children are so
'deaf' to the segmental character of English sentences, in fact, that they
cannot even detect the difference betwden "John is ready" and "Ready is
John . . ." Little wonder then that these children "do. not know how to
talk in loud, clear voices. They either mumble almost inaudibly or else they
yell raucously" (Boreiter. and Engelman, n.d., p. 7). The picture of the
disadvantaged child emerging from this discussion is that of a semi "deaf"
and as a result linguistically handicapped individual.

The possibility that the auditory discrimination problem of the. disad-
vantaged child may reflect a language difference is occasionally alluded to
in the literature dealing with the So-called "deficit phenomena." Thus..Marr
tin Deutsch states that "it is important to note that the correlation with
the Wepman auditory discrimination test-is associated with both SES and
race. What might:I:comer:dive here is the presence of dialect variations in
the Negro group, idfluencing and limiting.the communication possibilities
in school ... ." (M. Deutsch ,1967; p. 365). However the suggestion that
dialect difference may be responsible for the consistently lower auditory
discrimination performance of Blacks and lower SES groups is never
thought through to its logical conclusion, namely that the so-called "deficit"
in auditory discriminatkin may be a mirage created by a misunderstanding
of the task involved in the auditory discrimination test.

The instrument most widely used in the testing of auditory discrimina-
tkm is the Wepman test. In the manual of directions, the author assures
that "every possibly. .match of phonemes used in English was made in
phonetic categories" (Wepman 1958). The test is, in fact, based on havir.g
the pupil recognize the differences in a series of so-called minimal pairs
(words differentiatgl by only one phoneme) of standard Ehglish, e.g:,
leg /led; dim /din Frotheiclove, etc. The task involved in having to decide
whether a pair like dim /din is made up of identical or different items looks
deceptively simple. It is not: The entire problem of how speech sounds are
peiceived is complex and subject to continuous and largely unresolved de-
bate (e.g., see Lane 19G6; Liberman, Coop' Shankweiler and Studdert-
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Kennedy 1967; Studdert-Kennedy,' Liberman, Harris and Cooper 1970).
Why is itt for instance, that we perceive the identical words uttered by
different, individua's as the "same," in spite of the fact that they are
spoken by different voices? .Why do we recognize easily' the underlying
. "sameness" of dialectally different pronunciation of the same word? To
discuss the complex problems of perception of speech sound goes beyond the
scope of this article. It will suffice to point out that the decision of whether
two utterances are the same or xdifferent is a complex and ambiguous task.
It involves. at least the follownk steps: (1) The utterances haveta.be-
heard. (2) They must be "perceived," in other words they arc identified so.
that they can be retained in auditory memory. (3) They must be stored in a
short term auditory memory, so that they can be compared. (4) Finally a
decision must be made as to whether they belong to the same or to different, .. categories. In other words what is involved in each item of the auditory
discrimination: teat is hearing, perception, auditory' memory, categorization.

That performance in auditory discrintiniation tests is influenced by the
native language of the subjects has been known to linguists for quite some
time (Polivanov 1931-34). In the words of Sapon and Carroll, "The proba-
bility of perception of a given sound in a given environment is relatqd to
the language of the listener . . ." "where errors in perception. occur, the
direction aud magnitude of many errors are systematically related to the
language spoken by the listener . . ." ( Sapon and Carroll 1955, pp. 67-68).
This statement does; not make it clear, however, just what the "error in
perception" consists in. What seems most likely is that errors in perception ,.,
caused by native langnage backgrounds are simply errors in categorization.

To giNie.a simple example: English has two i-phonemes;. /1/ as in beat
and /1 /as in bit.. If a Rpeaker of English is asked whether or not bcat and

sane,are the sae, he will.quite naturally respond that they are not. Spanish,
however, has only one i-photteme..Wlien asked whether English bcat or bit
are the same. speakers of Spanish will often give an affirmative,answer.
Those speakers_ of Spanish are then said to be unable to "discriminate" be-
tween /i/ and /1/, or to have difficulty. in "heating" the' difference be-
tween /1/ and /1/. But to say that they have difficulty in "hearing"
amounts to a rather loose or at least very figurative use of language. Ob-
viously there is uo reason to assume that speakers of Spanish "hear" kny
worse than speakers of English (in other words are more likely to have
defective hearing)'. Nor is there any reason to suspect that their failure to
discriminate between /i/ and it/ has anything to do with a lesser auditory.
memory span. Speakers of Spanish "hear" and "discriminate" (in the
strict sense of the tern,)- lust as well as speakers of English, but their
native language has exposed them to years of practice in neglecting all
differences between sounds in the [i-fl, range a d in classifying all of them
in the same category. The result is, of course that a speaker of Spanish
may hear a pair of words like,bitibcat classif , the /1/ of bit in the same
category as the /1/ of beetand then pronot nce beat and bit alike. It is
for this reaon that foreign language teaches have been using so-called
auditory discrimination exercises as part of prpnunciation. training. In other
words, speakers of .Spanish must be taught to differentiate /i/ and ,/i/
this means to assign them to different. categories before they can learn to
pronounce them correctly as different sounds.

. . ...
In view of the fact that in foreign language training, the influence of

the native language has for some time been accepted as ad important factor
influencing the categorization of speech. sounds, it seems rather astonishing
that much of the literature dealing'with the, Iiisadvantaged continues to
treat their auditory discrimination problems as related primarily to "hear-
ing," "auditory memory span" or "faulty perception." The possibility that
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hearing, perception and auditory memory span may .somehoW be affected
adversely by low socio - economic status (e.g., noisy slum environments) does
exist, .of course, though it seems rather remote. By far the most plausible
explanation of the auditory discrimination deficit of the Disadvantaged is
simply that the categorizations (same vs. different) which are expected on
the testing instruments are those of standard English and simply do not
correspond to the social dialect of blacks and/or lower socio-economic
status groups.

That-the Fatamorgana of the auditory discrimination deficit is simply
the result of different language backgrounds can be demonstrated most
cagily with 1%lexican-Americans who actually .speak. Spanish at home and
whose English is heavily influenced by Spanish speech habits. In an ex-
periment recently conducted at the Stanford UniVersity Center in Research
and. Development Teaching, :in auditory discrimination test was admin-
istered to .a group of Mexican Americans (presumably lower socio-economic
status). children and to monolingual English control groups. The tests con-
sisted of pairs of nonsense syllables. Pairs were either alike -or differen-
tiated by only one sound, and .the subjects were asked to male the "same
or different" judgment. The test had three parts. Differences in Part 1 were
based on distinctions utilized in the French Phonemic pattern (e.g.,
pe/a, y/u, etc.). Part 2 relied on phonemic differences of 'Enklish (1/i;
uju, a /a), and Part 3 in -distinctions used in Spanish ( /R; -;
g-/gw-, etc.). On Part 1 of the test, there was no difference in the per-
formance of . the two groups. The ,monolingual English speakers out-
performed the Mexican-Americans in Part 2. The Mexican-Americans won
on Part 3, (Politzer and McMahon 1970).

The phonological and grammatical features which differentiate lower
socio-economic, status secial,,dialect in general and Black English from
standard speech have seen described in various publications (e.g., McDavid
1967, abov 1967). A brief comparison of features of Black English with
standard English on which the Woman test is based leads one to suspect`
that many speakers of Black dialects might categorize the following pairs
which the Woman test categorization assumes to be "diffeYent" as "same."
Form I of.the test:
Items: 4. leg/led, 13. thread/shred, 17 /pat/Pack, 18 dim/din, 25. clothe/
clove, 28. sheet /sheaf, 33.( sboal/showl; 40. pin/pen.
Form II:
Items: 12. gall/goal, 14. let/lick, 15. bud /bug, 20. fret/threat, 22. bum/
bun, 23. lave/lathe, 36, wreath/reef.

It would be an interesting experiment to administer the Wepman test
or other auditory discrimination tests to speakers of different social dia-
lects and to determine (1) whether groups speaking different- dialects per-
form differently on specific test items and (2) whether these differences in
performance reflect differnees In the speech pattern of the groups. Espe-
cially elementary school teachers involved in the teaching of children'speak-
ing non-standard dialects could then use auditory discrimination for be-
coming aware of-the specific language problems of these children. (The
author had hoped to include in this ankle some data concerning differential
auditory discri:rlinatiRo performance of children. coming from different kin- .

guage backgro ids as measured by the \Wpm% test. Unfortunately the
.data could not I e collected in Lime for inclusion this article, because the
,author was inf rmcd that it seemed difficult to find an "adequate" sample
of children fro: Mexican-AMerican or Black families in the school .district
in which Ire inieuded to collect the data because a large percentage of those
children appeu ed to suffer from speech and/ or hearing problems . . .).
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The difference in auditory discrimination between Disadvantaged and
Non-disadvantaged tends to disappear as children progress through the
school (M. Deutsch 1967, p. 365). It could be only too tempting to' interpret
this fact in terms of retarded maturation on the part of the disaarintaged
group. What seems more likely however is that eventually the increased
contact with du. standard dialect teaches the non-standard speaker just
what categorization he is supposed to be making. By the time he learns to
make these categorikatiens the harm caused by not diagnosing the dis-
crimination problem in the early mica has already been done.

The auditory discrimination problem is only a small but very 'concrete
instance in which the language "deficit" of the disadvantaged turns out to
be a simple "difference." Whether the disadvantage consists in a "deficit" or
a "difference" seems, at first, relatively unimportant. Thus both W. Labov
(who considers the phenomena discussed here as difference) and Cynthia T.
Deutsch who speaks about auditory discrimination deficits come to similar,
pedagogical conclusions: "A certain amount of attention given to percep=
tion training in the first few years of school may be extremely helpful in
teaching children to hear and make standard English distinctions" (Labov
1967, p. 25). "It would be possible for children with such leficiencies" (in
auditory discrimination)"or immaturitiesto fall Wr behind in many
respects of their school work and thus be unable to catch -up even when
the deficiency is overcome. This could, of course, underline the importance
of training in auditory discrimination early in tFe school career" (C. P.
Deutsch 1967, p. 276). However, there are practical differences between the
results of a "difference" and a "deficit" approach. First of all, the differ-
ence approach enables us to, distinguish clearly the areas in which auditory
discriminatiron problems exist from those in which no such problems are
present. It n:akes it possible to focus instruction more intelligently and
economically. The clear-cut awareness that we are dealing with a difference
and not' a deficit may also lead us to the conclusion that we should simply
not expect certain- auditory discriminations from students not speaking
standard dialect and,that we should accept certain pronunciation mergers
in. their speech. Perhaps most important however is the difference of atti-
tude implied in the difference between the. two approaches...".Deficit" puts the
blame on one partydifference" implies no such judgment. It takes two to
makc.a "difference." Martin Deutsch says that it is one of the goals of
Niue:Awn "to program stimulation in increasingly. less amorphous ways
and with methods that are approximate to basic learning capabilities, so as
to vitiate the effects of unfavorable environments" (M. Deutsch 1967,
p.369). The difference approach recognizes the possibility that unfavorable
environments may also be crea.ted by the school.
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SOME PROBLEMS IN STUDYING .N GRO/WHITE SPEECH DIFFERENCES

In a recent caricature of. ther relatio ship of anthropologists to the
American Indians whom they study, V' Deloria, Jr. in his new book I
Custer Died for Your Sins, rather hum ously but accurately portrays the
annual, summer ritual of the scholar) community to the golden south-
west.) Exactly when the ritual began- remains a mystery but Deloria feels
that Indians are certain that all ancient societies of the Near East had
anthropologists at one time because those societies are all now defunct. Of.
greater concenli, however, is the author's conviction-that the essential mes-
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gago of all these observations, reports, and books on the An Indian*
gays the same thing year after year and the say it in a ildly o c
sloganeering way. ". . . Indians are a folk people, whit i is are 'an urban
people, . . Indians are between two cultures, Indians au bicultural, In-
dians have,losttheir identity, . Indians arc warriors." (p. 132).

It is not our purpose here to pursue further Deloria's thesis about his
fellow American hidians, but rather to use it as a point of departure- for
examining our own approaches to the study of minority groups in the field
of language, social dialects in particular.

7'hc Unfulfilled Promises of Research

Of course it is hardly appropriate for linguists to look down on other
disciplines in matters .which involve the study of people. If we have not
been criticized aqcquately, it is probably only from our lack of activity so
far. For example, the serious study of the speech of economically

has
edu-

cationally disadvantaged Negroes has only just begun and has hardly
caused a stir in a world pf race-relations which hai net Ira fully con-
ceived of language as part of tlic battle grdund.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the developing relationship of
linguistics to matters of current social concern, especially as it relates to
the study of. minority groups. The September (1969) annual Iniectings of
the American Psychological Association (APA), the American Sociological
Association (ASA) and the'Americari Political Science Association (APSA)
may provide considerable weighty warning about the mad ahead in the
study of social dialects in our country. Just as Dcloria scored anthro-
pologists for their alleged compilation of useless knowledge for knowledge's
sake and for their heady but empty determination to preserve their own
species, so current research practices of- the disciplines of psychology, so-
ciology and political science have been unceremoniously attacked by their
own membership with statemehts like the following one made by Robert L.
Green, co-chairman of the Association of Black 'Psychologists: who observes
that the black community has .served as a research colony for white psy-
clmlocrists and white sociologists.2 Likewise, in his presidential address. at
the ASPA, David 'Hasten proclaimed:. 'A new revolution is underway in
political Science. Its battle cries are relevance and action. Its objects of
criticism are the discipline, the professions and the universities."3

Fmm the.unrest apparent in the disciplines of psychology, sociology nild
political science, and from certain feedback from the as yet limited re-
search done by linguists in minority group speech, two problems have
emerged for which solutions must be immediately devised:

1. Should the speech of minority groups be studied at all?
2. Ithistification is found for studying such speech, what should, be re-

quired of it?
The most ardent detractors from the study of social dialects seem

divided on both issues. There may be some, for example, who argue that it
is pointless to chi research on non-standard speech. ,They may regard it as
unattractive and of little value and argue that researchers might better
spend their time on studying more-useful. things. But such an argument
can be rejected from the Prspective of almost any discipline. Non-standard
speech is interesting psychologically, anthropologically, historically,1inguis-tieally,and, most certainly, pedagogically. More important, these and other
disciplines can pr4ide helpful assistance to speakers of such dialects if the

Robert 1.. Green,. in Washington Evening Star (September 3, 1969), p. A 22.
Newsweek. September 15. 1969. p. 42.
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researchers-can free' themselves fri n their enchantment with basic research
and move along to practical matte -s as %veil. The latter may be the most
convinci tar` of all, since it is virt lolly 'impossible to plot On educational
strategy knowing only the desii.d cud results. One must. certainly also
knowtlw learner's beginning points
The Researcher us. the Researched

In recent months we have hear further criticism of the study of non-
standard speech. These cries are tu de from quite defensible grounds and
'with convincing logic.They..gp some ling like this: "Why single us out for
research.? Why not stdy some ot 'er groups Of peOple?" Unfortunately, i
researchers were not always ready vith acceptable answers to these (pies- 1

lions and, no matter how well Motiliated they really were, their responses dr ,

easily could be taken as, at best, patronizing and, at worst, discrimihatory.
Thus unthinking answers such.' as "We- are studying you because you have
such .a great problem" or "We are studying you because you are so inter- .
lsting from the view point of my discipline" lead only to what Desmond
Morris Might call "lim Human Zoo syndrome." Subjects may be thought
of as freaks or, at least, as peculiar. Even our scholarly use of the designa-'
tors,informants, subjects, populations, etc. smack of a cold impersonality
with which no lay reader could be expected .to sympathize. Deloria's com-
plaint undoubtedly will be answeird, to some extent, by anthropologists
who are probably not as badly motivated as he makes them out to be but
who are also not as conscionable as they themselves think they are. Deloria
rightly, attacks the useless knowledge for knowledge's sake 'and concludes,
'why should tribes have to compete with scholars, for funds when their
scholarly productions arc so hselesn and irrelevant to life?",(p. 11.1)

The Danger of Knowing
This attack,- namely, that researchers stop far short or providing in-

formation which can be translated into a useful program to help allevide
c the problem they are supposedly studying, is a serious .one. In fact, Deloria-

observes, the basic research data, unless seen in light of concrete action,
ran contribute seriously to the demist of a minority group. Thus the
anthropologist's explamition that the Indian's dilemma at being between two
worlds leads him to excuse his excessive drilking on the grounds thathe
does it because hods in a dilemma between- two worldi. Or, in another set-
ting, Daniel I'. Moyitihan's observation that ghetto Negro families sider
from being female dominated can provide 'the ghetto Negro male all the
excuse he needs to shirk his family responsibilities. The danger, of course,
is,not.in these facts by themselves,( assuming that they are accurate),, but --I
in seeingthese facts in isolation rather than as part of a larger contiqum.

For those of you who have been wondering whether or not I was,eVer
going to get to the topic implied by the title of this paper, let me now
beghi to put you at ease. In order to; study differences between the speech
used by any two gr6ups of *Pie, it is necessary te-hlive done considerable
thinking about what the knowledge pf this comparison will do for the
people being studied as well as for the fields of scholarship involved, The

.people whose speech isheing'studicd, however, care very little about hew
well linguists can solve linguistic problems involving language change,
ordered rules or the discovery of underlying forms. They care not a-Whit
about how AveU language features can be used as h measure of social
stratification or 'to determine historical influences, linguistic assimilation
A. variable rules. Any research project which proposes to use minority
group subjects today rust fully realize that the days of the responsive

informant are growing -numbered. He wants to know why we are doing.,what
we are doing and what it all leads td. The linguist involved in such projects

7
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,,- can no longer aim only at a scholarly jojrnal to his research, even though
his professional status argues that he should. He .must worry, at. every
stage of his research, about the ultimate end product. In short, the modern
situation argues for research projects with broad scopes, not. narrow ones,
and for practiCal outcomes, not merely theoretical ones.

Easy-D clievista
Recent times have witnessed a number of educational easy-believisms

all Which havc come short of the' glory of saccess.-Recent reports of the
failure of Title 1 funds to accomplish what-they set out to do havq, pointed'
out, much to our embarrassment, that benefit to the school's problems:does
not accrue from merely making large amounts of money available. In fact,
a recent report by economists at the First National City Bank of N. Y.
showed that there is little correlation between. improvement in reading
skills in black schools and the. amount of money poured into these class-
rooms.4 The next easy- believism is likely to be that all we really need is a
lot more teachers or tutors, then children will learn to read and write. It
lids been suggested, in fact, that a cadre of lay people can be used effectively
to teach literacy in this country (oddly enough, It has never been' sug-
gested, to 'my knowledge, that a largecadre of lay people be formed to aid
in the problems of dentistry or law). Of course money is useful and no
program can operate without willing and altruistic people butthis line of
thinking neglects a far more major problem"What is the content of the'
subject to be taught?" What this suggests is that the exact reverse of the
relevance principle so aptly advocated by Deloria may also lead to .mean-
inglessness to the minority group. To a certain extent, this principle under-
lies the Regional Educational Laboratory movement in this country. For
several years now such laboratories have concentrated heavily on convert-
Mg vast amounts of. basic research into viable classroom practtces. The re7
sults of their efforts: have not been earthshaking, despite ever' goodgood inten-
tion and, in some cases, because of it. The dangers of :picking!. up.antither
man's research and .rtuming with it should be immediately ai* It4ith-

examples. The Now. York City Board of Education, for examPle, sed the

out documentation, since the literature is now growing on the i b;y13iit
'oral .language materials for secondary students should offer 11. ple.,,inia of

work of William Labov and Beryl Bailey as a base for constructing the
NCTE's,: publication 'Ion- Standard Dialects. In doing. so, it managed to
misunderstand a great deal of what these excellent scholars have written.
Likewise, one of the better regional educational laboratories has been using
oral language materials 'originally written for Spanish speakers with
Southern Negro children. Yet the ludicrousness of teaching black children
such things as the aspiration of their word initial voiceless stops should be
apparent-to. anyone: What I am saying, is that if researchers can be,ficored
for not carrying their research to. practical ends, likewise the practical
People can be Criticized for not doing the research: Both can be well mean-
ing and, to a limited extent, accurate, but neither sees the whole picture 6
that is becoming tiff absolute requirement in our times: And we 'have been
led to 'this not by the insights of our own disciplines, not by a sudden re-
alscOvery of Frantis BacOn's.11enaissance Man who 'argiled that "all knowl-
edge should be our province." Instead we have been led to it by the very
people we are studying. They are telling us, "Don't study me or my speech

it won't help me. I've got enough problems as it is and I don't have time
for that kind of game-playing. If it will help me, show . me how." But
even then there is no guarantee that he will cooperate with us. And we

. .-
4 Karl E. Meyer. "Money as School Cure.AII Questioned." The WashIngton%Post, Tues-

day, November 26. 1969. v. AG.
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can't blame him if he refuses. Our track record is far from clear. The
various disciplines that have been studying Negro speech in this country
have said enough damaging things already to produce an uncrossable gulf.
Early childhood'educators have told him that he is non,verba.l, that he has
defective hearing and that his language signal's cognitive deficits. Speech
people have told him that he is deficient and suffering from a kind of Who-
logical.Weakness: English teachers have dismissed him as inarticulate and
ignorant of the most fundamental aspects of grammar and pronunciation.
Reading teachers have considered him illiterate. Psychologists have observed
that he deviates from the prescribed norm. Linguisti have' described his
speech in order to observe sound change, historical origins and underlying
grammatical forms. Where do we begin to repair the damage? Or wad
there any point to studying his speech in the first place?

Inadequate Research Design .

We have briefly discussed the problems of,,the researcher vs. the re- ). -

searched, the unfulfilled promises of research and the dangers of knowing.
Other problems in studying Negro-white' speech differences stem from the
misassessing of facts by scholars, a partial or incomplete knowledge of the
facts, and an inadequate research design for ascertaining these facts. It is
the latter problem to ,which I wish to address myself in the remainder of
this paper.

Historically it has been difficult for linguists to observe the speech dif-
ferences between the races because their to ls for: measuring social class
were imparted, often leading their results, astray. That is, Negro -white

tend to be minimized in the up er middle classes but 'become
increasingly evident as one moves down th social scale. vidence of thisE
minimizing can be clearly observed from the C.A.L. research, Sociolin-'
guistic Factors in Speech Identification wh n, from stimuli containing as
little as 20 to 30 seconds of continuous tape recorded speech, listeners
could accurately identify the race of the site ker in all but the upper middle

--class stiniuli.5 The taped -speech of upper Fiddle class Negroes was identi-
'fled by race accurately only 17.8% of the time by Negro listeners and only
8.2% of the time by white listeners. Listen° s. judged the racial identity of
the taped voices of all other classes, hewer r, ith an overall accuracy of
approximately 95%. This -sort of information s us to make it quite dear
that researchers must be very careful to get1 a ether complete spectrum of
social class representation of both races when st dying Negro-White speech
differenCes. This is, of course, easier said tha done. The relatively un-
biased random sample which the Detroit Dialec Study carried out in that
city in 1966 turned up a population which sh wed that only 15% of all ..

Negroes are found in the upper half of the soc al status spectrum in con-
trast to 409;. of the white population which is found in that category.
Likewise, at the lower end of the socioeconoinic spectrum, it is often diffi-
cult to. find whites who are as,poor as the poorest Negroes, especially in
the South.

I
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One thing we are warned against, by fads such as these, is that it is
dangerous to say anything about Negro-white speech differences on the
basis of language data evidence fromanly the middle clasdNegroes. Equally
dangerous, however, is the opposite of this situatio . The early research
of the Urban Language Study was carried out on relatively small popu

1).
-

lation in Washington,'. C. Considerable .effort was add to avoid the bias
of dialectologists, in their wide- meshed studies. Rather early in the research,
however, an4thvious question arose: Just how representative is\\\the speech

\

g Shuy. Ratter W.. Joan C. Ilaratz and Walter A. Wolfram.'SoclolinsulatW Factors In
Speech IdentifleatIon, NIMII Project No MU 16048-01. Final Retort. 1
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